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Cautionary Statement
This Report includes statements with respect to future events, trends, plans, expectation or objectives relating to MS Amlin Group’s 
future business, financial condition, results of operations, performance and strategy. Forward looking statements are not statements 
of historical fact and may contain the terms, “may”, “will”, “should”, “continue”, “aims”, “estimates”, “projects”, “believes”, “intends”, 
“expects”, “plans”, “seeks” or “anticipates” or words which have a similar meaning. No undue reliance should be placed on such 
statements because, by their nature, they are subject to unknown risks and uncertainties and can be affected by other factors that could 
cause actual results and plans of the MS Amlin Group to differ materially from those expressed or implied in the forward looking 
statements (or from past results). Factors such as, but not limited to (i) general economic conditions and competitive factors, particularly 
in key markets, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis (ii) the risk of a global economic downturn (iii) performance 
of financial markets (iv) levels of interest rates and currency exchange rates (v) the frequency, severity and development of insured 
claims events (vi) policy renewal and lapse rates (vii) changes in laws and regulations and in the policies of regulators (viii) increases 
in loss expenses may all have a direct bearing on the results of operations of the MS Amlin Group and on whether any targets may be 
achieved. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur or be more pronounced as a result of catastrophic events. MS Amlin does 
not undertake or assume any obligation to update or revise any of these forward looking statements, whether to reflect any new 
information, future events or circumstances or otherwise, except as required by applicable laws and regulations.
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This annual Solvency and Financial Condition 
Report is prepared for MS Amlin plc (the ‘Company’) 
and its subsidiaries (together the ‘Group’). 

Following its acquisition on 1 February 2016, the Company is now 
a wholly owned subsidiary of  Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Company, 
Limited (MSI). MSI, in turn is a wholly owned subsidiary of  MS&AD 
Insurance Group Holdings, Inc. (MS&AD). Thus MS&AD is the 
ultimate parent of  the Company. 

MS Amlin delivers continuity for businesses facing the most complex 
and demanding risks. MS Amlin specialises in providing insurance 
cover to commercial enterprises and reinsurance protection to other 
insurance companies around the world. It does this through two 
legal entities (Amlin Insurance S.E and MS Amlin AG), and through 
participation in two Lloyd’s syndicates (2001 and 3210). The Group 
underwrites more than 30 classes of  business across these entities 
and syndicates. Capital is also managed within these entities and 
other corporate capital vehicles within the Group.

MS Amlin is organised and managed through three global Strategic 
Business Units (SBUs): Reinsurance; Marine & Aviation; and Property 
& Casualty. The SBUs operate across all of  the entities and 
syndicates above, ensuring underwriting performance and operations 
are carried out effectively and efficiently. Service companies in the 
Group provide administrative support to the SBUs.

MS Amlin experienced a year of  significant change in 2016, and we 
are pleased with the progress that has been made. Of  particular 
significance was the bringing together of  the historical MSI 
businesses in London and Bermuda into our operating structure, 
increasing our market penetration in a number of  business lines, 
notably catastrophe reinsurance, marine insurance and UK property 
insurance. Driven mainly by the integration, net assets on an IFRS 
basis increased by 73.7% to £3,211.7 million.

The Bermuda element of  this relates to the acquisition of  MS Frontier 
Reinsurance Limited, which has been merged with MS Amlin AG, 
increasing its scale and capital strength. The London element relates 
to syndicate 3210, of  which the 2017 revenues will be written through 
syndicate 2001, whilst 2016 and prior years of  accounts have been 
placed into run off.

Basis of preparation
This Solvency and Financial Condition report has been prepared in 
line with the requirements as set out in the regulations relating to 
Solvency II as passed by the European Union, and guidelines issued 
by the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority and 
the Prudential Regulation Authority (‘PRA’). This report is to meet the 
Company’s regulatory reporting requirements, and for no other 
purpose and should not be relied upon for any other such purpose.

Financial information included in this report, is based on the Group’s 
Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements, prepared for 
the Company’s shareholder and in accordance with UK Companies 
Act requirements. Unless stated otherwise, this report represents the 
position of  the Group as at 31 December 2016 only and will not 
necessarily reflect all changes in the Group’s operations since 
that date.

Basis of consolidation
The Group’s consolidated Solvency II data has been prepared in 
accordance with Method 1 in Article 335 of  the Delegated Regulation 
2015/35.

How this differs from the preparation of  the Group’s Annual Report 
and Consolidated Financial Statements, is primarily in the treatment 
of  the corporate capital vehicles (CCVs), such as the Group’s Lloyd’s 
capital providers MS Amlin Corporate Member Limited and MSI 
Corporate Capital Limited. As per the regulation above, subsidiaries 
in a Group are classified into different classifications, and CCVs are 
automatically classified as ‘other undertakings’. Several other 
subsidiaries of  the Group, through association with the capital 
providers or by design, also form part of  this classification.

This classification means that in the conversion to the Solvency II 
balance sheet from IFRS, ‘other undertakings’ are deconsolidated 
and re-presented on a net basis as a single line item – ‘Holdings in 
related undertakings, including participations’. Thus the Group under 
Solvency II effectively only relates to the Company, MS Amlin AG, 
Amlin Insurance S.E. and MS Amlin Corporate Services Limited.

Throughout this report, it has been intended to talk of  the Group as 
including ‘other undertakings’ as this is how the Group is managed 
and has its risks assessed. In some cases, both perspectives are 
shown to aid understanding of  the Solvency II Pillar III requirements.

Further information on this treatment is contained in section A.1 
Business; and the conversion to the Solvency II balance sheet can 
be found in section D (and summarised on page 3).

Own funds

2016
£m

(unaudited) 
Day 1

£m

Excess of  assets over liabilities 
as per the Solvency II balance 
sheet 3,009.6 1,628.4

Own shares – (11.0)

Subordinated liabilities – 235.9

Foreseeable dividend (75.8) –

Total Own Funds before 
deduction for fungibility and 
transferability of own funds 2,933.8 1,853.3

Non available own funds (427.2) (444.1)

Total available own funds 2,506.6 1,409.2

Solvency capital requirements 
(SCR) 1,580.3 1,044.6

SCR coverage ratio 158.6% 134.9%

The capital position of  the Group has improved significantly as 
compared to that at the opening balance sheet date. This is largely 
driven by integration activities following the Group’s acquisition by 
MSI on 1 February 2016. These activities have included the merger 
of  MSI operations in London and Bermuda into the Group, bringing 
considerable additional financial and underwriting strength. The 
merger has contributed to an immediate increase of  £997.2 million 
to the IFRS net assets, out of  the total increase of  £1,362.6 million 
between Day 1 and 31 December 2016.

Executive summary
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As a result of  the integration with MSI, the Company is currently 
undergoing a major model change application in respect of  revised 
workings of  the Internal Model. Pending approval of  the application, 
a contingency load of  £105.0 million has been added to the current 
Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) calculation, as agreed with the 
PRA. This contingency load is expected to lapse on 30 June 2017, 
and assuming it is not replaced, the SCR coverage ratio increases 
to 162.8%.

The 2016 available own funds has been adjusted for a dividend of  
£75.8 million, conditionally declared by the Board of  MS Amlin plc 
on 23 February 2017 and paid on 20 March 2017. This deduction 
has reduced the SCR coverage ratio by 4.8%. 

In addition, the Company’s parent Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance 
Company, Limited provided additional equity capital to allow the 
Company to repay the subordinated debt in December 2016. While 
this action has no overall impact to the Group’s capital ratio, it did 
improve the quality of  the Group’s capital.

Capital structure and arrangements
As per the above, the Group has own funds of  £2,506.6 million. 
Per the requirements for Solvency II, this is split into tiers as below:

2016
£m

(unaudited) 
Day 1

£m

Tier 1 2,470.6 1,152.2

Tier 2 – 235.9

Tier 3 36.0 21.1

Available own funds 2,506.6 1,409.2

Tier 1 own funds are made up of  the Group’s entire share capital 
along with its share premium and reconciliation reserve. See section 
E.1 on page 72 for more information on this tier.

Tier 2 own funds previously related to the subordinated debt the 
Company had issued, which was classified within this tier as per 
Solvency II transitional arrangements. This debt was repaid in December 
2016 as per the reset date in the trust deed, and was funded 
primarily by way of  a capital injection from the Company’s parent.

Tier 3 relates to the net deferred tax asset position of  the Group, as 
this is required to be classified as tier 3. See section D.1 on page 60 
for more information on the net deferred tax asset. 

The Group also has a number of  off-balance sheet arrangements. 
In particular, the Group’s parent MSI has supplied 4 letters of  credit 
along with a guarantee secured by Japanese corporate bonds as 
part of  the Funds at Lloyd’s (FAL) balance with a total value of  
£331.1 million. These support the funding requirement of  the Group’s 
participation in the Lloyd’s market through syndicates 2001 and 
3210. As these assets are pledged to the Society of  Lloyd’s rather 
than the Group, they have not been included in the above as ancillary 
own funds, but are available to the corporate members of  the 
syndicates. In addition, no deduction has been made against the 
Group’s SCR requirement although these assets would rank ahead 
of  other Group funds held outside Funds at Lloyd’s.

Use of Internal Model
The Company was granted approval to operate a full Internal 
Model in the calculation of  the Solvency Capital Requirement on 
5 December 2015.

The syndicates’ insurance risks are explicitly modelled in the 
Group’s Internal Model SCR and the FAL assets are excluded from 
the Group’s available own funds. Thus, this leads to a reduction in 
the Group’s solvency ratio. In addition, Lloyd’s capital requirements 
are above Solvency II SCR levels due to the to-ultimate time horizon 
and a 35% uplift, thereby increasing the level of  funds excluded 
from the Group’s own funds. At 31 December 2016, these capital 
requirements included a load of  £72.9 million, which Lloyd’s had 
added to reflect any integration risks arising out of  the integration 
of  syndicate 3210 into the Group. At the date of  this report, this 
load has now been released.

Further details on the Group’s Own funds can be found 
in section E.

Valuation for solvency purposes
The Group has net assets under IFRS of  £3,211.7 million as compared 
to £3,009.6 million net assets under Solvency II. This includes the 
integrated net assets of  the MSI operations acquired by the Group 
on 31 December 2016. The adjustments made to move from IFRS 
balance sheet to Solvency II balance sheet are set out below:

2016
£m

Excess of  assets over liabilities – IFRS 3,211.7 

Deconsolidation and reclassification of  
subsidiaries to participation –

Disallowed items – Goodwill, Intangible assets and 
Deferred Acquisition Costs (415.2)

Solvency II technical provisions adjustment 344.9 

Fair value adjustment on subsidiaries classified as 
participations (129.3)

Fair value adjustment on other items (32.7)

Deferred tax on adjustment items 30.2

Excess of assets over liabilities – Solvency II 3,009.6

Further details on the Group’s Valuation for solvency 
purposes basis and the valuation adjustments can be found 
in section D.

Business and performance
Underwriting performance
MS Amlin’s performance in 2016 was impacted by tough insurance 
market conditions that continued to put pressure on pricing, together 
with increased catastrophe loss activity. Profit before exceptional 
items and tax for the year was £60.4 million with a corresponding 
return on equity of  2.2%. 

Our underwriting returns of  £69.1 million were impacted by 
£156.4 million of  large catastrophe losses, notably the Alberta 
wildfires, Hurricane Matthew and the New Zealand and Taiwan 
earthquakes. Our underwriting returns were also impacted by 
£48.2 million as a result of  the change to the ‘Ogden’ discount 
rate used for assessing bodily injury liability claims in the UK. 
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Executive summary
continued

The underlying claims ratio, excluding large catastrophe losses and 
reserve releases and prior period premium adjustments remained 
at 58%, and it was pleasing to see that our retention ratio remained 
high at 85%; a testament to our client service proposition and 
strong franchise.

Investment performance
In a year when investment markets remained challenging, the 
Group’s investment performance was strong at 2.2%, contributing 
£108.7 million to the Group’s result.

Further details of  the Group’s business and its performance 
can be found in section A.

System of Governance
The Boards of  the Company and its subsidiaries regard the system 
of  governance of  the insurance and reinsurance undertakings as fit 
for purpose with enhancements identified in certain areas. Further 
refinement continues, in particular to protect the interests of  the 
regulated entities where these diverge from those of  the Strategic 
Business Unit or of  MS Amlin generally. The establishment in 2016 of  
a Group Oversight Committee was to ensure the system of  governance 
continues to be fit for purpose, and to manage refinements as they 
are implemented. MS Amlin made fundamental changes to its 
governance and operating model during 2014 as it transitioned to the 
SBU model, with further changes taking place in 2016 as a result of  
the integration with MSI. 

Further details on the Group’s System of  Governance can 
be found in section B.

Risk profile
Risk management
MS Amlin has an established risk management framework to identify, 
assess and manage key internal and external risks for achieving our 
plans and objectives. 

This framework has four key elements:

• Governance from Boards, risk committees and the accountability 
of  management; 

• Risk policy and clarity of  risk appetite and tolerances;

• Risk identification and assessment; and

• Reporting processes to drive action and enhancement.

Risk status summary
MS Amlin’s principal risks are set out in this document with a 
commentary on attitude to the risk area, the current status and key 
mitigation strategies.

By rank, the largest risk exposures are:

• Underwriting risk primarily driven by catastrophe risk;

• Reserving risk; and

• Market risk including foreign exchange risk.

MS Amlin’s overall risk profile, and hence capital requirements, 
materially increased in 2016 as a result of:

• Post-acquisition integration – the Group enterprise risk profile has 
materially increased as a result of  the integration of  MSI Lloyd’s 
and Bermudian businesses (after taking account of  the benefits 
of  the increased diversification).

• Model methodology changes including;

 – Parameterisation changes to underwriting and reserving 
following a review of  the dependency methodology; and

 – Re-parameterisation of  market risk to reflect updates to 
projected asset valuations and yield curves.

• Foreign Exchange risk – which increased due to the removal 
of  the specific hedging strategy.

Insurance catastrophe risk is our largest risk concentration as 
MS Amlin continues to be a market leader in catastrophe oriented 
classes, particularly reinsurance. Our approach to managing 
exposure is through the application of  risk limits or tolerances 
for specific natural or man-made catastrophes against a set of  
stochastic modelled outcomes. 

The level of  appetite for catastrophe business is subject to MS Amlin 
being able to buy effective reinsurance cover, underwrite a balance 
of  territorial exposures and achieve a sufficient level of  profit for the 
insured risk. 

Emerging risk
The MS Amlin risk function takes a proactive approach to identify and 
assess emerging issues which may alter or add to the levels of  risk to 
the Group. Current emerging risk monitoring is focused on the 
following themes:

• Climate change and its impact on weather-related property 
insurance losses such as windstorm or flood;

• Industrial disease which may impact Employers’ Liability insurance;

• Pandemic disease which may impact the Accident and Health 
portfolio;

• Economic turmoil and political risk which could cause losses in our 
political risk, credit and terrorism accounts;

• Legislative change such as Brexit, impacting licensing access to 
markets and/or regulatory requirements;

• Market/competitor actions which may affect levels of  pricing;

• Technical innovation impacting methods of  product distribution, 
intermediation and expenses; and

• Cyber risk which could impact operations, data or lead to 
insurance claims.

To address Brexit, MS Amlin intends to re-domicile Amlin Insurance 
S.E. to an EU state by 30 June 2018, thereby ensuring continuity for its 
EU client base.

Further details on the Group’s risk profile and management 
actions can be found in section C.
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Directors’ responsibility statement

We acknowledge our responsibility for preparing the MS Amlin plc Solvency and Financial Condition 
Report (‘SFCR’) in all material respects in accordance with the PRA Rules and the Solvency II Regulations.

We are satisfied that:
a)  throughout the financial year in question, MS Amlin plc and its subsidiaries have complied in all material respects with the requirements of  

the PRA Rules (the ‘Rules’) and the Solvency II Regulations (the ‘Regulations’) which are applicable to MS Amlin plc and its subsidiaries and 
all necessary reporting adjustments arising from the application of  these Rules and Regulations to our processes have been made; and

b)  in respect of  the period from 31 December 2016 to the date of  the publication of  the SFCR, MS Amlin plc and its subsidiaries have 
continued so to comply and will continue so to comply for the remainder of  the financial year to 31 December 2017.

For and on behalf  of  the Board of  MS Amlin plc

Richard Hextall James Le Tall Illingworth
Chief  Finance & Chief  Risk Officer  
Operations Officer

22 June 2017
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Independent auditor’s report

Report of the external independent auditor to 
the Directors of MS Amlin plc (the Company) 
pursuant to Rule 4.1 (2) of the External Audit 
Chapter of the PRA Rulebook applicable to 
Solvency II firms.

Except as stated below, we have audited the following documents 
prepared by MS Amlin plc as at 31 December 2016:

• The ‘Valuation for solvency purposes’ and ‘Capital Management’ 
sections of  the Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report of  
the Company as at 31 December 2016, (‘the Narrative Disclosures 
subject to audit’); and

• Group templates S02.01.02, S23.01.22, S32.01.22 (‘the Templates 
subject to audit’).

The Narrative Disclosures subject to audit and the Templates subject 
to audit are collectively referred to as the ‘Relevant Elements of  the 
Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report’.

We are not required to audit, nor have we audited, and as a 
consequence do not express an opinion on the Other Information 
which comprises:

• Information contained within the Relevant Elements of  the Group 
Solvency and Financial Condition Report set out about above 
which are, or derive from the Solvency Capital Requirement, 
as identified in the Appendix to this report;

• The ‘Business and performance’, ‘System of  governance’ and 
‘Risk profile’ sections of  the Group Solvency and Financial 
Condition Report;

• Group templates S05.01.02, S05.02.01, S.25.03.22;

• The written acknowledgement by the Directors of  their 
responsibilities, including for the preparation of  the Group 
Solvency and Financial Condition Report (‘the Responsibility 
Statement’); and

• Information which pertains to an undertaking that is not a Solvency 
II undertaking and has been prepared in accordance with PRA 
rules other than those implementing the Solvency II Directive or 
in accordance with an EU instrument other than the Solvency II 
regulations (‘the sectoral information’).

To the extent the information subject to audit in the Relevant 
Elements of  the Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report 
includes amounts that are totals, sub-totals or calculations derived 
from the Other Information, we have relied without verification on 
the Other Information.

Respective responsibilities of 
directors and auditor 
As explained more fully in the Responsibility Statement, the Directors 
are responsible for the preparation of  the Group Solvency and 
Financial Condition Report in accordance with the financial reporting 
provisions of  the PRA rules and Solvency II regulations.

The Directors are also responsible for such internal control as they 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of  a Group 
Solvency and Financial Condition Report that is free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Our responsibility is to audit, and express an opinion on, the Relevant 
Elements of  the Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report in 
accordance with applicable law and International Standards on 
Auditing (UK and Ireland) together with ISA (UK) 800 and ISA (UK) 
805. Those standards require us to comply with the Auditing 
Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors. 

Scope of the audit of the relevant 
elements of the Group Solvency and 
Financial Condition Report
A description of  the scope of  an audit is provided on the Financial 
Reporting Council’s website at www.frc.org.uk/auditscopeukprivate.

Opinion on the relevant elements 
of the Group Solvency and Financial 
Condition Report 
In our opinion, the information subject to audit in the Relevant 
Elements of  the Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report of  
MS Amlin plc as at 31 December 2016 is prepared, in all material 
respects, in accordance with the financial reporting provisions of  
the PRA Rules and Solvency II regulations on which they are based, 
as modified by relevant supervisory modifications, and as 
supplemented by supervisory approvals and determinations.

Emphasis of matter –  
basis of accounting
We draw attention to the ‘Valuation for solvency purposes’ section of the 
Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report, which describe the basis 
of  accounting. The Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report is 
prepared in compliance with the financial reporting provisions of  the 
PRA Rules and Solvency II regulations, and therefore in accordance with 
a special purpose financial reporting framework. The Solvency and 
Financial Condition Report is required to be published, and intended 
users include but are not limited to the Prudential Regulation Authority. 

As a result, the Group Solvency and Financial Condition Report may 
not be suitable for another purpose. Our opinion is not modified in 
respect of  this matter.

Other matter
The Company has authority to calculate its Group Solvency Capital 
Requirement using an Internal Model (the Model) approved by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority in accordance with the Solvency II 
Regulations. In forming our opinion (and in accordance with PRA 
Rules), we are not required to audit the inputs to, design of, operating 
effectiveness of  and outputs from the Model, or whether the Model is 
being applied in accordance with the Company’s application or 
approval order.

Opinion on other matter prescribed 
by the PRA Rulebook
In our opinion, in accordance with Rule 4.2 of the External Audit Chapter 
of  the PRA Rulebook, the sectoral information has been properly 
compiled in accordance with the PRA rules and EU instruments 
relating to that undertaking from information provided by members 
of  the Group and the relevant insurance group undertaking.
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Matters on which we are required to 
report by exception
In accordance with Rule 4.1 (3) of  the External Audit Chapter of  the 
PRA Rulebook for Solvency II firms we are also required to consider 
whether the Other Information is materially inconsistent with our 
knowledge obtained in the audit of  MS Amlin’s statutory financial 
statements. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude 
that there is a material misstatement of  this other information; we are 
required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

The purpose of our audit work and 
to whom we owe our responsibilities
This report of  the external auditor is made solely to the Company’s 
directors, as its governing body, in accordance with the requirement 
in Rule 4.1(2) of  the External Audit Part of  the PRA Rulebook and the 
terms of  our engagement. We acknowledge that the directors are 
required to submit the report to the PRA, to enable the PRA to verify 
that an auditor’s report has been commissioned by the Company’s 
directors and issued in accordance with the requirement set out in 
Rule 4.1(2) of  the External Audit Part of  the PRA Rulebook and to 
facilitate the discharge by the PRA of  its regulatory functions in 
respect of  the Company, conferred on the PRA by or under the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

Our audit has been undertaken so that we might state to the 
Company’s directors those matters we are required to state to them 
in an auditor’s report issued pursuant to Rule 4.1(2) and for no other 
purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or 
assume responsibility to anyone other than the Company through its 
governing body, for our audit, for this report, or for the opinions we 
have formed.

KPMG LLP

15 Canada Square
Canary Wharf
London
E14 5GL

22 June 2017

• The maintenance and integrity of MS Amlin plc’s website is the responsibility of the 
directors; the work carried out by the auditors does not involve consideration of these 
matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept no responsibility for any changes that 
may have occurred to the Solvency and Financial Condition Report since it was initially 
presented on the website.

• Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination of 
Solvency and Financial Condition Reports may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

Appendix – relevant elements of the Group 
Solvency and Financial Condition Report that 
are not subject to audit
Group Internal Model
The relevant elements of  the Group Solvency and Financial Condition 
Report that are not subject to audit comprise:

• The following elements of  Group template S.02.01.02:

 – Row R0550: Technical provisions – non-life (excluding health) 
– risk margin

 – Row R0590: Technical provisions – health (similar to non-life) – 
risk margin

• The following elements of  Group template S.23.01.22

 – Row R0020: Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share 
capital at group level

 – Row R0060: Non-available subordinated mutual member 
accounts at group level

 – Row R0080: Non-available surplus at group level

 – Row R0100: Non-available preference shares at group level

 – Row R0120: Non-available share premium account related to 
preference shares at group level

 – Row R0150: Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level

 – Row R0170: The amount equal to the value of  net deferred tax 
assets not available at the group level

 – Row R0190: Non-available own funds related to other own funds 
items approved by supervisory authority

 – Row R0210: Non-available minority interests at group level

 – Row R0380: Non-available ancillary own funds at group level

 – Rows R0410 to R0440 – Own funds of  other financial sectors

 – Row R0680: Group SCR

 – Row R0750: Other non available own funds

• Elements of  the Narrative Disclosures subject to audit identified 
as ‘unaudited’.
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Section A: Business and performance

A.1 Business

Legal form
MS Amlin plc (the Company) is a public limited company 
incorporated in England and Wales, registration number, 2854310. 

The address of  the registered office is: 

The Leadenhall Building  
122 Leadenhall Street  
London, EC3V 4AG 

The Company is the ultimate parent company of  the MS Amlin Group 
(the Group), a collection of  48 individual entities, supporting a 
collective objective of  trading in insurance and reinsurance products, 
spread across multiple sectors and regions. 

The Company’s immediate parent is Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance 
Company, Limited (MSI), a wholly owned subsidiary of  MS&AD 
Insurance Group Holdings, Inc. (MS&AD). Both MSI and MS&AD are 
registered in Japan. The consolidated accounts of  MS&AD represent 
the largest group in which the results of  the Company and its 
subsidiaries are consolidated. MSI is the only intermediate parent 
company between the Company and MS&AD. 

The registered address of  MSI is 3-9, Kanda Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan.

The registered address of  MS&AD is Tokyo Sumitomo Twin Building 
(West Tower), 27-2, Shinkawa 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

MSI holds 100% of  the Company’s ordinary shares. All shares have 
equal rights.

Supervisor information
The Company’s supervisor is the Prudential Regulatory Authority, 
20 Moorgate, London EC2R 6DA, England (contact: Andy Doig, 
Senior Associate).

Auditor information
The Company’s appointed external auditor is KPMG LLP, 15 Canada 
Square, London, E14 5GL, England (contact: Stuart Crisp, Partner). 

Basis of consolidation
The financial statements of  the Group, prepared on an IFRS basis, 
consolidate the accounts of  the Company and its subsidiaries, 
including the Group’s underwriting through participation on two 
Lloyd’s syndicates. Subsidiaries are all entities (including structured 
entities) over which the Group has control. The financial statements 
of  all subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting year as the 
Company. All inter-company balances, profits and transactions are 
eliminated on consolidation.

The consolidated accounts of  the Group represent the smallest 
group that the results of  the Company and its subsidiaries are 
consolidated.

For Solvency II reporting, the consolidation of  the Company and its 
subsidiaries is as per Method 1 in Article 335 (1)(f) of  the Delegated 
Regulation 2015/35. Under Solvency II, Lloyd’s capital providers and 
their related undertakings are deemed as other related undertakings. 
Therefore, they are accounted using the adjusted equity method and 
disclosed as ‘participations’ on the Solvency II balance sheet. This 
classification primarily relates to corporate capital providers, such as 
MS Amlin Corporate Member and MSI Corporate Capital – corporate 
members of  the Group’s two Lloyd’s syndicates. Several other 
subsidiaries, some with direct relationships to the syndicates, have 
also been classified as participations. 

The Company’s holdings in investment adviser and fund manager 
companies such as Leadenhall Capital Partners LLP, MS Amlin 
Investment Management Limited and others are accounted under 
Solvency II using the proportional share of  the undertakings’ own 
funds. Similar to Lloyd’s undertakings, they are also disclosed as 
‘participations’ on the Solvency II balance sheet.

From here on, the companies above are collectively referred to 
as ‘participations’. A list of  the Group entities and their classification 
can be found on page 96. The classification of  these Group 
undertakings is reviewed annually.

Group supervision
Notwithstanding the acquisition of  the Group by MSI in February 
2016, MS Amlin remains subject to group supervision by the PRA. 

Organisation and management
The Group is organised and managed through distinct operating 
segments, referred to as Strategic Business Units (SBUs). Segments 
are as follows:

• Reinsurance – Offering coverage of  catastrophe, property and 
casualty risks through treaty reinsurance, and providing clients 
with Insurance Linked Securities solutions. Operates through 
offices in Bermuda, London, Miami, New Jersey, Singapore 
and Zurich.

• Marine & Aviation – Offering insurance and facultative reinsurance 
coverage with primary focus on cargo, energy, hull, liability and 
aviation portfolios, and other specialist areas such as specie and 
fine art risks. Operates through offices in Antwerp, London, Paris, 
Rotterdam, Singapore, Dubai and Hong Kong.

• Property & Casualty – Providing insurance and facultative 
reinsurance coverage in five main areas – property, casualty, 
accident and health, motor and bloodstock. Operates through 
offices in Amstelveen, Brussels, Hamburg, London and Paris.

Further information on the Group governance and management 
arrangements can be found in section B.1 on page 22.
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Significant events during the period
On 4 January 2016, two of  the Company’s subsidiaries, Amlin Europe 
N.V. and Amlin Insurance (UK) plc, merged to form Amlin Insurance 
Societas Europaea. This merged entity is subject to supervision by 
the UK’s Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) and conduct 
regulation by the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and branch 
country regulators.

On 1 February 2016, all of  the shares in the Company were acquired 
by MSI and on 2 February 2016 the Company delisted from the 
London Stock Exchange as part of  a scheme of  arrangement under 
Part 26 of  the Companies Act 2006. On 29 February 2016, the 
Company changed its name to MS Amlin plc (formerly Amlin plc).

On 3 May 2016, management of  syndicate 3210 was novated to 
MS Amlin Underwriting Limited, from Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance 
Underwriting at Lloyd’s Limited.

On 8 August 2016, the Company received ¥6.0 billion (£41.7 million), 
as a short term loan from MSI and this was repaid with accrued 
interest on 31 May 2017.

On 4 November 2016, the Company issued one share to MSI in 
exchange for cash of  £230.0 million. This cash was subsequently 
used to repay the Company’s subordinated debt liability of  the same 
amount on 17 December 2016.

On 31 December 2016, the Company acquired the shareholding of  
Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance London Management Limited (MSILM), 
from Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Group Holdings Europe Limited for 
cash consideration of  £33.8 million. MSILM is the parent company 
of  the corporate member for syndicate 3210, Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance Corporate Capital Limited.

On 31 December 2016, the Company issued one share to MSI in 
consideration of  the shareholding of  MS Frontier Reinsurance 
Limited (MSFRe), an insurance company domiciled in Bermuda, 
providing reinsurance products in Bermuda, Singapore and 
Malaysia. The value of  the share issued was £394.1 million.

On 31 December 2016, the Company merged MSFRe into its 
subsidiary MS Amlin AG, a company registered in Switzerland. 
The combined MS Amlin AG entity will continue to be supervised by 
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) as well as 
the Bermuda Monetary Authority (BMA).

Significant events after the reporting period
The following significant events have been identified between the 
reporting date and the date on which this Solvency and Financial 
Condition Report was approved. 

Reinsurance arrangement with parent
With effect from 1 January 2017 there is a variable quota share treaty 
in place between MS Amlin AG (Bermuda branch) and MSI. The 
annual aggregate treaty limit is US$1.5 billion.

Ogden rate change
On 27 February 2017, the Ministry of  Justice announced a change 
in the Ogden discount rate used for assessing bodily injury liability 
claims in the UK from 2.5% to (0.75)%. This has been allowed for 
in estimating the value of  the Group’s insurance liabilities as at 
31 December 2016, and the Group’s profit before tax has incurred 
a reduction of  £48.2 million.

MS Amlin (India) Private Limited
On 13 December 2016, syndicate 2001 deposited £0.6 million with 
Corporation of  Lloyd’s India to meet Indian regulatory requirements 
to enable the establishment of  MS Amlin (India) Private limited. 
MS Amlin (India) Private Limited was incorporated on 3 February 
2017 and commenced trading on 1 April 2017.

Dividend paid to the shareholders of the Company
An interim ordinary dividend of  15.0 pence per share for 2015, 
amounting to £75.8 million was declared by the Board on 
23 February 2017. This has been included as an adjustment to own 
funds in this report, as it has not been recognised as a liability in 
the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements. 
The dividend was paid on 20 March 2017.

Premium Trust Deed settlement
In March 2017 MS AUL agreed to a financial penalty of  £630,000, 
a public Notice of  Censure and to pay costs of  £90,500, to resolve 
allegations by Lloyd’s of  London relating to historical breaches of  
the terms of  the Premium Trust Deed for syndicate 2001.

New debt facilities
On 5 May 2017, the Company and certain of  its subsidiaries entered 
into a new debt facility with its banks which is available until May 
2022 and provides an unsecured £400.0 million multicurrency 
revolving credit facility (with a letter of  credit element to support 
Lloyd’s funding requirements). This facility replaces the £300.0 million 
multicurrency revolving credit facility and $200.0 million letter of  
credit as described in note 12e) of  the Group’s Annual Report and 
Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Section A: Business and performance
continued

MS Amlin AG (MS AAG)
MS AAG was established in 2010 as a separately capitalised wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Company. It is based in Zurich, Switzerland and 
operates a branch in Hamilton, Bermuda. MS AAG also provides internal 
reinsurance cover for other parts of  the Group (primarily protection 
whole account quota share contract with for syndicate 2001). 

• Bermuda: This business was established in 2005, it writes a 
portfolio of  reinsurance business on a direct basis. A large 
proportion of  the business written emanates from London broker 
markets. The main focus of  this business is property catastrophe 
excess of  loss reinsurance, in addition to proportional reinsurance, 
risk excess of  loss, and specialty lines written in both the US and 
international markets. Bermuda writes similar classes of  business 
to S2001 – mainly property catastrophe and other short tail lines. 

• Zurich: This business was established in 2010 to focus on business 
which diversified the MS AAG existing book, particularly with regard 
to natural catastrophe exposures. The business is focused on 
reinsurance of  European based cedents and writes a multi-class 
portfolio of  business across cedent’s reinsurance requirements.

Amlin Insurance S.E. (AISE)
AISE was formed in January 2016 following a cross border merger 
between Amlin Europe N.V. and Amlin Insurance (UK) plc. This UK 
domiciled insurance entity was created to bring together all the 
insurance business, written outside of  Lloyd’s of  London into a single 
entity. The profile of  AISE follows the business previously written in 
each of  the entities merged together, as follows: 

• Amlin Europe N.V. (AE): A leading provider of  corporate Property 
and Casualty insurance and risk management solutions in the 
Netherlands and Belgium with offices in Amstelveen, Rotterdam, 
Antwerp, Brussels and Paris. In January 2014 MS Amlin Europe 
N.V. expanded by opening a branch office in Hamburg, Germany. 
The portfolio consists of  four main classes of  business: motor, 
liability, property and marine. 

• Amlin Insurance (UK) plc (AIUK): Acquired in 2007 with a portfolio 
of  retail property, warranty and liability insurance business. The 
predominant territories for domicile and location are the UK and 
Ireland. In 2012, AIUK began to expand its operations into speciality 
classes such as property and private car.

Key entities of the Group
The Company is an insurance holding company which is not licensed 
to write insurance business but underwrites via two legal entities, and 
through participation in two Lloyd’s syndicates. The diagram above 
summarises the Group structure, relating to its insurance activities. 
A full list of  subsidiaries in the Group is included on page 96.

Lloyd’s syndicates 2001 and 3210
The capital requirements of  syndicate 2001 (S2001) and syndicate 
3210 (S3210) are funded by MS Amlin, by way of  capital injection 
into the syndicates through the Group’s two corporate members MS 
Amlin Corporate Member Limited and MSI Corporate Capital Limited; 
and by MSI also pledging to the Society of  Lloyd’s, as part of  the 
Fund’s at Lloyd’s (FAL), letters of  credit and Japanese corporate 
bonds. The FAL is also inter available between the two syndicates.

Syndicate 2001 is a large composite syndicate with material 
exposures to non-marine, marine, aviation and motor business. 
Historically the main focus of  the portfolio was towards short-tail 
property and accident risk. Recently, the portfolio has seen some 
growth in longer-tail liability classes such as Casualty, Professional 
Lines and International Casualty. This change provides greater 
balance and diversity to the overall portfolio.

Syndicate 3210 has material exposures in property, casualty, marine 
and aviation. Exposures are predominately non-US based and are 
typically longer tailed than syndicate 2001’s core business. From 
1 January 2017 syndicate 3210’s business will be renewed into 
syndicate 2001 and syndicate 3210’s 2016 and prior years of  
account will run-off. It is intended that from 1 January 2019, syndicate 
3210 will be fully reinsured into syndicate 2001, via a reinsurance to 
close (RITC) arrangement. MS Amlin Underwriting Limited (MS AUL), 
a Lloyd’s managing agent, operates both syndicates on behalf  of  the 
two corporate members. 
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Other entities of note
• MS Amlin Corporate Services Limited (ACS): ACS is the employer 

of  all employees in the UK, and is a provider of  corporate, 
administration and oversight services to the wider Group. It is also 
shareholder of  MS AUL, MS Amlin Corporate Member and of  the 
merged MSI London operations (including MSI Corporate 
Capital Limited).

• Leadenhall Capital Partners LLP (LCP): LCP is a manager of  funds 
specialising in Insurance Linked Securities, which are incorporated 
into the Reinsurance SBU product offerings through S2001 and 
MS AAG. MS Amlin owns 75% of  the partnership of  LCP.

Significant branches
Amlin Insurance S.E. operates a significant branch in the Netherlands 
and MS Amlin AG operates a significant branch in Bermuda (which 
incorporates the recently merged activities of  MS Frontier Reinsurance 
Limited). These branches are significant per the meaning in Article 
354(1) of  the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 – where the annual gross 
written premium of  the branch exceeds 5% of  the annual gross 
written premium of  the Group.

Intra-group transactions
The Company and its subsidiaries, engage in commercial 
transactions with one another on an arm’s length basis. As per the 
Solvency II regulations, details of  these transactions which meet a 
materiality threshold of  5% of  the Solvency Capital Requirement and 
where one party is a regulated entity, are disclosed to the supervisor 
through QRT submissions. A summary of  those items disclosed is 
provided below.

Equity, investment and other asset transfers
An unsecured loan facility, of  US$161.0 million, originally entered into 
in November 2011, was drawn down upon in February 2014. Interest 
is payable at 2% above the US$ London Interbank three month 
Offered Rate; and the commitment fee amounts to 35% of  1.5% of  
the unutilised portion of  the facility. The loan facility is due to expire 
on 31 October 2018.

The loan facility exists for corporate activities of  the Company. 
The drawdown was repaid in May 2017 as part of  a settlement of  
a dividend declaration by MS AAG.

Reinsurance arrangements
The entities of  the Group engage in other reinsurance arrangements 
(such as variable quota share and excess of  loss treaties) between 
one another as well as with other insurance entities in the MS&AD 
Group. All intra-group reinsurance arrangements are operated on 
an arms’ length basis.

Cost sharing arrangements
The Group operates centralised support functions, through MS Amlin 
Corporate Services Limited. 

Please see page 36 of  section B.7 Outsourcing policy for 
further information.

Derivative transactions
Foreign exchange hedging transactions with third-party financial 
institutions are undertaken only by the Company, which then provides 
the individual entities with back to back similar contracts to allow 
them to hedge their individual FX risks. The rationale for this is to 
make use of  centralised derivative contracts, aimed to create a more 
cost effective and efficient way of  hedging currency exposures.

The terms of  these arrangements are similar to the ones offered by 
the external vendors.
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Section A: Business and performance
continued

A.2 Underwriting performance
Below is an analysis of  the underwriting performance of  the Group, from the perspective of  both Solvency II and IFRS. The IFRS values 
represent management information values as defined in note 4 of  the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements. 

The Solvency II values below are aligned with the requirements of  QRTs S.05.01 ‘Premiums, claims and expenses by line of  business’ and 
S.05.02 ‘Premiums, claims and expenses by country’, in that the values reflect the underwriting performance of  the regulated insurance entities 
of  the Group – Amlin Insurance S.E. and MS Amlin AG. 

Other underwriting activities, particularly those classified as participations such as the two Lloyd’s syndicates, are excluded. For the purposes 
of  this report, the IFRS underwriting performance of  these subsidiaries is included in section A.4 – Performance of  other activities under the 
heading of  ‘Share of  profit of  other undertakings’.

Other classification differences to IFRS include the exclusion of  underwriting foreign exchange gains or losses (included within non-
underwriting expenses in section A.4); and the reclassification of  claims management expenses from the Net claims line to the Incurred 
expenses line. In all other respects, the accounting for the performance on both Solvency II and IFRS bases is the same, being prepared 
in accordance with IFRS accounting standards.

Overview

Solvency II basis IFRS basis

2016
£m

2015
£m

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 1,414.3 1,344.1 3,004.6 2,743.5

Net written premium 1,302.3 1,222.3 2,654.3 2,392.4

Net earned premium 1,290.2 1,077.1 2,490.9 2,172.8

Net claims (793.3) (609.8) (1,614.9) (1,164.3)

Incurred expenses (409.1) (319.9) (806.9) (787.9)

Underwriting result 87.8 147.4 69.1 220.6

Claims ratio 61% 57% 65% 54%

Expenses ratio 32% 29% 32% 35%

Combined ratio 93% 86% 97% 89%

As it is felt more pertinent to discuss the underwriting performance 
of  the whole Group, including those operations classified as 
participations, the overview commentary below is reflective of  the 
overall underwriting performance of  the Group on an IFRS basis. 

Gross written premium rose by 9.5% in 2016 to £3,004.6 million. 
The softening trend in reinsurance markets continued to lead clients 
to seek multi-year policies, typically with two or three year policy 
periods, that are fully recognised on inception of  the contract. 
These amounted to £178.0 million (2015: £98.1 million). 

With the growing synergies between Leadenhall Capital Partners 
LLP (LCP) and our Reinsurance SBU, the amount of  premium written 
on behalf  of  investment funds managed by LCP increased to 
£59.8 million (2015: £34.9 million). This is fully reinsured to the 
investment funds and has had a corresponding impact on 
reinsurance written premium.

Gross premium measured at constant exchange rates, and excluding 
the underlying growth in multi-year contracts and business written 
on behalf  of  LCP, has reduced by 1.7% (2015: 4.8% growth). This 
reflects the impact of  renewal rates reducing by 2.7% on average 
across the Group, together with the impact of  reductions in respect 
of  revisions to prior period premium estimates of  £61.1 million, 
notably within the Reinsurance SBU. Significant growth has been 
achieved through new business developments, notably within the 
Reinsurance SBU in the casualty and special risks classes, further 
diversifying the business mix away from catastrophe reinsurance. 
Our retention ratio remained high at 85% (2015: 87%). 

The Group claims ratio was 65% (2015: 54%). The increase reflects 
the impact of  large catastrophe losses during the year (defined as an 
aggregated gross loss exceeding US$20 million), notably Alberta 
wildfire, Hurricane Matthew and the New Zealand and Taiwan 
earthquakes which are estimated to have a net cost of  £156.4 million 
(2015: nil), excluding reinstatement premiums. In addition the claims 
ratio increased by 1.9% as a result of  a £48.2 million charge in 
respect of  the decrease in the ‘Ogden’ discount rate. There remained 
a high incidence of  smaller catastrophes and large risk losses 
(defined as losses exceeding £3.0 million) and these totalled 
£78.6 million (2015: £107.1 million). 
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Given the uncertainty around claims development, we adopt an 
approach to the assessment of  liabilities that aims to deliver a 
consistent level of  relative reserving strength. We estimate that the 
Group, as a whole, holds reserves of  approximately £183.0 million 
in excess of  an actuarial best estimate (2015: approximately 
£150.0 million). The increase reflects the inclusion of  MSILM and 
MSFRe into the Group at 31 December 2016. This risk margin 
provides consistent reserving strength when measured as a 
percentile of  distribution of  modelled outcomes. 

Incurred expenses are a combination of  acquisition costs, foreign 
exchange gains & losses, and underwriting expenses. Acquisition 
expenses have increased by £84.4 million but remain broadly flat 
at 20.5% of  gross earned premium (2015: 20.2%). Underwriting 
expenses are uplifted reflecting increases in earned premium, 
project costs associated with the alignment of  Group-wide systems 
and processes, Solvency II readiness and new business ventures. 
Finance costs have increased to £24.1 million (2015: £23.2 million) 
reflecting the cost of  additional drawdowns on the revolving credit 
facility during the year.

For further information on the Group’s underwriting 
performance, please see the Financial review section of  
the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial 
Statements.

Underwriting performance – by significant 
lines of business
The commentary below, by significant Solvency II line of  business, 
incorporates values reported in the S.05.01 QRT (which is included 
in the Annex). Analysis here is focused on the values in the QRT as 
equivalent values for IFRS reporting are not available in this format.

Fire and Other damage to property (including non-
proportional Property reinsurance)

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 788.5 852.1

Net written premium 718.4 768.1

Net earned premium 733.1 700.7

Net claims (442.0) (364.5)

Incurred expenses (219.2) (198.3)

Underwriting result 71.9 137.9 

Claims ratio 60% 52%

Expenses ratio 30% 28%

Combined ratio 90% 80%

Fire and Other damage to property class shows a 7% (£63.6 million) 
reduction in gross written premium, predominantly due to the 
reinsurance business (written through MS AAG), reflecting a small 
reduction in premium arising from rating pressure in the catastrophe 
exposed lines, coupled with underwriting actions taken to decline 
business when rating was insufficient. The direct business (written 
through AISE) shows a small increase in Gross written premium, 
reflecting growth in Belgium and the Netherlands. 

Overall profitability was lower in 2016 reflecting the impact of  five 
catastrophe events (totalling £64.0 million) compared to no major 
events in 2015. In addition, sustained rating pressure further reduces 
the profitability of  the class.

Marine, Aviation and Transport Insurance (including 
non-proportional Marine reinsurance)

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 114.4 130.8 

Net written premium 108.1 123.4 

Net earned premium 122.3 134.2 

Net claims (47.5) (72.3)

Incurred expenses (35.6) (39.5)

Underwriting result 39.2 22.4 

Claims ratio 39% 54%

Expenses ratio 29% 29%

Combined ratio 68% 83%

Marine, Aviation and Transport gross written premium declined by 
13% (£16.4 million), predominantly driven by the transfer of  part of  
the fixed premium protection and indemnity (“P&I”) business of  
MS Amlin Marine N.V. (formerly RaetsMarine B.V.) to syndicate 2001 
at Lloyds. 

Profitability improved in 2016 as the business saw better than 
expected incurred development across the majority of  classes, 
coupled with significant prior year reserve releases.

General Liability Insurance

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 155.1 104.0 

Net written premium 145.7 99.8 

Net earned premium 131.1 93.7 

Net claims (63.2) (36.5)

Incurred expenses (48.9) (27.8)

Underwriting result 19.0 29.4 

Claims ratio 48% 39%

Expenses ratio 37% 30%

Combined ratio 85% 69%

General Liability gross written premium grew versus 2015 by 
49% (£51.1 million) through strong growth in Belgium and the 
Netherlands, coupled with new business in the reinsurance lines 
(including a large multi-year contract for £20.0 million) and positive 
rate movements (c.4%).

Profitability fell due to exposure to large losses coupled with 
increased expenses which have arisen due to increased acquisition 
costs on the reinsurance lines.
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Motor Vehicle Liability (including Other Motor insurance)

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 194.6 114.8 

Net written premium 192.8 112.8 

Net earned premium 179.7 95.1 

Net claims (149.9) (62.1)

Incurred expenses (65.0) (33.9)

Underwriting result (35.2) (0.9)

Claims ratio 83% 65%

Expenses ratio 36% 36%

Combined ratio 119% 101%

Motor business saw a large increase in gross written premium 
compared to 2015 (70%, £79.8 million), driven by new business 
opportunities across direct and reinsurance lines (including 
multi-year contracts), coupled with positive rate increases on the 
direct business (2%) and partially offset by rate reductions on 
reinsurance lines (5%).

Profitability fell due to the impact of  Ogden discount rate changes 
applied to UK personal injury claims affecting the insurance and 
reinsurance portfolios coupled with adverse claim experience in 
the direct portfolio (both current and prior years).

2016 
UK
£m

Netherlands
£m

Belgium
£m

France
£m

US
£m

Other
£m

Total
£m

Gross written premium 346.5 232.7 126.8 117.7 261.4 329.2 1,414.3 

Net written premium 332.4 226.4 89.7 104.4 247.7 311.7 1,302.3 

Net earned premium 297.0 242.2 88.9 118.5 252.6 291.0 1,290.2 

Net claims (260.6) (110.7) (47.0) (68.9) (99.8) (206.4) (793.3)

Incurred expenses (88.6) (85.8) (45.6) (37.4) (65.2) (86.4) (409.1)

Underwriting result (52.2) 45.7 (3.7) 12.2 87.6 (1.8) 87.8 

Claims ratio 88% 46% 53% 58% 40% 71% 61%

Expenses ratio 30% 35% 51% 32% 26% 30% 32%

Combined ratio 118% 81% 104% 90% 66% 101% 93%

The Group’s Solvency II underwriting result is driven by profitability of  underwriting risks based in the US and the Netherlands, offset by losses 
in the UK. The UK losses relate to the intra-group underwriting of  catastrophe claims incurred by syndicate 2001, and the impact of  the Ogden 
discount rate change.

All other classes

2016
£m

2015
£m

Gross written premium 161.7 142.4

Net written premium 137.3 118.2 

Net earned premium 124.0 53.4 

Net claims (90.7) (74.4)

Incurred expenses (40.4) (20.4)

Underwriting result (7.1) (41.4) 

Claims ratio 73% 139%

Expenses ratio 33% 38%

Combined ratio 106% 178%

All other classes reflect the remaining classes on the S.05.01 QRT, 
most prominently credit and suretyship, and casualty reinsurance 
lines. Underwriting discipline in these lines is strongly focussed on 
profitability, reflecting the change in result year on year.

Underwriting performance – by country:
The information below is as per the S.05.02 QRT, also included in 
the Annex. In common with S.05.01 referenced above, this QRT 
does not include the underwriting activities of  operations classified 
as participations such as the two Lloyd’s syndicates on which the 
Group participates. 

In addition, under Solvency II reporting, the classification of  
premiums, claims and expenses by country is based on the types 
and lines of  business. For example, depending on the Solvency II 
lines of  business, the country to be reported for direct business can 
be either based on risk location or country where the contract was 
entered into. For proportional and non-proportional reinsurance 
business, the information is reported by country of  localisation of  
the ceding undertaking. 

Section A: Business and performance
continued
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As it is felt more pertinent to discuss the investment performance of  
the whole Group, including those classified as participations, the 
commentary below is reflective of  the overall investment performance 
of  the Group on an IFRS basis. 

During 2016 we added to our longer-term track record of  good 
risk-adjusted returns delivered by our risk appetite led investment 
approach. 

Group investment return for the year was 2.2% on average funds 
under management of  £4.9 billion, with investments contributing 
£108.7 million to the result (2015: 2.4%, £4.4 billion and £107.4 million 
respectively). The core investment return on underlying invested 
assets at subsidiary level, including the Insurance Linked Securities 
portfolio managed by Leadenhall Capital Partners, was 1.8% 
(2015: 1.7%). 

The difference reflects the impact of  derivatives held outside of  the 
core investment portfolio and the requirement to consolidate the Solo 
Absolute Bonds and Currency Fund as a euro denominated 
subsidiary under IFRS.

The year-end asset allocation and returns by asset class can be 
found in the Financial Review section of  the Group’s Annual Report 
and Consolidated Financial Statements.

All asset classes contributed positively to the Group return in 2016 
with the property allocation the standout performer. Our property 
assets are only held within the capital portfolios where liquidity is less 
of  a constraint than in policyholders’ funds. The equity allocation 
produced a low return after a volatile start to the year. 

Our decision to take down interest rate risk further through the year 
was vindicated in a period of  rising bond yields in the final quarter of  
the year. The exposure to the globally diverse property portfolio was 
increased during the year as the sub-advisors focused on providing 
stable income over capital growth, given the expectation of  flat to 
falling property values. The equity allocation was reduced throughout 
the year due to heightened political risks. 

For further information on the Group’s investment 
performance, please see the Financial review section of  
the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial 
Statements.

Gains and losses in the period recognised 
directly in equity
The Group has £0.9 million of  assets classified as available for sale, 
the fair value of  which has not changed in either the current or 
prior year.

Investments in securitisation
The Group has a small amount of  investments in securitised assets 
but these are less than 5% of  total Group investment assets. 

A.3 Investment performance
Below is an analysis of  the investment performance of  the Group, from the perspective of  Solvency II and IFRS. The IFRS values represent 
management information values as defined in note 4 of  the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements. 

The Solvency II values are aligned with the QRT S.09.01 ‘Income/gains and losses in the period’, in that the investment performance of  those 
subsidiaries of  the Company classified as participations are excluded from the QRT. 

Other investment performance, particularly of  those operations classified as participations such as the two Lloyd’s syndicates, are excluded. 
For the purposes of  this report, the IFRS investment performance of  these subsidiaries is included in section A.4 – Performance of  other 
activities under the heading of  ‘Share of  profit of  other undertakings’.

Solvency II basis IFRS basis

2016
£m

2015 
£m

2016
£m

2015
£m

Investment income 24.6 22.7 47.3 43.7 

Net gains/(losses)

– equity 19.0 – 76.5 51.3 

– debt securities 5.7 (5.3) 27.8 10.0 

– derivatives1 (15.7) (24.5) (75.6) (11.4)

– participation in investment pools2 8.5 33.7 32.8 13.8 

– other – – (0.1) – 

17.5 3.9 61.4 63.7 

Investment return 42.1 26.6 108.7 107.4 

Note:
1. Excludes investment return relating to the Group’s contracts with Tramline Re II Limited
2. Includes investment return from property funds
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Section A: Business and performance 
continued

A.4 Performance of other activities
Other activities are items in the statement of  profit or loss not included in sections A.2 or A.3. This section, along with sections A.2 and A.3, 
will reconcile to the IFRS profit before tax.

The table below shows the main classifications that fall into this area, under both an IFRS and Solvency II basis.

Solvency II basis IFRS basis

2016
£m

2015
£m

2016
£m

2015
£m

Non-underwriting expenses, including FX (79.2) (84.4) (121.6) (112.9)

Other operating income 4.2 1.7 27.9 21.9

Finance costs (24.1) (23.2) (24.1) (23.2)

Share of  profit of  other undertakings 29.5 146.4 – –

Share of  profit of  associates – – 0.3 0.7

Gain on modification of  defined benefit pension fund – 11.6 – 11.6

Exceptional items (44.2) – (44.2) –

Performance of other activities (113.8) 52.1 (161.7) (101.9)

A.2 Underwriting performance 87.8 147.4 69.1 220.6

A.3 Investment performance 42.1 26.6 108.7 107.4 

IFRS profit before tax 16.1 226.1 16.1 226.1

Non-underwriting expenses
For IFRS, non-underwriting expenses can be split primarily between 
employee expenses (including incentive accruals) and administration 
overheads – e.g. facilities, legal, investment management and marketing. 

Further details can be found in the Group’s Annual Report 
and Consolidated Financial Statements.

For Solvency II, non-underwriting expenses are those accrued by 
Solvency II consolidated non-insurance entities, with the expenses 
of  participations being reallocated to the Share of  profit of  other 
undertakings line. Underwriting foreign exchange gains/losses 
excluded from the S.05.01 QRT have also been included here.

Non-underwriting expenses have performed adverse to 2015, owing 
to increased project costs associated with the alignment of  Group-
wide systems and processes, Solvency II readiness and new 
business ventures.

Lease arrangements
The Group leases various offices, as a lessee, under operating lease 
agreements. The Group is required to give notice for the termination 
of  these agreements. The future aggregate minimum lease payments 
under the non-cancellable portion of  the Group’s operating leases 
are as follows: 

2016
£m

No later than 1 year 15.9

Later than 1 year and no later than 5 years 51.6

Later than 5 years 36.0

Total 103.5

The above represents the full obligation of  the Group, including 
entities classified as participations under Solvency II.
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Other operating income
For IFRS, this predominately relates to investment management 
income earned by Leadenhall Capital Partners LLP (LCP), from the 
funds it manages. The value of  this income was £23.7 million in 2016 
(2015: £16.5 million). These funds predominately trade in Insurance 
Linked Securities, and are a key part of  the activities of  the 
Reinsurance SBU (see section A.1). The remaining other operating 
income relates predominantly to brokerage earned by various 
subsidiaries of  the Group.

For Solvency II, as LCP is classified as a participation, this income 
is reclassified to the Share of  profit of  other undertakings line. The 
value of  other operating income under Solvency II reflects interest 
income on intra-group loans.

Finance costs 
Finance costs mainly comprise interest payable on the Group’s 
borrowings, such as the subordinated debt and the revolving credit 
facility, together with commissions charged for the utilisation of  letters 
of  credit.

The largest share of  these finance costs, are interest costs of  
£14.5 million (2015: £15.4 million) on the subordinated debt issued by 
the Company. This subordinated debt was repaid in December 2016.

Share of profit of other undertakings
Other undertakings, or participations, are described on page 10, 
and identified on page 96.

This value here represents the IFRS profit before tax of  the 
subsidiaries of  the Group classified as participations. A significant 
portion of  this value is the share of  the profit before tax of  the 
Group’s participation in syndicate 2001 that would normally be 
consolidated on a line by line basis on the IFRS consolidated 
statement of  profit or loss.

The reduction in share of  profit of  other undertakings, is primarily 
reflective of  the performance of  syndicate 2001, where it made 
a significantly reduced profit after tax on the prior year, as a result 
of  increased catastrophe claims, increased expenses related to 
project costs of  business developments and the impact of  the 
Ogden rate change.

Share of profit of associates
Associates are all entities over which the Group has significant 
influence but no control, generally accompanying a shareholding 
of  between 20% and 50% of  the voting rights. As these associate 
entities are also participations, the share of  profit is also reclassified 
to the Share of  profit of  other undertakings line.

Gain on modification of defined benefit pension fund
In 2015, this gain was related to modifications of  defined benefit 
pension obligations in the Netherlands, relating to the closure of  
a legacy defined benefit pension scheme. 

Exceptional items
Exceptional items are those, in the Directors’ view, that are required 
to be separately disclosed by virtue of  their material non-recurring 
nature or incidence to enable a full understanding of  the Group’s 
financial performance.

Exceptional items are an expense of  £44.3 million (2015: £nil), 
representing costs of  £20.4 million associated with the acquisition 
of  MS Amlin by MSI and £23.9 million relating to the subsequent 
integration of  the businesses. 

A.5 Any other information
All material information relating to the Group’s business and 
performance has been disclosed in sub-sections A.1 to A.4 above.
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Section B: System of governance

B.1 General information on the 
system of governance
MS Amlin operates a suite of  governing and internal control 
mechanisms that collectively form the Systems of  Governance. 
These include:

• MS Amlin corporate governance framework, including

 – Legal entity governance 

 – Board and committee oversight 

 – Strategic Business Units across three areas of  underwriting, 
namely marine and aviation, property and casualty 
and reinsurance

 – MS Amlin executive governance, including the Group Oversight 
Committee and Group Executive Committee, aimed at optimising 
decision-making and oversight across the MS Amlin Group

 – Key persons, aligned to the Senior Insurance Managers 
Regime (SIMR)

 – Three lines of  defence model

• MS Amlin policy and standards framework;

• rules for decision-making; 

• information systems that produce the necessary MI to inform 
decision making; 

• segregation of  duties that supports transparent governance and 
culture, and promotes clear accountability for activities;

• remuneration policy, aligned to Solvency II and material risk takers;

• risk management framework; and

• internal control framework

The Company and subsidiary Boards are responsible for governance 
of  MS Amlin. The responsibilities of  the Boards include: 

• setting strategic aims; 

• providing the leadership and oversight to implement strategy;

• supervising the management of  the business; and 

• reporting to the shareholder on their stewardship. 

MS Amlin Corporate Governance Framework 
MS Amlin’s governance framework is based on the following 
underlying principles: 

• accountability; 

• transparency; 

• probity; and 

• focus on the sustainable success of  MS Amlin over the long term.

The Boards of  the Company and its subsidiaries regard the system 
of  governance of  the insurance and reinsurance undertakings as fit 
for purpose with enhancements identified in certain areas. Further 
refinement continues, in particular to protect the interests of  the 
regulated entities where these diverge from those of  the Strategic 
Business Unit or of  MS Amlin generally. The establishment in 2016 of  
a Group Oversight Committee was to ensure the system of  governance 
continues to be fit for purpose, and to manage refinements as they 
are implemented. MS Amlin made fundamental changes to its 
governance and operating model during 2014 as it transitioned to the 
SBU model, with further changes taking place in 2016 as a result of  
the integration with MSI. 

The MSI Management Handbook sets out the authority and reporting 
rules between the Shareholder and the Company, facilitating effective 
governance and oversight. In addition, Shareholder representatives 
attend Board and key Committee meetings. 

Strategic Business Units (SBUs)
MS Amlin’s operating structure follows a strategic business unit 
model, organised by line of  business as follows:

• Property and Casualty;

• Marine and Aviation; and

• Reinsurance.

The SBUs are virtual organisations, which operate as profit centres 
with management teams, but have no legal status. The SBUs operate 
on a global basis and may interact with more than one of  the Legal 
Entities (MS AUL, AISE, MS AAG).

Consolidated, group-wide support functions support the SBU 
structure. The principles underpinning the organisational structure 
are to:

• facilitate client intimacy as a source of  competitive differentiation 
and enable profitable growth;

• enable greater efficiency and minimal duplication of  effort; and

• ensure strong management control and oversight and more 
consistent application of  service and oversight processes.

Legal entity governance
The following diagram sets out the Legal Entity Management and 
Board structure.
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Each Legal Entity Board includes both Executive and Non-executive 
Directors (independent and group). Each Legal Entity Board has Risk 
& Solvency, Audit, and Remuneration and Nomination Committees 
comprising Non-executive Directors (NEDs), with the relevant 
Executive Directors expected to attend. A unified Group wide 
Remuneration Committee is now in place, as at 1 June 2017. 

The Executive Directors’ executive management responsibilities for 
the operation of  the Group’s three lines of  defence and operational 
processes in relation to each functional area of  business activity are 
set out in the apportionment tables within the Governance Maps. 
The Governance Maps also show:

• a list of  the firm’s key functions and Senior Insurance Management 
functions, and the individuals who hold those functions;

• the Management reporting lines of  each individual above; and

• the allocation of  prescribed responsibilities under SIMR (AISE and 
MS AUL only).

The Executive Directors form the Executive Committee for each Legal 
Entity – in the case of  MS AAG an Executive Board. The Executive 
Committees support the Legal Entity CEOs in providing oversight 
of  the Legal Entity’s strategy, business and operational performance 
as well as their compliance with relevant regulation and policies 
and standards.

There is a consistent governance framework in place across each 
of  the Legal Entities that ensures:

• coordination of  decision making processes;

• efficiency across the Group;

• that the responsibilities and interests of  all stakeholders are 
appropriately considered; and

• that there is appropriate reporting, of  both frequency and content, 
to enable the Boards to exercise adequate oversight over the 
business activities.

The following are in place for each Legal Entity:

• consistent matters reserved for the Board’s decision, aligned 
where appropriate to the Group Decision Rules, that ensure it has 
sufficient oversight and control over certain business decisions 
and activities; 

• roles and terms of  reference of  the committees of  the Boards – 
Risk & Solvency, Audit and Remuneration and Nomination 
Committees; 

• Board and Committee agendas, and related reporting, comprising 
of  both standing quarterly requirements and items to be covered 
over the course of  a year; and

• a minimum frequency of  Board and Committee meetings – this is 
quarterly for the Board and Risk & Solvency and Audit Committees, 
and annually for the Remuneration and Nomination Committee.

1.  MS AUL and AISE only.
2. Functional structure simplified.
3. CUO, Active Underwriter or Underwriting 

Director, depending on entity.

MS Amlin plc Board

MS Amlin Executive Management structure Legal Entity (LE) Boards

Head of functions SBU Global Managing Directors

Functional Management SBU Management

Internal Audit CoSec

Operations HR

Outwards RI UW 
Management

UW Modelling

Claims

Finance

Investments Actuarial

Risk

Other functions2

Compliance Legal

Executive 
Directors

RI  
SBU

P&C  
SBU

M&A  
SBU

LE ExCo
Remuneration 
& Nomination 

Committee

Risk  
Committee

Audit 
Committee

LE CEO HR, Ops, 
CoSec, IA

Underwriting 
Directors3 Underwriting

Claims 
Director1 Claims

CFO
Finance, 

Investments, 
Actuarial

CRO Risk, Legal, 
Compliance

Others roles in 
attendance as 

required by CEO  
e.g. Compliance, 

Actuarial

Apportioned 
areas of 

responsibility
Key

  Functional 
management 
team

  SBU 
management 
team

  Functional 
management 
team, executive 
director

Non-executive Directors
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Group Executive governance
The following diagram sets out the Group Executive Committee structure and purpose. 

Section B: System of governance
continued

• Quarterly

• Approving and monitoring of  
strategy and business plans 
and priorities

• Performance and matters are 
progressing to plan

• Legal entity governance is 
working

• Business is operating within risk 
tolerances in compliance with 
law and regulation

• Group CEO (Chair), CF&OO, 
CRO, CUO, MSAUL, AISE, 
MSAAG CEOs, Director of  
Governance and Corporate 
Affairs, SBU MDs, Strategic 
Change Director, HR Director, 
Liaison and Synergy Director, 
Group CIO, Director of  Group 
Underwriting

Right of  attendance: IA

• Quarterly

• SBU strategy

• Financial and 
underwriting 
performance

• Risk management

• Client experience

• Group CUO 
(Chair)

• Head Group UW

• Group CRO

• SBU GMDs

• SBU COOs

• SBU Finance BPs

• Compliance, Legal

Right of  attendance: 
Group: CEO, CFO, 
LE, CEOs, IA

• Monthly

• Focus on developing and 
steering strategy – ‘moving the 
needle’

• Achievement of  corporate 
and SBU business plans and 
functional priorities

• Group CEO (Chair), CF&OO, 
CRO, CUO

• SBU GMDs x 3

• Strategy Change Director

• Head of  Group Underwriting

• Liaison and Synergy Director

• HR Director

Right of  attendance: IA

• Quarterly

• Claims strategy

• Operational 
performance

• Client experience

• Group CUO 
(Chair)

• Claims Director

• SBU COOs

• Claims BPs

• Compliance, Legal

Right of  attendance: 
IA

• Monthly

• Strategy 
Development

• Programmes 
and Initiatives 
– portfolio 
prioritisation and 
oversight

• Business Planning 
and Performance 
Monitoring 
– expense 
budgeting 
and service 
management

• People and 
Resource

• Risk Management, 
Internal Controls 
and Compliance

• Governance 
– material 
outsourcing and 
functional service 
catalogues

• Culture

• CFO&OO (Chair)

• Group COO

• SBU COOs

• Strategic Change 
Director

• HR rep

• Claims COO

• Deputy Group CRO

• HoF: BC, IT, 
Finance, UW Ops

Right of  attendance: 
IA

Group Oversight Committee (‘Oversight’)

Executive Committee (‘ExCo’)

Claims Strategy and Operations CommitteeRI SBU  
Review

M&A SBU  
Review

P&C SBU  
Review Operations Committee (‘OpsCo’)
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The Executive Committee structure has been designed to optimise 
decision-making and oversight across the Group. 

Each Executive Committee has formal terms of  reference. From a 
Legal Entity perspective, the key committees are:

• the Group Oversight Committee – each Legal Entity CEO is a 
member and it has a specific Legal Entity focus; and 

• the SBU Review Committees – each Legal Entity CEO has right of  
attendance and the purpose is to oversee SBU strategy and 
performance.

Alongside the Group Executive Committees, other Group governance 
and management processes that assist coordinated Legal Entity 
governance and oversight are:

• the Group Decision Rules: these are aligned to the matters 
reserved for the Legal Entity Boards and set out the processes by 
which certain key business decisions are made, the 
responsibilities and requirements of  Group, SBU and functional 
management and the Group Executive Committees, for proposing 
and approving these matters; and

• processes to manage functional service delivery: the Service 
Management Framework sets out key performance indicators, 
satisfaction surveys and other mechanisms to highlight 
underperformance and drive improvements. 

The Company and Legal Entity Boards and their Committees ensure 
the effective operation of  the governance framework that 
incorporates the three lines of  defence.

Board and committee oversight
Directors appointed to the Boards of  the Company and the Legal 
Entities form the central authority in MS Amlin. In carrying out their 
functions, Directors owe a series of  duties to MS Amlin as codified 
under the Companies Act 2006.

All Committees have terms of  reference that set out their roles and 
responsibilities and membership, and other pertinent information.

The Boards of  MS Amlin plc and the subsidiaries may appoint further 
Committees as necessary, either on a continuing basis to deal with 
on-going matters or ad hoc to deal with a particular acquisition or 
matter of  strategy. 

Key function holders
The management structure aligns to the requirements of  the Senior 
Insurance Managers Regime (SIMR), with all key function holders 
identified and empowered. All staff, including key function holders, 
have clearly defined roles and responsibilities detailed in their job 
specifications. Performance appraisals take place where staff  are 
assessed against their performance objectives and the requirements 
of  their roles.

Three lines of defence model
MS Amlin’s three lines of  defence model explicitly defines the roles 
and responsibilities of  all staff  across the business on the basis of  
their remit and authority to make decisions or operate controls across 
the business.

Internal Audit FunctionRisk Function

Compliance Function

First line Second line Third line

SBUs/Functions

• Maintaining their 
independence of  both 
the business and Risk 
Management function

• Testing effectiveness of  
internal controls performed 
in first and second lines of  
defence

• Providing independent and 
objective assurance on the 
internal control environment

• Reporting audit findings to 
the Audit Committee and 
management

• Providing guidance, support 
and advice on effective 
internal control

• Undertaking evidence based, 
thematic reviews on internal 
control effectiveness

• Ensuring that the Internal 
Control Framework is fit for 
purpose

• Preparing risk reporting to 
management, the Boards and 
relevant committees

• Leading root cause analysis 
reviews

Control Operators, Control 
Owners and Risk Owners have 
primary responsibility for:

• Owning and managing their 
risks

• Designing, implementing and 
operating internal controls

• Overseeing the quality and 
completeness of  internal 
controls performed by 
individuals within a given 
process/business area

• Performing on-going 
monitoring of  internal control 
design and operational 
effectiveness/control self-
certification

• Conducting regular 
reporting of  internal control 
effectiveness, control 
exceptions and remediation to 
management and escalating 
control exceptions to Risk 
Management

• Participating in root cause 
analysis and internal control 
remediation activities

Regulator(s)

External Audit

Governance and 
oversight performed by 
MS Amlin’s Committee 
structures
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Section B: System of governance
continued

The first line of  defence is supported by the Internal Control 
Framework function, which promotes effective assurance in 
MS Amlin. As a pre-emptive support function it enables and assists 
the first line of  defence to implement and operate its controls. 
The function promotes individual accountability by encouraging 
excellence through an effective and efficient control environment.

The assurance functions are adequately resourced and are staffed 
by appropriately qualified, skilled and experienced individuals. The 
assurance functions are authorised and empowered to operate within 
their agreed terms of  reference/charters. The 3rd line of  defence 
operates with complete independence from both the 1st and 2nd 
lines to enable them to provide objective and independent assurance 
to the Group’s Audit Committees and Boards. The Chief  Internal 
Auditor reports functionally to the Group’s Audit Committee Chairs, 
who are Independent Non-Executive Directors. 

Group Policies and Standards Framework
A group wide policies and standards framework exists that 
articulates the roles, responsibilities and activities that staff  must 
fulfil in relation to the relative topics. The review and monitoring of  
adherence to the framework is achieved via monitoring challenge 
and review by the second and third line functions, namely risk, 
compliance and internal audit.

The framework includes governing mechanisms such as explicit 
ownership by named Heads of  functions or executives. Other 
governing mechanisms ensure it is kept up to date and breaches 
or escalations are reported to relative Committees or forums.

Rules for decision-making 
The governance and risk management frameworks clearly articulate the 
procedures for decision making that are documented within the terms 
of  references for sub and managerial committees, and the matters 
reserved to the Board. These include both corporate and regulatory 
needs such as strategic matters and Solvency II requirements.

The governance framework also details explicit procedures for key 
activities such as financial reporting disclosure as well as contingent 
future management actions in the event of  certain matters arising.

Information Systems 
MS Amlin operates a management information (MI) reporting 
framework, under which monthly and quarterly MI reports are 
received by the Board and Senior Management, containing 
underwriting, reinsurance, claims, finance, risk, human resources, 
investment, actuarial, internal control, compliance, legal and other 
MI. Copies of  the reporting are also available to the MS Amlin plc 
Executive Committees, giving them oversight of  the MI and any 
issues arising. 

This reporting forms part of  MS Amlin’s overall ORSA process with 
information contributing to both risk management and capital related 
decisions. MS Amlin operates a regulatory approved Internal Model 
which is a key source of  data for the ORSA. The Internal Model 
captures the key economic and risk factors that could impact 
MS Amlin’s performance. 

The Internal Model sources data for all categories of  risk spanning 
all underwriting sub entities of  the MS Amlin Group. The methods, 
assumptions and calibrations associated with the Internal Model are 
documented and validated annually.

Segregation of Duties
Segregation of  duties is a key control within MS Amlin that supports 
transparent governance and culture, and promotes clear accountability 
for activities. It is built into the Group Corporate Governance 
Framework, Organisational Structure, Key Persons framework design, 
Risk Management Framework and Internal Control Framework.

Risk Management Framework
MS Amlin has a Risk Management Framework that seeks to support 
the fulfilment of  MS Amlin’s long term strategic objectives, whilst 
protecting the interests of  all third parties including its policyholders. 

The framework complements the Systems of  Governance ensuring risk 
management is inherent in the day to day activities of  the business 
and in the key decisions made by the Boards and Committees. 

A fully resourced risk function ensures that there are adequate 
mechanisms in place to identify, measure and monitor all material 
risks faced by MS Amlin including exposures to intra-group 
transactions and aggregate risk concentrations. The framework 
ensures that information relating to both the qualitative and 
quantitative aspects of  MS Amlin’s material risks is made available in 
accordance with the Group Corporate Governance Framework and 
that management decisions take account of  MS Amlin’s available 
own funds to support the mitigation of  the risks.

Further details on key risk management activities are detailed 
later in the report.

Internal Control Framework
MS Amlin operated a system of  internal controls for the full year 
ended 31 December 2016. 

MS Amlin’s Internal Control Framework was approved by the group’s 
Audit Committees in 2016. The framework was developed in 
consultation with internal audit, compliance and the risk functions 
and is based on a set of  core principles (control environment, risk 
assessment, control activities, information and communication and 
monitoring and testing), references the three lines of  defence model, 
and sets out roles and responsibilities for staff  of  all levels relating to 
matters of  internal control. 

Further details on MS Amlin’s internal control framework are 
provided in section B.4 of  this report.
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Remuneration Strategy 
The aim of  the MS Amlin Remuneration Standard is to ensure that the 
way our people are rewarded is in accordance with and supportive 
of  our vision, our objectives and our strategy – including our risk 
profile and risk management practices.

By achieving this aim, we secure the maximum possible alignment 
between the interest and long-term career development of  employees, 
with the ambitions of  the Company and the creation of  long term 
shareholder value (in accordance, at all times, with agreed levels 
of  ambition and risk appetite).

The MS Amlin Remuneration Committee, subject to Solvency II and 
relevant remuneration regulatory principles, will develop, implement 
and monitor remuneration policy and practices designed to attract, 
retain and motivate employees to add value to the Company but 
which will prevent the Company having to remunerate at levels which 
are not merited. 

There will be a formal and transparent procedure for developing 
policy on remuneration and for setting the remuneration packages 
of  employees. No individual will be involved in deciding their 
own remuneration.

MS Amlin will support and adhere to regulatory and other appropriate 
remuneration guidelines unless there is clear rationale to justify 
departure or alternative arrangements. 

Without prejudice to the foregoing, reward arrangements and 
practices should be designed, implemented and maintained:

• taking into account best practice where appropriate;

• with an understanding of  the external pay environment;

• with the necessary level of  transparency to ensure that our owners 
may see the link between remuneration paid to directors and 
senior executives, and corporate performance (taking into account 
the cost of  capital incurred in delivering such performance 
where appropriate);

• to ensure that the financial position and financial soundness of  
the organisation is taken into account at the time such remuneration 
is paid;

• incorporating appropriate safeguards to avoid conflicts of  interest;

• to ensure that an ethical, high-performance culture exists within the 
Company, which is aligned to our Values; and

• to reward staff  differentially related to performance (MS Amlin will 
not reward failure).

MS Amlin supports the principles of  equal opportunities and the 
management of  diversity in employment. Remuneration structures 
will be fair and equitable and will be free from bias on grounds of  
gender, ethnic origin, nationality, religious beliefs, disability or any 
other legally protected characteristic.

Remuneration Structure
The remuneration structures for administrative, management or 
supervisory body employees (excluding NEDs) reflects the potential 
impact on our risk exposure arising from the actions and decisions 
of  these categories of  staff. This is achieved by having remuneration 
arrangements which will contain the following characteristics:

• the fixed component of  remuneration will represent a sufficiently 
high proportion of  the total remuneration (in accordance with the 
MS Amlin target fixed: variable remuneration ratio);

• the variable component of  remuneration will be based on a 
combination of  MS Amlin, business unit/function/subsidiary (as 
appropriate) and personal performance (using both financial and 
non-financial measures), as described by the plan rules and/or 
accompanying guidelines or individual participant communications, 
designed with the intent that top quartile performance will be 
rewarded with top quartile total remuneration and the intent of  
paying no variable component where a minimum performance 
threshold is not reached. The non-financial measures referenced 
in remuneration setting include the degree of  employee alignment 
with role specific competencies, established company values 
(and going forward cultural ambition) and agreed risk appetite;

• a proportion of  the variable remuneration will be subject to deferral 
over a period of  not less than three years, in accordance with the 
MS Amlin deferral target ratio, and will also be subject to 
appropriate malus and clawback;

• the calculation of  the aggregate non-discretionary annual variable 
and non-discretionary individual awards cost will be subject to 
suitable adjustment for factors (both financial and non-financial) of  
current and future risk. Non-financial risk factors which might result 
in ex-post risk adjustment would include risk failings considered to 
be material such as adverse audit findings (Internal and external), 
adverse special investigation findings, failure of  internal control, 
risk appetite breaches, regulatory considerations (including 
conduct risk) and certain types of  misconduct cases; 

 – termination and/or redundancy payments will be linked to the 
performance of  the individual to ensure failure is not rewarded 
on pro-rata basis; and

 – there will be a prohibition from using any personal hedging 
strategies or remuneration and liability-related insurance related 
to their remuneration arrangements.

The Company does not have any active supplementary pension 
plans. Early retirement terms from company sponsored pension 
plans are pre-determined in the plan rules. The Company does not 
make discretionary enhancements to these terms.
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B.2 Fit and proper requirements
MS Amlin seeks to ensure that its management body, and the Boards 
of  Group companies, contain the appropriate balance of  skills and 
experience to ensure that the business can be appropriately 
managed and controlled.

MS Amlin’s expectations in relation to fitness and propriety are set out 
in its “Fit & Proper Standard”. This sets out requirements for:

• fitness – including proper professional qualifications, required 
knowledge and experience, and the required balance of  skills 
across the management body to ensure sound and prudent 
management of  the business and the performance of  an 
individual’s role; and

• propriety – that individuals should be of  good repute and 
have integrity.

Checks on fitness and propriety operate at two stages.

On recruitment
MS Amlin operates procedures at the time of  recruitment to ensure 
that individuals demonstrate appropriate levels of  fitness and 
propriety. Precise requirements vary, depending on the role the 
individual is undertaking, and the location of  their work, but for senior 
roles pre-employment checks will generally include:

• criminal record checks;

• credit checks;

• the taking up of  regulatory and employment references; and

• obtaining proof  of  professional and other qualifications.

Individuals employed to undertake roles which are Senior Insurance 
Management functions (or equivalents in other countries) are not 
allowed to take those roles up until they are approved by the 
relevant regulator.

On-going basis
MS Amlin’s processes for ensuring on-going fitness and propriety 
include the following:

• training and development requirements for employees based on 
their role and responsibilities;

• performance management processes, including at least an annual 
formal performance appraisal;

• regular reviews of  remuneration practices, to ensure that 
incentives are appropriate;

• a duty on employees to disclose any form of  dishonest conduct 
or change in their fit and proper status;

• an obligation to disclose conflicts of  interest; and

• an annual attestation of  fitness and propriety by certain individuals. 

Transactions with shareholders, persons who 
exercise a significant influence and members 
of administrative management or supervisory 
body
Following the acquisition by MSI, a series of  strategic business 
restructuring and recapitalisation actions has been taken which 
involve also the Company and its subsidiaries. These transactions 
are described in “Significant events during the period” within section 
A.1 – Business.

The aggregate remuneration paid to the Directors of  the Company 
in respect of  their services to the Group was as follows:

2016
£m

2015
£m

Salaries and other short-term 
benefits 4.6 3.7

Amounts received under long-
term incentive scheme (other 
than shares or share options) 10.1 0.3

Amounts received from shares 
and share options – 0.8

14.7 4.8

Employer’s pension contribution 0.4 0.1

15.1 4.9

The highest paid Director received £5.1 million (2015: £1.6 million) 
in the year, excluding employer’s pension contributions, in respect 
of  services to the Group. This included crystallisation of  long term 
incentives as a result of  the acquisition by MSI. The employer’s 
pension contribution was £0.1 million (2015: less than £0.1 million). 
Four Directors received shares under the Long Term Incentive Plan 
(2015: three), and exercised their share options during the year 
(2015: three). Two Directors accrued retirement benefits under the 
Money Purchase Scheme during the year (2015: three); and one 
Director accrued retirement benefits under defined benefit scheme 
during the year (2015: one). 

The total above includes directors fees paid to representatives of  the 
parent, MSI, that act as non-executive directors of  the Company. 

The regulated entities of  the Group engage in (re)insurance 
contracts with other entities of  the MS&AD Group. These are entered 
into on an open market basis, and form part of  the Group’s normal 
operations, however are not material to the Group. 

Section B: System of governance
continued
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B.3 Risk management system 
including the own risk and solvency 
assessment
Introduction
The risk management section gives an explanation about MS Amlin’s 
risk management strategy and the underlying process and reporting 
procedures. This section concludes with a description of  how the risk 
management system is integrated in the organisational structure and 
decision making processes.

Risk management strategy
MS Amlin has a top down approach to risk management whereby 
the MS Amlin plc Board has developed a high level risk and capital 
management statement and mandated its adoption through its risk 
management policy.

MS Amlin’s vision and core values provide the strategic focus for 
the risk management system to deliver “effective risk management 
framework which optimises return for the risks we take” with the 
objective is to provide long-term value to its shareholder by actively 
seeking and accepting risk while managing that risk within 
acceptable bounds.

This framework has four key elements:

• Governance from Boards, Risk & Solvency committees and the 
accountability of  management;

• Risk policy and clarity of  risk appetite and tolerances;

• Risk identification and assessment; and

• Reporting processes to drive action and enhancement of  
MS Amlin’s management of  its risks.

Risk governance
The operation of  effective risk management requires the active 
involvement of  all employees and the responsibility for each risk has 
been clearly allocated. The Boards and subsidiary Risk Committees 
receive reports from the Risk function that escalate risk areas of  
concern. These Boards and Risk Committees also approve the 
Group’s appetite and tolerance limits for risk. 

MS Amlin operates risk management control through a ‘three lines 
of  defence’ model.

• First line – employees are expected to be risk aware and exercise 
controls over their activities so that levels of  risk are understood 
and managed appropriately;

• Second line – MS Amlin’s dedicated Risk function is responsible 
for the design and coordination of  risk framework activity, with the 
compliance function additionally supporting regulatory risk; and

• Third line – MS Amlin’s Internal Audit function is independent 
and reports directly to the Audit Committee. The function has 
responsibility for the review of  the effectiveness of  controls.

Alignment to business strategy
MS Amlin’s risk management objectives seek to bring business 
strategy, capital management, and enterprise risk management 
together to achieve long-term sustainable outcomes for its 
shareholder, policyholders, staff  and other interested parties.

This approach allows the business to maximise its return on risk 
where there is opportunity to, subject to limitations over acceptable 
risk taking. This is done through the adoption of  risk appetites and 
tolerances that link closely to the return objectives set by the Board.

Linkage to capital management
MS Amlin has an Internal Model which has been built to reflect 
the economic risk variables which could impact the performance of  
the Group. The Board has confirmed that the Internal Model is the 
appropriate method for the calculation of  solvency capital under the 
requirements of  Solvency II and the use of  the Internal Model has 
been approved by the supervisory regulator, the PRA. The Internal 
Model is a core component of  the risk management system and is 
used for a range of  business decisions, including setting and 
assessing risk tolerances and the purchase of  reinsurance, and 
it underpins the technical pricing framework.

Using the Internal Model, MS Amlin determines a minimum level of  
desired ‘economic capital’ according to a defined quantitative basis 
with each entity then having its own economic capital assessment.
Capital is a key consideration in setting business plans and 
strategies. Economic capital assessment provides the basis of  risk 
adjusted performance for business plans.

In order to assess whether returns are sufficient to compensate for 
the risks faced, MS Amlin allocates notional risk assessed capital 
as a consistent measurement tool to each division and class.

Risk Management Framework
MS Amlin’s risk management framework consists of  a suite of  
standards, governance processes and procedures that put risk 
management in practice. It is built into the core operating model of  
the business and forms part of  the overall approach to internal 
control. It provides the infrastructure within risk governance and also 
sets out the processes required to sustain risk management across 
the business. 

The scope of  MS Amlin’s Risk Management is group wide and 
applies to all of  MS Amlin’s legal entities, Strategic Business Units, 
functions and employees.

The framework covers day to day activities, acquisitions, disposals, 
outsourcing arrangements, joint ventures, new products, and 
strategic projects.

Risk appetite and tolerances
A key objective of  the Risk Framework is to establish risk appetites 
for all areas of  risk identified. This appetite is governed by a set of  
tolerances or limits which are approved by the Boards and Risk 
Committees and cascaded to the operating areas of  the Group on an 
annual basis. Management is accountable for managing levels of  risk 
within the allocated tolerances. The status of  profile versus tolerance 
is reported quarterly to Risk Committees and Boards.
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Risk categorisation
MS Amlin groups its risks into six key categories as specified below. Accordingly, the Risk Management Framework has been designed to take 
account of  these risk categories and seeks to ensure ownership and accountability.

Each of  these categories of  risk is owned by a Board member with appropriate expertise and authority over the risks being managed 
on a day to day basis. Further details on the roles, responsibilities, accountabilities, and key mitigants of  each risk category are documented 
in the six category-based risk standards.

Risk category/owner High Level Overview Scope
Paragraph 
section C

Insurance Risk (C.1)
(Chief  Underwriting Officer)

Risk from the inherent uncertainties in the occurrence, 
amount and timing of  insurance liabilities and premiums. 
This includes reserving risk or claims arising on business 
written prior to the year in question.

• Underwriting, 
• Catastrophe, 
• Reserving, 
• Claims, 
• Reinsurance (excluding 

reinsurance credit risk)

C.1

Market Risk (C.2)
(Chief  Finance & Operations Officer)

Risk from fluctuations in values of, or income from, 
assets, interest rates and investment returns.

• Investment market volatility
• Currency fluctuation

C.2

Credit Risk (C.3)
(Chief  Finance & Operations Officer)

Risk of  counterparties failing to perform their obligations 
in a timely manner or at all.

• Reinsurers, 
• Brokers, 
• Insureds/re-insureds, 
• Cover holders,
• Banks and Investment 

counterparties 

C.3

Liquidity Risk (C.4)
(Chief  Finance & Operations Officer)

Risk of  insufficient financial resources being available 
to meet liabilities as they fall due.

• All assets C.4

Operational & Group Risk (C.5)
(Chief  Finance & Operations Officer)

Risk from inadequate or failed internal processes, 
people and systems, or from external events.

Risks faced by Amlin entities that may arise as a result 
of Group structure.

• Systems and Technology
• Processes
• People
• Legal and Regulatory
• Group structure related

C.5

Strategic Risk (C.6)
(Chief  Finance & Operations Officer)

Risk of  the current and prospective impact on earnings or 
capital arising from adverse business decisions, improper 
implementation of  decisions or lack of  responsiveness to 
industry changes.

• Group
• Strategic
• Political and economic
• Conduct
• Capital Management 
• Merger & Acquisition

C.6

The above material risks (with the exception of  strategic risks) are 
all included in the calculation of  MS Amlin’s Solvency Capital 
Requirement as set out in Article 101(4) of  Directive 2009/138/EC. 
Information on other material risks that are not (fully) included in the 
calculation of  the Solvency Capital Requirement as set out in the 
Directive is disclosed in subsection C.7 of  this report.

The risks within each of  the above categories are captured in a 
group wide risk register that support assessment, monitoring and 
reporting of  the risks. The key processes of  the Risk Management 
Framework are discussed in more detail below within the Own Risk 
& Solvency Assessment sub-section. The associated mitigating 
strategies and reporting procedures for each category of  risk are 
described in more detail in section C.

The Internal Model
MS Amlin uses an approved Internal Model for aggregation of  its risk 
profile and calculation of  capital requirements.

Governance
The risk function owns the Internal Model and is responsible for 
ensuring that the model is appropriately governed, and utilised. 
Specific policies exist to govern the model covering model change, 
data, operation, documentation, use and validation.

Internal Model governance is managed through the MS Amlin Risk 
& Solvency Committee, who monitor adherence to the governance 
framework, oversee model changes and approve the annual 
validation report.

Section B: System of governance
continued
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The actuarial capital modelling team is responsible for the day to day 
management of  the model including the calculation kernel, model 
parameterisation, Economic Simulator generator, Catastrophe Models 
and operational risk input.

There were no material changes to model governance during 2016.

Data
The Internal Model covers all risks and draws on data from across 
underwriting, finance, claims, and risk functions to model the risk 
profile. Documentation exists by entity that describes the data feeds 
and the associated controls to ensure data quality.

Material Model Changes
MS Amlin’s Internal Model changed materially in 2016 as a result of  
the merger of  MSI and MS Amlin. Details of  the impact of  the change 
are described in section E. The change was governed in line with the 
Internal Model change standard and the governance stipulated 
above. A formal major change application was submitted to the PRA 
on 23 December 2016. 

Further details are provided in Section E.

Validation
The Internal Model is validated annually as part of  the formulation of  
the annual SCR. Governance stipulates the level of  independence 
required to ensure there is no conflict of  interest within the validation 
process, with external expertise called upon in the validation process 
to include market conformity evaluation. 

The proposed approach and resultant validation report are 
presented to the MS Amlin Risk & Solvency committee for challenge 
and approval annually.

Own Risk & Solvency Assessment (ORSA)
MS Amlin’s ORSA process seeks to identify, assess, monitor, manage 
and report the short and longer term risks faced by the organisation 
and considers how MS Amlin’s solvency is impacted by changes in 
these risks. It operates an annual cycle with numerous inputs and 
outputs to the process throughout the year, summarised into an 
Annual ORSA report, presented to the relevant Board.

MS Amlin views the ORSA as integral to its business operations, 
decision making and capital management. MS Amlin’s risk 
management policy includes the requirement to run the ORSA 
process. This ensures that the ORSA is fully embedded into the 
overall risk management framework and aligned to capital strategy 
and business planning related processes as expected within 
Solvency II regulations. 

MS Amlin views its ORSA as a combination of:

• Process – risk and business processes to assess risk and solvency;

• Report – to executives, Risk & Solvency Committees and Boards, 
summarising output of  the process(es); and

• Use – of  ORSA process outputs in decision making on risk and 
strategy related matters including associated capital management.

The ORSA leverages off  key business processes, as well as the Risk 
Management Framework (and associated policy framework), risk 
appetite and tolerance framework, and the systems of  governance.

The process is the key component of  the ORSA, and MS Amlin 
defines it as:

1.  The entirety of  its risk management processes and procedures 
that seek to identify, assess, monitor, manage, and report the short 
and long term risks of  the business and its strategy.

2.  The processes and activities used to determine the adequacy of  
own funds necessary to ensure that the overall solvency needs of  
the business are met at all times. 

3.  A process that links and articulates the development and 
management of  the business’s risk profile and associated capital 
requirements as detailed in the risk strategy document.

The process runs in conjunction to the business planning process, 
allowing it to inform the development of  the business plan as 
per the annual cycle. The process covers current year business 
plan monitoring (quarterly); and forward looking forecasting of  
future years.

ORSA process

Solvency assessment
Assessing the adequacy of assets 

against requirements

Strategy
Defining strategic goals and 

objectives

Capital requirements
Assessing and monitoring 

regulatory and economic capital

Risk appetite
Setting risk appetite and 

tolerances

Risk management and monitoring
Managing and overseeing key 

emerging risks

On-going use and monitoring
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Section B: System of governance
continued

B.4 Internal controls system 
MS Amlin operated a system of  internal controls for the full year 
ended 31 December 2016.

MS Amlin’s Internal Control Framework was approved by the Group’s 
Audit Committees in 2016. The framework was developed in 
consultation with internal audit, compliance and the risk functions 
and is based on a set of  core principles (control environment, risk 
assessment, control activities, information and communication and 
monitoring and testing), references the three lines of  defence model, 
and sets out roles and responsibilities for staff  of  all levels as it 
relates to matters of  internal control. 

MS Amlin’s key internal control procedures comprise Company Level 
Controls, IT General and Application Controls and Process Level 
Controls. These include, but are not limited to, access controls, oversight 
controls, segregation of  duties, initiation and approval controls, 
monitoring and oversight controls, reporting controls, reconciliation 
controls, as well as other controls. The effectiveness of internal controls 
is assured through the operation of  the three lines of  defence model. 

Please see section B1 – General Information on system of  
governance for further information.

For the year ended 31 December 2016, MS Amlin’s internal controls 
contributed to meeting various objectives, including operational 
effectiveness and efficiency, reliable financial reporting, compliance 
with laws and regulations, and management of  reputational and 
strategic risks. 

Until August 2016, MS Amlin managed its internal controls on a 
dedicated risks and controls software solution. This required control 
owners within the Group to perform a quarterly self-assessment of  
the effectiveness of  their controls. The process was managed by the 
risk function, which was also tasked with reporting on the results of  
the quarterly control self-assessment cycle to the Boards, Audit 
Committees and Risk Committees of  the Group. 

Following the integration with MSI, the MS Amlin Group was 
assessed as a significant business location for MS&AD, the ultimate 
parent of  the Company, which is a listed company in Japan. The 
Group must, as a result, comply with the Japan Financial Instruments 
and Exchange Act (‘J-SOX’) requirements in full by 31 December 
2017. Management are required to provide an internal attestation 
on J-SOX compliance to MS&AD, and place reliance on the work 
performed by Internal Audit in providing their attestation. The external 
auditors also review the J-SOX programme independently and 
provide a report on their findings.

To meet J-SOX requirements and to support other planned internal 
control framework enhancements, a decision was taken to replace 
the internal control software solution with a new solution aimed at 
delivering enhanced functionality and governance. The new internal 
control software solution is scheduled for deployment in June 2017. 
From September 2016, and until the new software solution is 
deployed, a SharePoint based interim solution was put in place for 
the purposes of  managing the quarterly internal control self-
assessment process. The old risk and control software solution 
was deactivated at that time. 

The Risk & Solvency Committee oversees the execution of  the ORSA 
process ensuring it is appropriate and follows the governance process.

The Risk & Solvency Committee ensures that:

• The ORSA is reviewed by all members of  Executive Management;

• The ORSA is presented to the Risk & Solvency Committee for 
review and comment; and

• The Board approves the ORSA, subject to the actions raised.

Activities take place through the year to identify, assess and manage 
the possible risks MS Amlin may face in the next financial year and 
beyond, and to ascertain the own funds necessary to guarantee that 
complete solvency requirements would be met at all times in these 
future periods. The activities include

• Business planning

• Risk appetite monitoring

• Stress and sensitivity testing

• Mitigation development and monitoring; such as 

 – Reinsurance purchasing 

 – Hedging strategies

• Risk reporting. 

The ORSA report is the primary output of  the ORSA process(es), 
reporting on the business’s solvency and risk profile to enable 
management to make informed risk based decisions in relation 
to business strategy and objectives.

In summary, quarterly risk reports include an evaluation of  changes 
in risk profile and a continuous solvency assessment to reflect 
changes occurring during the year, while the Annual ORSA Report 
considers annual movements and provides a more in-depth forward 
looking assessment of  future years. In both instances the reports are 
used to support decision making and are standing agenda items for 
Risk Committees and Boards. 

The last full iteration of  the ORSA process concluded with the 
presentation of  the annual ORSA report to the Risk & Solvency 
Committee in Q4 2016. The solvency needs of  MS Amlin were 
determined by utilising the PRA approved Internal Model, taking 
account of  all risks faced by MS Amlin.
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The internal control framework enhancements, including the 
deployment of  the interim and new internal control software solutions, 
were supported by the Executive and Audit Committees of  the group.

The deployment of  the new internal control software solution in June 
2017 aims to enhance the monitoring and oversight capabilities over 
key internal controls and will benefit from the following:

• Quarterly internal control self-assessments by control operators, 
including the provision of  supporting evidence;

• Control owner review and sign-off  of  the internal control self-
assessment submissions received from the control operators;

• A quality assurance programme operated by the Internal Control 
Framework function; 

• Improved linkage with 2nd and 3rd lines of  defence assurance 
activities; and

• Enhanced reporting on internal control effectiveness.

The interim SharePoint solution is considered fit for purpose and in 
2016 facilitated:

• The performance of  quarterly internal control self-assessments 
by control owners;

• A quality assurance programme operated by the Internal Control 
Framework function, which comprises a sample based review of  
documentation/evidence to support the control ratings assigned 
by the control owners; and

• Reporting on internal control effectiveness.

Another core enhancement in 2016 was the establishment of  a 
dedicated Internal Control Framework function, which is positioned 
as a support function to the first line of  defence. Specifically, this 
function assists the first line with their documentation, enhancement 
and maintenance of  key internal controls, provides internal control 
training to control owners and operators, and manages the quarterly 
internal control self-assessment process.

Compliance Function
The compliance function operates on the basis of  its terms of  
reference. This sets out the compliance function’s responsibilities, 
reporting lines, and rights to perform its duties unimpeded by 
management. The current version was approved by the Group audit 
committee in November 2016, and it is normally reviewed annually. 
There have been no material changes during the reporting period. 

The terms of  reference describes the role of  the compliance function 
as being to provide assurance to the executive management and 
board of  the Group and its regulated subsidiaries, that they comply 
with regulatory requirements, associated laws, and relevant MS Amlin 
policies. The compliance function has five key responsibilities to 
support the objective:

• Identification – identify compliance risks and provide advice 
on them;

• Prevention – design and implement controls to protect Amlin from 
identified risks, including awareness and training;

• Monitoring – monitor and report on the effectiveness of these controls;

• Resolution – resolve compliance issues if  and when they occur; and

• Advisory – advise the business on compliance, rules and controls 
in specific cases.

The compliance function reports to the Group Director of  
Governance & Corporate Affairs, with matrix reports to legal entities 
within the Group.

Compliance monitoring is carried out in accordance with a plan 
approved annually by the group and legal entity audit committees. 
The compliance monitoring process includes both thematic reviews 
and periodic data analysis, with the intention of  ascertaining that:

• processes operated by first line functions designed to achieve 
compliance with Group standards and underlying regulations 
would be adequate to ensure compliance if  followed; and

• these processes are being followed in practice.

The universe of  issues covered by compliance monitoring is set out 
in the Group’s integrity risk framework, which is the part of  the risk 
management framework designed to measure compliance with 
regulatory obligations. Areas covered include:

• financial crime controls;

• customer treatment; and

• prudential control requirements.

The compliance function also includes a regulatory affairs team, part 
of  whose remit is to monitor and advise on prospective changes in 
regulation, to ensure that the Group is in a position to be compliant 
with them. A quarterly report is made to the Group and legal entity 
risk committees, setting out upcoming changes, and the Group’s 
readiness to implement them.

Compliance with Solvency II
In accordance with its terms of  reference, the compliance function 
has advised on a number of  issues relating to Solvency II in 2016. 
These have included:

• rules on eligibility and redemption of  own funds items;

• fit and proper requirements for individuals;

• expectations and process around major model changes;

• implications of  potential changes to the Group’s structure on its 
Group supervision position; and

• processes around capital add-ons.
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Section B: System of governance
continued

There is specific emphasis on:

• the design and operational effectiveness of  governance structures 
and control processes, including strategic and operational 
decision-making information presented to the Boards; 

• the setting of  and adherence to risk appetite; 

• the effectiveness of  the second line of  defence with regards to its 
monitoring and oversight responsibilities;

• the company’s culture and management of  conduct risk, including: 

• key indicators of  a sound risk culture, “tone at the top”, 
accountability, effective communication and challenge and 
incentives, and

• the risk of  poor customer outcomes, giving rise to reputational or 
conduct risk;

• high-risk key corporate events, for example significant business 
process changes, the introduction of  new products and services, 
or outsourcing decisions and acquisitions/divestments.

The key responsibilities of  IA are to:

• develop and maintain a risk-based audit plan that takes account 
of  emerging risks, significant corporate events, strategic change, 
regulatory themes and areas of  control concern;

• review the plan on a continuous basis and propose additions, 
cancellations and deferrals to the audit committee for approval 
on a quarterly basis; 

• provide reasonable assurance as to the adequacy and 
effectiveness of  the internal control framework in operation 
throughout MS Amlin by ensuring there is appropriate audit 
coverage across all areas of  the Group;

• report the results of  internal audit activity, significant control issues 
identified, progress in delivering the audit plan and status of  
management remediation activities;

• establish and deliver a programme of  quality assurance activities 
to confirm that expected internal audit standards are being met 
and to report the results to the Audit Committee annually;

• manage the function to ensure that audit staff  have appropriate 
knowledge, skills, qualifications and experience to deliver the 
proposed plan of  work;

• provide reasonable assurance to Executive management and the 
Boards of  the Company and its principal subsidiaries on 
management’s assertions of  risk exposure;

• provide active support to the Boards of  the Company and its 
subsidiaries and line management in the promotion of  high 
standards of  internal control;

• assist and advise management on the prevention of  fraud and 
defalcations;

• work with MS Amlin Legal, to play a leading role in the investigation 
of  internal fraud; 

• support the Speak Up Committee in discharging its responsibility;

• In the provision of  assurance, IA will ordinarily provide an opinion 
on the strength of  the control framework in operation within the 
subject area covered by an audit; and 

• drawing on insights gained through its work, IA is expected to 
contribute ideas for improving the efficiency and effectiveness 
of  business operations.

B.5 Internal audit function
Internal audit (‘IA’) derives its authority from the Boards of  MS Amlin 
plc and its subsidiaries. Its primary reporting line is to the MS Amlin 
plc Audit Committee, to whom it has open access. Secondary 
reporting lines exist to the Boards and Audit Committees of  other 
MS Amlin entities.

The scope of  IA activity includes all MS Amlin activities, locations 
and legal entities, including but not limited to MS Amlin plc, MS Amlin 
Underwriting Limited, AISE and MS Amlin AG.

IA’s programme of  work is compiled by the Chief  Internal Auditor 
(‘CIA’) in the form of  an annual audit plan which is approved by the 
Group’s and each of  the legal entities Audit Committees, annually. 
This audit plan covers all MS Amlin Group Functions and SBUs and 
thus encompasses in its scope all subsidiaries and branches. In 
some instances, audits might focus on a particular legal entity or 
location rather than being a group-wide audit.

In scheduling IA’s programme of  work, the CIA also considers the 
schedule of  relevant work that will be performed by the other 
assurance functions, e.g. the Group compliance and risk functions. 
The scope of  IA’s audits considers, as part of  each audit planning 
stage, work recently completed or planned by these functions.

IA may vary the content of  its approved programme of  work to 
accommodate emerging risks, unplanned events and changes in risk 
profile. Significant changes are to be discussed and agreed as soon 
as possible with MS Amlin plc Audit Committee Chairman. All 
changes are presented to the MS Amlin plc Audit Committee and 
other relevant Committees.

IA has unrestricted access to all records, personnel, property and 
operations of  the company as required for the effective performance 
of  its audit work, with strict responsibility for safekeeping and 
confidentiality.

IA work normally includes, but is not restricted to, reviewing the 
control framework established by management to ensure 
achievement of  MS Amlin’s strategic and operational goals and 
objectives by:

• effective identification, assessment and management of  risk;

• compliance with those policies, standards, procedures, laws and 
regulations which could have a significant impact on MS Amlin’s 
operations or reputation;

• display of  and adherence to MS Amlin’s values and culture;

• safe custody of  assets; and 

• effective and efficient use of  resources.
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B.6 Actuarial function
The actuarial function is a global team that provides actuarial 
services to the whole MS Amlin Group and its subsidiary companies. 
The function operates largely from London with local actuarial teams 
to service non-UK offices. The Group Chief  Actuary acts as the 
official actuarial function holder for the UK regulated entities (AISE 
and MS AUL), whilst for the Swiss domiciled MS AAG, this regulatory 
role is fulfilled by the in-house ‘Responsible Actuary’ in line with the 
requirements laid down by Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority (FINMA). The function is organised in three broad groupings: 

• A single capital modelling team which manages and maintains 
the Group-wide Internal Model, with sub-teams dedicated to 
legal entities;

• Local teams (or individuals) aligned to different regions/locations: 
UK, Zurich, Amsterdam/Brussels, Bermuda, with these teams 
leading on reserving. The individual teams map to one of  the legal 
entities and the heads of  these teams may have also additional 
regulatory roles for the entity (e.g. Lloyd’s Signing Actuary, 
Bermuda Loss Reserve Specialist); and

• A Group reserving team providing oversight, co-ordination, peer 
review of  the reserving process. 

The core actuarial function focuses on providing capital modelling 
and reserving services. Whilst pricing actuaries report directly to 
the underwriting function(s) there is close co-operation between 
the pricing actuaries and the core team in the areas of  business 
planning, reserving and setting of  technical pricing standards.

The actuarial function holder reports directly to MS Amlin plc’s Group 
Chief  Finance & Operations Officer and also has access to Non-
Executive Directors.

Please also see Legal entity governance diagram on  
page 23

Maintaining audit independence
The independence of  IA from day-to-day line management 
responsibility is fundamental to its ability to deliver objective 
coverage of  all parts of  the MS Amlin Group. IA maintains an 
impartial, unbiased attitude and avoids any conflicts of  interest. 

To ensure its independence, the CIA reports directly to the MS Amlin 
plc Audit Committee Chairman who is responsible for recommending 
the remuneration, setting the objectives and appraising the 
performance of  that post. The CIA also has a secondary reporting 
line to the MS Amlin plc Chief  Executive Officer (CEO). Both the CEO 
and the Chairman of  the Audit Committee are responsible for the 
appointment and removal of  the CIA. All internal auditors have an 
exclusive reporting line through to the CIA.

IA remains free from interference by any element in the company, 
including in matters of  audit planning, scope, procedures, frequency, 
timing, or report content to permit maintenance of  a necessary 
independent and objective mental attitude.

Staff  seconded to IA for particular assignments adopt the same 
standards and procedures as regards independence as permanent 
staff  and operate under the direction of  IA management for the 
duration of  their work.

Internal auditors exhibit the highest level of  professional objectivity 
in gathering, evaluating and communicating information about the 
activity or process being examined. In performing their duties, 
internal auditors exercise due professional care at all times.

IA strives to adhere to The Chartered Institute of  Internal Auditors’ 
(CIIA) mandatory Standards including its Definition of  Internal 
Auditing, its Code of  Ethics and its International Standards for the 
Professional Practice of  Internal Auditing (Standards). In addition, 
IA aims to comply with Practice Advisories, Practice Guides and 
recommendations issued by the CIIA to the extent that these apply.
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• Utilise the MS Amlin Sourcing and Vendor Management function 
to support the commercial and contracting discussions prior into 
entering into or materially amending an outsourcing agreement; 
and

• Ensure an acceptable level of  rigor and governance is maintained 
for the oversight, relationship management and risk management of  
the outsourced service and its suppliers to ensure that the interests 
and assets of  MS Amlin and its policyholders remain protected. 

Implementation, monitoring and management 
of the Outsourcing 
MS Amlin Group is responsible for implementing, monitoring and 
managing its outsourcing arrangements on an on-going basis to 
ensure the quality and efficiency of  the outsourced services or 
functions. This is delivered by: 

• The Strategic Business Unit or Function reporting to the supported 
entities on an agreed basis and in an agreed manner sufficient to 
meet the entity’s responsibilities;

• A register kept of  all MS Amlin Group’s material outsourcing 
arrangements and the supported entities for each agreement 
which is provided to Sourcing and Vendor Management at 
least annually;

• The right from the compliance or internal audit teams to audit the 
monitoring and management processes of  critical or important 
outsourcing providers; 

• The appointment of  a functional head or similar grade for each 
material outsourcing agreement, who retains responsibility for 
ensuring all regulatory responsibilities are met by the supplier; and 

• Agreeing the terms of  reference for the implementation, monitoring 
and management of  the relationship and performance of  the 
outsource service provider. 

Expected or Unexpected Termination and 
other Service Interruptions 
MS Amlin must have contingencies in place for dealing with expected 
or unexpected service interruptions from its outsourcing 
arrangements and must ensure the service provider and/or the 
business has adequate contingency plans to deal with emergency 
situations or business disruptions.

Renewing Outsourcing Agreements 
A review of  agreements is carried out at least every two years. 
This includes:

• Review the financial health, business continuity plans and exit 
plans of  Group’s critical and important outsource providers; 

• Review the appropriateness of  written agreements (both term-
based and continuous) at the point of  renewal or at least not less 
frequently than every two years; and

• Report any issues identified or encountered appropriately to the 
entity Boards that benefit from the outsourcing.

B.7 Outsourcing policy

Outsourcing of critical or material activities
MS Amlin Group Outsourcing Policy (the policy), outlines the 
approach and regulatory requirements to be considered to both 
the third party service provider selection and the management of  
outsourcing agreements. The policy applies to all new and existing 
outsourcing agreements.

MS Amlin has outsourced the provision of  certain critical or important 
operational functions and activities which are listed in the “Description 
of  outsourced key functions or activities” table below. 

The test as to what is critical or important is if  any defect or failure in 
the Outsourcing performance would materially impair the applicable 
MS Amlin regulated entities: 

• Continued compliance in accordance with the terms of  
its authorisation; 

• Other obligations under its regulatory system; 

• Financial performance; and

• Soundness or continuity of  its services and operations. 

Policy requirements
The policy requirements are set to undertake the outsourcing of  
critical or important operational functions and activities in such a way 
as to: 

• Maintain the quality of  MS Amlin’s internal controls; 

• Maintain the quality, confidentiality and control of  services 
provided to the clients; 

• Enable the appropriate regulator to monitor MS Amlin’s compliance 
with all obligations under the regulatory system;

• Conduct an appropriate level of  due diligence on the supplier of  
the Outsourcing services to assure the provisions of  the services 
on an on-going basis; 

• Enter into appropriate written contracts for all Outsourcing, and in 
accordance with MS Amlin’s Legal Policy and Standard; 

• Record material outsourcing on a register maintained by the 
Sourcing and Vendor Management function; 

• Ensure robust due diligence is undertaken and that there is an 
appropriate level of  internal challenge and approval prior to the 
ultimate decision for the outsourcing to proceed;

• Inform the Group General Counsel for guidance on regulatory 
communications prior to entering into a material outsourcing 
arrangement; 

• Notify the relevant regulators of  any new material outsourcing or 
any material changes to existing material outsourcing agreements; 
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The services provided under the direction and supervision of  the 
companies’ management and management is accountable to the 
entities. MSACS has contracted with companies of  the Group, to 
deliver suitably qualified personnel, and the service levels to be 
delivered by the personnel supplied are agreed on a case-by-case 
basis as appropriate. The quality of  the services delivered is 
monitored at Group level. The Group Head of  Service Management 
serves as an initial escalation point if  needed to resolve service 
issues with further escalation to the group Operations Committee 
if  necessary. 

Outsourced key functions or activities and 
their local jurisdiction
MS Amlin Group is currently utilising several service providers for the 
outsourcing of  certain critical or important operational functions or 
activities on its behalf. Details of  the outsourced key functions and 
activities and the jurisdiction in which the service providers of  these 
functions and activities are located are provided below: 

B.8 Any other information
All material information relating to the Group’s systems of  
governance has been disclosed in sub-sections B.1 to B.7 above.

Outsourcing of underwriting activities
• Material outsource vendors for underwriting are monitored and 

managed through the Binder Control Framework, with data-
exchange, audits, market scans and delegated authorities. 
Underwriting activities outsourced to another MS Amlin Group 
company are not within the Binder Control Framework but in all 
cases there is a signed General Binding Agreement in place. 
Pool agreements are renewed yearly.

Intra-group outsourcing
Underwriting activities
Underwriting activities outsourced to another Group company are 
not within the Binder Control Framework but in all cases there is a 
signed General Binding Agreement in place. Pool agreements are 
renewed annually.

Centralised support functions 
MS Amlin Corporate Services Limited (MS ACS) provides services to 
AISE, MS AAG and other Group companies with appropriate skills 
and qualifications, e.g., legal, actuarial, investments, accounting, etc. 
MS ACS as a legal entity does not provide any professional or 
regulated services itself. 

Description of  outsourced key functions or activities Jurisdiction

HR managed payroll services Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom

End to end Claims outsource for motor insurance Belgium

Global real estate investment management United Kingdom

Fixed income investment management United Kingdom, Canada

IT infrastructure and services United Kingdom, Bermuda

Currency management United Kingdom

Equity investment management United Kingdom

Transaction processing and Technical Accounting for Lloyds policies 
to the London & Singapore markets

United Kingdom, Singapore

MS Amlin Group subsidiary providing personnel and infrastructure 
services

United Kingdom

MS Amlin service provider acting as delegated underwriting authority 
for specialised P&I, Hull, Cargo and Cargo liability products

United Kingdom

MS Amlin Group subsidiary providing Insurance linked securities 
management

United Kingdom
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Section C: Risk profile

Risk Profile Overview
Section C presents MS Amlin’s risk profile. For every risk category 
identified in MS Amlin’s risk management framework there is a 
description of  the:

• Material risk concentrations;

• Risk mitigation techniques used (including a description of  
monitoring activities);

• Risk exposure (including off-balance sheet positions); and

• Outcomes of  sensitivity analysis.

This section sets out the risk profile of  the entire Group as a whole, 
including exposures from participation in Lloyd’s syndicates 2001 
and 3210.

Quantitative evaluation of risk profile by 
risk category
The Internal Model is used to quantify MS Amlin’s risk profile. 
Pre-diversification, the quantified risk profile of  MS Amlin is ranked 
as follows:

1. Insurance

 • Underwriting

 • Reserving

2. Market

 • FX exposure from Balance Sheet Consolidation

3. Operational

4. Credit

5. Liquidity

In line with the business model and strategic objectives, insurance 
risk dominates MS Amlin’s risk profile. (The Internal Model SCR 
values are found in section E.2). This reflects the strategic business 
focus on underwriting and the inherent reserving risk from prior 
underwriting years. The foreign exchange consolidation exposure 
is also material, reflective of  the Group’s exposure to entity balance 
sheets that are held in other currencies. The risk drivers of  each risk 
category and movements in profile are discussed later in this report. 
There were no material changes during the year to the way these 
risks are measured.

Quantitative evaluation of risk profile by 
business structure
From an entity structure perspective, 

• MS ACM has the largest capital requirement on the Group given its 
high exposure to volatile catastrophe risks through its reinsurance 
product offering; 

• MS AAG is ranked second as it is also highly exposed to volatile 
catastrophe risks in its reinsurance product offering; and 

• AISE is ranked third as it primarily underwrites Property, Casualty, 
and Marine classes that are less volatile and therefore require 
less capital. 

Additionally, as a Group, MS Amlin has heightened exposure to 
foreign exchange risk as a result of  the differing capital bases 
of  legal entities.

C.1 Underwriting risk

Risk definition and appetite
Solvency II defines underwriting risk as the risk of  loss, or of  adverse 
change in the value of  insurance liabilities, due to inadequate pricing 
and provisioning. 

MS Amlin refers to the above risk as Insurance risk which is 
separated into:

• Underwriting risk – risk of  inadequate pricing, terms and 
conditions, and unexpected level and/or frequency of  losses; and

• Reserving risk – risk of  inadequate reserving.

Underwriting risk 
Underwriting risk relates to unexpected losses on its active portfolio 
which can be caused by inadequate pricing, terms and conditions 
and/or unexpected claims frequency, and catastrophe losses from 
large natural or non-elemental events such as earthquake, hurricane 
or terrorism threats.

MS Amlin has a positive attitude to underwriting risk and accepts that 
there will be claims arising from all areas of  its insurance risk profile. 
The appetite for risk is governed by the amount of  business that 
meets our pricing requirements but also by the capacity determined 
by available capital base and reinsurance arrangements. 

MS Amlin aims to achieve a diversified balance of  exposures across 
lines of  business and territories.

• Catastrophe – MS Amlin has an extensive portfolio of  property and 
marine insurance and reinsurance business that has significant 
concentration exposure to natural perils as well as non-elemental 
perils such as industrial accidents; and

• Attritional – MS Amlin is exposed to attritional losses caused by 
inadequate pricing and/or unexpected claims frequency as well 
as systemic change in the nature of  claims. The development 
of  external competition for business impacts this risk. As the 
downward trend in the pricing cycle leads to lower margins, the 
risk increases, although underwriters are expected to take action 
to decline business if  pricing is unacceptable. The nature of  
this risk can also develop due to underlying exposure changes 
such as the development of  cyber risk exposure within the 
business underwritten.

Reserving risk 
Reserving risk relates to the possible inadequacy of  claims 
provisions. Specifically, it relates to the uncertainty that technical 
provisions are adequately accounted for, taking account of  
fluctuations in claim settlements.

MS Amlin adopts a balanced approach to reserving risk, which is 
an unavoidable consequence of  underwriting a portfolio of  business 
where claims may develop after the policy period has elapsed. Our 
appetite is governed by a policy which ensures that reserves are 
carried above the actuarial best estimate of  future outcomes. 
Classes with a higher level of  uncertainty of  potential development 
will naturally carry a higher level of  reserve provision. MS Amlin does 
not discount reserves to take account of  the investment return 
generated by premium or reserves held for future claims payments 
and takes consideration of  likely cash flow requirements when 
investing carried reserves.
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Underwriting risk
Underwriting risk is defined as the risks associated with the performance 
of  the catastrophe and non-catastrophe aspects (excluding prior 
year indemnity), of  MS Amlin’s (re)insurance portfolio of  business.

MS Amlin has an extensive portfolio of  property and marine 
insurance and reinsurance business that has significant exposure to 
weather and earthquake exposures as well as non-elemental perils 
such as industrial accidents.

Concentration
Primary underwriting risk concentration is derived from:

• Natural perils such as windstorm or earthquake;

• Large loss man-made events such as terrorism, cyber, industrial 
accidents (e.g. oil spills);

• Large risks such as nuclear power stations; and

• Correlated liability coverage such as professional liability coverage 
for medical practice.

Risk concentration identification and assessment
The scale of  risk concentration is identified through the use of  market 
standard methodologies;

• Stochastic Modelling – MS Amlin utilises exposure data to feed 
its underwriting and Internal Model that aggregates the risk 
concentration, taking account of  inherent exposure and the benefit 
of  the associated mitigation strategies. Modelling takes place on 
a single Occurrence Exceedance Probability basis (OEP) as well 
as at an Aggregated Exceedance Probability basis (AEP);

• Realistic Disaster Scenarios (RDS) – Specific event scenarios are 
monitored and controlled accordingly. RDSs are run across the Group 
each quarter and they include the events specified by Lloyd’s for their 
bi-annual regulatory submission. Other internal events have been 
established to stress particular areas of the Group’s business that are not 
covered by the Lloyd’s mandated events. The RDSs cover both modelled 
and non-modelled classes as well as natural and man-made perils, also 
taking account of single occurrence and multi occurrence events; and

• Line Guide Monitoring – Large loss concentration is identified 
through line size monitoring across classes.

The material concentrations are made up of  natural catastrophe 
perils as follows: 

• US Windstorm – particularly North East, Gulf  of  Mexico, and Florida;

• US Earthquake – particularly California; and

• Followed by concentrations to European, Australasian and 
Japanese perils.

It can be seen from the table above that the 1 in 100 OEP tolerance 
has been breached. This is being largely driven by an increase in 
North East US exposures arising from the MS Frontier integration. 
The intention is to reduce these exposures to within tolerance before 
the start of  the US Wind season. 

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The business looks to mitigate exposure through the application of  
strategies, processes and controls. The key mitigation techniques are:

• Strategy and business planning – As part of  business planning, 
strategy is developed into plans for the coming year. This allows 
the business to develop plans that incorporate the best return on 
capital versus risk concentration and allows for the planning of  
diversification within the portfolio;

• Reinsurance – The main instrument for risk mitigation of  insurance 
risk is the use of  reinsurance. Reinsurance treaties are purchased 
at the Group level for all entities but entities have the possibility to 
purchase additional facultative reinsurance for specific types of  risk;

• Tolerance setting and monitoring – Stochastic Modelling and RDS 
are utilised to set tolerance and monitor exposure to catastrophe 
perils against tolerance for both single and annual aggregate loss 
using proprietary catastrophe model output with reinsurance 
applied in the Internal Model to calculate the net position. Results 
are reported to underwriting forums and Risk Committees for 
consideration in decision making on a quarterly basis;

• Technical pricing – takes account of  hazards so that premiums are 
adequate and exposures are contained within Group tolerances; and

• Policies, procedures and standards. Group-wide underwriting 
policies and standards assure consistency and control across 
underwriting activities including delegated authority management.

Further information on the Group’s reinsurance programme, can be 
found in note 13h) of  the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated 
Financial Statements.

Exposure
Yearly, a large proportion of  underwriting policies and reinsurance 
protection lapse/renew on 31 December/1 January making it 
challenging to report underwriting risk as at 31 December, given the 
potential materiality of  change that can occur overnight. As a result, 
underwriting exposure below is reported on a 1 January basis where 
the information has more direct relevance and interest to the 
report audience. 

Key measures of  exposure are monitored against tolerance 
as follows:

Sub Section Risk Name Tolerance Basis Risk Measure
2017 Formulaic 

Tolerance
Exposure £m  

@ 1 January 2017

2.1.1 Catastrophe Stochastic 
Measurements

Probability vs. 
Earnings loss 
tolerance as a % 
of  opening net 
assets (including 
the reserve 
margin)

OEP: Single Catastrophe 1:50 £567m (<7.5%) 494

OEP: Single Catastrophe 1:100 £730m (<15%) 758

AEP: Aggregate Catastrophe 1:10 £573m (10%) 434

AEP: Aggregate Catastrophe 1:50 £1,156m (25%) 803

AEP: Aggregate Catastrophe 1:100 £1,309m (30%) 1,064

AEP: Aggregate Catastrophe 1:200 £1,448m (35%) 1,366

AEP: Aggregate Catastrophe 1:250 £1,591m (40%) 1,448

2.1.3 Large Individual Risk 
Tolerance

Terrorism & NBCR: Group Net Loss to 
single event $226.7m (US) 84
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A selection of  key RDS are shown below:

At 1 January 2017 At 1 January 2016

Gross loss  
£m

Net loss  
£m

Tolerance  
£m

Gross loss  
£m

Net loss  
£m

Tolerance  
£m

Gulf  of  Mexico Windstorm 1,462 444 508 915 254 300

North-East Windstorm 1,434 552* 508 804 234 300

Florida Windstorm Tampa 1,234 271 350 907 242 300

California Earthquake San Francisco 1,176 353* 350 734 194 300

California Earthquake Los Angeles 1,039 259 350 641 170 300

European Windstorm 1,062 170 508 731 48 300

Japan Earthquake 517 179 350 413 142 300

New Zealand Earthquake 427 168 350 261 122 300

* Breach of tolerance.

• Subject matter experts’ view of  our business model;

• Risk and control assessments and risk ranking;

• Risk event and near miss information;

• Emerging risks;

• Market knowledge; and

• Historic data and experience.

The process takes place both at an entity level and at Group level, 
typically, using stochastically modelled exposure data where 
possible, complimented by deterministic scenario where necessary.

The process takes account of  various risk categories, perils and 
known loss events, leveraging off  the RDS portfolio and financial 
market stresses in recent years. The selection of  the tests carried out 
is dependent on current market concerns, the interests of  the Board 
and focus on key risk profile drivers.

The following selection of  tests has been made from the tests 
completed in 2016 that include taking account of  the combined 
exposure portfolio of  S3210 and MSFRe.

Where possible, the outcomes of  these scenarios are reviewed 
against the specific module of  the Internal Model to ensure that 
the potential outcomes of  these events are covered by the model’s 
simulated distribution of  outcomes. In summary the results of  the 
stress testing look as follows.

From an RDS perspective, the most notable trend also shows an 
increase in the gross loss and net modelled losses for the US 
windstorm events – particularly in the North East – for the same reason 
mentioned above. The California Earthquake RDS is also expected 
to reduce as a result of  portfolio review and a decision to reduce 
exposure or increase appetite will be taken prior to renewal periods. 

Stress testing
Stress testing is the method used by MS Amlin to estimate the impact 
of  plausible adverse events on the business model and its capital 
robustness. This section covers a range of  stress and scenario tests 
to support or coincide with activities such as business planning, 
risk appetite development and validation of  the Internal Model. 

The process seeks to evaluate the financial robustness of  MS Amlin 
in extreme circumstances and challenge or improve management’s 
preparedness for extreme events. It also supports the validation of  
the Internal Model, where it seeks to challenge the assumptions 
made and calibrations used in determining the expected plan or 
model output. Testing is carried out on the business plans and 
capital projections on at least an annual basis.

Stress tests have been designed to ensure they reflect the material 
risks to the business. Information is taken from the following sources 
in designing the events:

Section C: Risk profile
continued

Scenario Ref Loss (£m)
Subjective  
Materiality

Overall Model  
Return Period

Post Event 
Solvency Ratio 

SS02 – 2011 Catastrophe Losses 402 Medium 1 in 12 cat loss 133%

SS03 – 2005 Catastrophe Losses 329 Medium 1 in 6 cat loss 138%

SS04 – Multiple Cat and Attrition events 1,337 High 1 in 159 74%

SS10 – Cyber Event 174 Low 1 in 9 underwriting loss 148%

SS12 – Reverse stress tests 1,524 High 1 in 227 62%

The table above shows an approximate impact from each event on capital. It should be noted this exhibit does not take into account the 
potential for other management actions that may be applied in the ordinary course of  business leading up to an event. As the capital 
requirements for the business would also likely change after a material event this exhibit is for illustrative purposes only.
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In conclusion a loss equivalent to MS Amlin’s forecast 2017 SCR will 
not compromise the business to the point of  failure or run off. The 
impact may reduce the scope of  its business plan objectives by 
circa 15%, but given the macro impact of  the assumed scenarios on 
the market as a whole, it is likely that markets will harden in the near 
future trading years.

Reserving risk
Concentration
Reserving risk concentrations are the accumulation of assumed claims 
and the uncertainty associated with the ultimate size of the claims given 
the extended duration it can takes for some claims to mature. Liability 
classes are considered to be the primary drivers of  reserve risk.

MS Amlin operates an actuarial led reserving process to estimate 
the Technical Provisions on a Best Estimate basis. Reserving risk 
exposures and concentrations are identified through the use of  
the Internal Model. Volatility in forecast reserve requirements are 
monitored versus technical provisions on a quarterly basis. 

Naturally there is uncertainty associated with the calculation of  the 
Technical Provisions with the key sources of  the uncertainty relating 
to (a) ultimate claims on an underwriting year basis; and (b) claims 
on legally obligated un-incepted contracts (being those contracts 
which have been written but not yet incepted at the date of  valuation. 
MS Amlin’s Internal Model produces a full distribution of  possible 
reserving outcomes with the intention of  capturing the uncertainty in 
the reserves. Expert judgement is applied during parameterisation to 
ensure that the final results from the Internal Model appropriately 
reflect MS Amlin’s risk profile.

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• Tolerance setting and monitoring – requires a minimum probability 
of  carried reserves being in excess of  liabilities of  at least 65%. 
This is tracked as a key actuarial metric that is monitored quarterly 
to assess that appropriate levels of  reserves are carried, taking 
account of  the characteristics and risks of  each class of  business 
(to arrive at a best estimate); 

• Claims Policy and process – consistent claims processes and 
accurate case reserve setting aims to ensure that adequate 
provision is established for advised claims; 

• Actuarial reserving process – MS Amlin operates a consistent, 
actuarially driven process each quarter to assess the 
appropriateness of  reserves held, taking account of  the 
characteristics and risks of  each class of  business. The best 
estimates are subject to challenge and review by management 
and the Audit Committee on behalf  of  the MS Amlin plc 
Board; and

• Reinsurance programme – responds to large loss developments 
from prior years.

Exposure
The primary measure of  exposure is modelled probability of  
sufficiency against tolerance. Sufficiency at 31 December 2016 was 
modelled as above a tolerance of  65%.

Due to the short-tail nature of  many of  its business lines, underwriting 
outcomes are determined relatively quickly after a loss is notified. 
As at 31 December 2016, MS Amlin’s reserves were approximately 
£183.0 million in excess of  our actuarial best estimate of  
claims liabilities.

Given their long tail nature, MS Amlin’s growing portfolio of  casualty 
classes is becoming more dominant in the reserving risk profile. 
Primary drivers (including such classes) are

• Casualty;

• Motor;

• Airline;

• Catastrophe US; 

• Professional Indemnity;

• Employees Liability;

• Marine Liability;

• Risk XL; and

• Trade Credit.

C.2 Market risk

Risk definition and appetite
MS Amlin seeks to optimise its investment income whilst focusing on 
ensuring it maintains sufficient capital to meet solvency requirements 
and maintain sufficient liquid funds to meet liabilities when they fall 
due. Exposure to market risk is therefore limited to the extent that 
investment strategies are balanced by these primary objectives. 

Market risk is divided into three subcategories; investment market 
volatility, currency fluctuation and investment counterparty credit risk.

Investment market volatility
This is the risk of  loss resulting from fluctuations in the market prices 
of  market assets and financial instruments, either directly or 
indirectly. MS Amlin has a positive attitude to market risk, constrained 
by a desire to limit the potential downside risk to the value of  carried 
assets to within a maximum Value at Risk (VaR) tolerance. Premium 
and reserve investments are limited by the liquidity requirements of  
meeting claims as they become payable.

Currency fluctuation 
This relates to the impact on the value of  the balance sheet or on 
earnings arising from the movement in the value of  GBP sterling 
against key non-functional currencies. MS Amlin has a balanced 
attitude towards currency risk, which is an unavoidable consequence 
of  holding balance sheet assets, premiums and liabilities in 
currencies other than sterling. This risk is managed by matching 
asset and liability currencies where possible.
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MS Amlin and its sub-advisors engage in the use of  financial 
derivative instruments in order to hedge risk and to facilitate efficient 
portfolio management. To the extent that is possible, MS Amlin’s 
portfolio is well-diversified across multiple asset classes and multiple 
regions and is managed to tolerances that prohibit excessive market 
and credit risk in line with the prudent person principle.

Assets for policyholder liabilities
The business has a low risk appetite for the deterioration of  assets 
backing its technical provisions. For this reason, assets are held in 
closely matched currencies of  the underlying liabilities, and asset 
durations are ideally set to the expected settlement of  liabilities but 
may deviate from the liability duration due to market views. Assets 
retained for these purposes are held as cash and equivalents, liquid 
short-term bonds and absolute return bond funds, which have a cash 
benchmark and high liquidity. Absolute return funds have been 
reclassified as Bonds Zero Duration and the traditional long-only bond 
funds as Bonds Duration. Where possible, MS Amlin seeks to monetise 
100% of  the policyholder portfolio within 4 days of  instruction.

Capital based assets
Since MS Amlin’s capital assets do not have liabilities associated 
with them the investments can be optimised without liability-based 
(cash-flow) or short-term liquidity constraints. This increases the 
scope to invest in asset classes such as equity and property, which 
are higher risk but higher return. The asset mix is optimised to 
achieve the best risk-adjusted return. The inclusion of  higher 
returning assets enables the capital portfolios to further support 
the policyholder portfolios if  required. 

All MS Amlin assets that are classified for Solvency Capital 
Requirements are invested in funds that are managed to provide 
a high level of  liquidity whilst preserving the value of  MS Amlin’s 
capital base and aiming to generate returns where possible.

Investment market volatility
Concentration
Market concentration risk can result from holding disproportionate 
levels of  assets in particular

• financial securities or asset classes;

• foreign currencies;

• banks or fund managers; and

• political domiciles.

MS Amlin recognises its exposure to all of  these and has established 
mitigation strategies against such concentration exposure as 
described in the following sub sections. (MS Amlin does not 
participate in the life insurance business and so does not hold any 
assets in respect to it.)

Investment counterparty credit risk
MS Amlin is exposed to counterparty credit risk through investing 
in financial instruments such as bonds. There is a risk of  loss to 
MS Amlin if  its investment counterparties are unable to or are 
unwilling to meet their financial obligations or if  they cease to operate 
as a business.

Prudent Person Principle
The prudent person principle gives guidelines for undertakings about 
how to manage their investment strategy. Undertakings should only 
conduct investment management activities as long as they can 
reasonably demonstrate an appropriate level of  understanding of  the 
underlying investment (i.e. the ability to look through into individual 
positions), are able to monitor its investments (counterparty monitoring) 
and can justify its investments as prudent to policyholders.

MS Amlin Investment Management is responsible for the day-to-day 
management of  MS Amlin’s investments and operates within the 
Investment Governance Framework and the Group Investment Policy, 
Standards and Investment Guidelines. MS Amlin Investment 
Management only invests in assets and instruments whose risks can 
be identified, measured, monitored, managed, controlled and 
reported. MS Amlin’s investment objective is to optimise long-term 
risk adjusted returns keeping in mind the interests of  policyholders.

The Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) process utilised by MS Amlin 
operates within the market risk limits and Investment Guidelines and 
uses a combination of  stochastically modelled asset returns and 
expert judgement by the Investment team. It is a bottom-up, two 
stage process starting at entity level building up to the Group 
level SAA:

• Policyholders’ assets – liquidity is the priority for these assets, 
which are asset/liability matched by currency and managed with 
reference to the duration of  the liabilities. The policyholders’ SAA 
is initially set on a standalone basis; and 

• Capital assets – under normal circumstances these assets are not 
required to pay claims and can, therefore, take advantage of  the 
liquidity premium present in asset classes such as property. The 
capital SAA is set so that when combined with the Policyholders’ 
assets, there is an optimal mix across assets, resulting in an overall 
portfolio that is near or on the Efficient Frontier.

External fund managers (sub-advisors) are then selected to populate 
the SAA that best match the above requirements (liquidity, risk 
constraints, etc.) following a comprehensive analysis (including 
requests for information and onsite visits) being performed ahead 
of  any new investment. All sub-advisors are subject to ongoing due 
diligence monitoring, for which further details are available on 
request. For investments that are segregated, MS Amlin will set the 
investment guidelines for the external fund manager. Otherwise, 
investments are made through pooled UCITS vehicles.

Currently, policyholder portfolios are permitted to invest only in fixed 
income due to their higher liquidity requirements and money market 
funds whereas the capital portfolios are also permitted to invest in 
equity and property funds. The currency mix of  policyholder 
portfolios are also asset/liability matched to the currency profile of  
MS Amlin’s liabilities and interest rate risk is managed relative to the 
aggregate liability duration.
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• Asset Duration Management – Interest rate risk is also managed 
relative to liabilities through the strategic asset allocation. We 
currently target an aggregate asset duration equivalent to 10% of  
the aggregated liability duration on the expectation that interest 
rates are set to rise. This position effectively puts MS Amlin into a 
position that benefits from an increasing interest rate environment.

Exposure
Exposure is assessed using the stochastic Value-at-Risk statistic 
at a 99.5% confidence interval and is reported on a monthly basis. 
This VaR is measured against a maximum tolerance of  9.5% and 
exposure remained below 80% of  tolerance throughout the year. 
The limitation with this control is the fact that even though the portfolio 
is well diversified, in times of  crises correlations between assets may 
become stronger, meaning they would all sell-off  together and the 
loss experienced could be larger than the VaR measure would 
indicate. Little can be done from a portfolio construction perspective 
to avoid this apart from holding more ‘safe-haven’ assets, which may 
result in an inefficient portfolio with sub-optimal risk-adjusted returns 
as well as higher concentration risk. 

Asset Distribution
The table below lists the different asset categories which apply to 
MS Amlin, based on a look-through approach, including a description 
of  how these assets have been managed in accordance with the 
prudent person principle. 

The table below ranks risk exposure by asset class and includes 
data for 31 December 2016 as well as 31 January 2017. This is 
because MS Amlin’s cash position as at the end of  2016 was 
uncharacteristically high due to the cash assets derived from the 
acquisition of  MS Frontier Reinsurance Limited. This transient cash 
position has since been reinvested in line with MS Amlin’s strategic 
asset allocation, which is shown by the resulting 31 January 2017 
asset position shown below. The level of  portfolio risk calculated 
using the 31 January 2017 asset mix is, therefore, a more consistent 
view of  forward looking portfolio risk.

Measure

31 December 2016 31 January 2017

Weight

Contribution 
to Risk (inc. 

Diversification Weight

Contribution 
to Risk (inc. 

Diversification

Equity 8% 1.71% 9% 2.18%

Bonds Total 40% 0.48% 61% 1.82%

Bonds – Zero Duration 33% 0.55% 55% 1.78%

Bonds Duration 7% (0.07)% 6% 0.04%

Property 7% 0.78% 8% 0.72%

Cash & Equivalents 45% (0.19)% 22% (0.04)%

Total 100% 2.78% 100% 4.69%

As shown the contribution to risk from equities is the largest, followed by Bonds Zero Duration, Property and Bonds Duration. 

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
In addition to the risk management process outlined in section 
B.3 Risk Management System, this section presents mitigation 
techniques specifically implemented for investment market volatility 
risk. Monitoring results are reported to the Investment Oversight 
Committee and Risk & Solvency Committees on a quarterly basis.

• Investment policy and strategic asset allocation – investment 
opportunities are evaluated taking into consideration risk and 
reward, liquidity, and effects on capital requirements in relation to 
solvency requirements. Exposure to market risk is therefore limited 
to the extent that investment strategies are balanced by these 
primary objectives;

• Policies, procedures and standards – the investment policy aims 
to maximise long-term investment returns in relation to an agreed 
risk budget;

• Tactical asset allocation – responds to expectations for short-term 
market prospects or volatility;

• A diversified portfolio – limits exposure to any one security or 
asset class;

• Tolerance, limit setting and performance monitoring – Stochastic 
VaR Monitoring is utilised by the investment team conducts 
modelling and monitoring of  investment risk against agreed 
tolerance using an economic scenario generator model; 

• Sub-advisor monitoring – sub-advisors are appointed to carry 
out stock selection within the asset class they specialise in. Each 
sub-advisor has discretion to manage the funds on a day-to-day 
basis within their Investment Guidelines or Prospectuses. 
These are designed to ensure that their investments comply 
with the Investment Framework. Sub-advisors are chosen after 
full due diligence and meetings held periodically thereafter. 
Performance and compliance with mandates are monitored by 
the investment team; 

• Hedging – Additionally, MS Amlin Investment Management actively 
manages interest rate risk exposure and the level of  equity 
exposure. An equity tail risk hedging program (the equity hedge 
program or EHP) is in place to protect the equity portfolio against 
sharp corrections in market prices. This is an option replication 
strategy executed using exchange traded futures, where stop 
orders are placed in the market to reduce exposure as prices 
fall; and 
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Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• Counterparty on-boarding – due diligence processes exist to 
pre-vet any counterparties before authority is given;

• (Internal) Credit rating limits – Investment counterparty credit 
exposure is managed through limits over exposure based upon 
credit ratings. Investment risk counterparties are reported to the 
Investment Oversight Committee; 

• Investment Asset Allocation and Management – Credit risk within 
the investment funds is managed through credit research carried 
out by the investment managers. The investment guidelines are 
designed to mitigate credit risk by ensuring diversification of  the 
holdings. For each portfolio there are limits to the exposure to 
single issuers and to the total amount that can be held in each 
credit quality rating category, as determined by reference to credit 
rating agencies;

• Creditworthiness monitoring – is conducted by the investment 
quant/risk team for all institutions MS Amlin transacts with, both 
current and potential. A summary is sent to the investment 
management and compliance functions; 

• External credit ratings – MS Amlin uses ratings from multiple credit 
rating agencies in conjunction with market Credit Default Swap 
prices – the latter providing a more accurate picture of  existing 
risks to ongoing events due to being a market determined price for 
effectively insuring a company’s bond obligations. In relation to the 
use of  credit rating agencies to rate underlying fixed holdings 
within the portfolio, MS Amlin prudently employs the ‘lower of  two’ 
or the ‘average of  three’ approach, whereby the lower credit rating 
of  two individual credit ratings is used or, with the availability of  
three individual credit ratings, the average of  all three are 
employed to determine the overall credit rating of  the relevant 
counterparty. Following a review of  the aforementioned metrics, 
the appropriate action is taken by MS Amlin to ensure any 
counterparty credit exposures are managed; and

• Investment Counterparty Management – The custodians of  
MS Amlin’s investment assets are contractually bound to hold 
all assets specifically on behalf  of  MS Amlin and not in their 
own right.

Exposure
MS Amlin monitors its concentration exposure to government and 
non-government exposures. The following tables are as at 
31 December 2016.

Government £m

United States of  America 1,030.8

Japanese 178.8

Italian 76.4

Canadian 59.8

Mexican 43.8

German 39.5

Spanish 38.2

Portuguese 32.0

French 24.3

Icelandic 23.7

Currency Fluctuation Risk 
Concentration
MS Amlin is exposed to the fluctuations in the exchange rates of  
currencies as a result of  a number of  factors:

• Operating Currencies – MS Amlin has international operations with 
businesses operating in US dollar and euro currencies as well as 
significant underwriting activity conducted in US dollars and 
Japanese yen. Underlying changes in currency volatility will impact 
the level of  measured risk;

• Sub-entity Capital Requirements – MS Amlin’s sub-entities operate 
in foreign regional jurisdictions and are required to hold their 
capital in local currencies, specifically, in USD and Euros whilst 
MS Amlin plc is a UK-domiciled company denominated in GBP. 
MS Amlin is, therefore, exposed to currency risk due to the 
different currency denominations of  capital held by its entities; and

• Collateral – MS Amlin also holds collateral within the MS AAG 
portfolio to back insurance business that has been written. 
Collateral requirements are often invested in short term US 
government treasury securities and are run on a segregated basis.

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
Where possible, the following currency fluctuation mitigation 
techniques are utilised against exposure, but there are limitations 
owing to the need to hold regulatory capital in local currencies and 
the cost of  running some of  the mitigation techniques.

• Asset Liability Matching – Policyholder claim liabilities are matched 
as closely as possible by holding assets in the appropriate 
currencies; and

• Investment policy and strategic asset allocation – aims to 
maximise long-term investment returns in relation to an agreed 
risk budget.

Exposure
Balance sheet currency risk is monitored by calculating the decline 
in MS Amlin’s modelled Solvency Ratio for a change in the underlying 
currency exchange rates by +/- 10%. The tolerance for the allowable 
decline in the Solvency Ratio is currently set at 3%, against which 
MS Amlin’s 31 December 2016 exposure level was 1.6%. 

Investment Counterparty 
Investment counterparty risk is also seen as credit risk but given its 
proximity to market risk, the exposure is described within this section.

Concentration
Risk concentration can occur as a result of  accumulation of  
MS Amlin owned assets within financial institutions whom have 
instruction to safeguard or transact MS Amlin funds and assets.
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Stress testing – combined
MS Amlin engages in a programme of  stress testing its investment 
portfolio exposures on a regular basis. MS Amlin’s Investment 
Management function utilises its Economic Scenario Generator 
(ESG) to model a variety of  scenarios that help the firm in better 
understanding the possible impacts of  these events on its asset 
valuations. In addition, MS Amlin’s risk function independently stress 
tests MS Amlin’s assets using discretionary scenarios based on 
expert judgement of  individual asset class performance. In carrying 
out these tests, MS Amlin’s risk function conservatively assumes 
constant asset allocations, no management action and extreme 
market losses. 

In addition, use of  the ESG model in stress testing also assumes that 
market conditions could replicate historical events and the asset 
correlations that existed between markets and asset classes during 
those periods. 

Stress testing is conducted on a quarterly basis using the ESG 
and considers the impact of  historical events on the current portfolio 
of  assets.

The current most material stress tests are shown in the table below.

Additionally, sensitivity testing is carried out on the formulation of  the 
future year earnings from investments and assumes a 50% reduction 
in planned investment income.

The same assumption is used in correlation with other sensitivities 
from other risk categories to stress the business plan more 
extensively. It is also utilised for stress testing of  other capital 
impacting events.

The 2016 stress testing of  the business plan highlighted that a 50% 
reduction in planned investment income would not compromise 
MS Amlin’s capital base or ability to fulfil its obligations.

Non-Government £m

JP Morgan Chase & Co 23.9

Goldman Sachs Group 22.8

HSBC Holdings 21.7

Commonwealth Bank of  Australia 21.4

UBS AG 20.2

Morgan Stanley 17.0

Barclays Bank plc. 16.0

Bank of  America 15.6

European Stability Mechanism 13.9

Credit Suisse Group AG 13.6

Basis of  Analysis:

• Shows the top 10 holdings split by government and non-
government;

• Analysis is based on the aggregate weight of  ultimate parent 
of  each security;

• Analysis excludes cash; and

• Analysis is based on full stock level look-through of  the positions 
held by the sub-advisors

The exposure is skewed towards the highest-rated securities backed 
by the US Government. This is driven by the required holding of  
collateral (Bermuda) and Situs funds (MS ACM).

The largest change has been in US government holdings because of  
the requirement for MS AAG to hold double the amount of  collateral 
over year end. Exposure to the Japanese government is through very 
short term securities, which offer an attractive yield pickup when 
swapped back into US dollars.

Non-government exposure remains well diversified with no large 
concentrations.

As well as failure of  a counterparty to perform its contractual 
obligations, the price of  government and corporate bond holdings 
will be affected by investors’ perception of  a borrower’s 
creditworthiness. Credit risk within the investment funds is managed 
through restrictions on the exposures by credit rating, as determined 
by the rating agencies, and by holding diversified portfolios. 

Measure 31 December 2016 31 January 2017
Post Event 

Solvency Ratio*

Strong deflation £221m loss £389m loss 134%

1998 Russia Default Simulation £160m loss £298m loss 140%

9/11 Market Devaluation Simulation £136m loss £243m loss 143%

2008 Financial Crisis Simulation £128m loss £253m loss 143%

Strong Inflation £118m loss £58m loss 155%

2004 interest rate hike £40m loss £60m loss 155%

Asset (mis-)assumptions £59m loss £87m loss 153%

* Based on 31 January 2017 loss values.
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C.3 Credit risk

Risk definition and appetite
MS Amlin defines credit risk as the risk of  loss, or of  adverse change 
in the financial situation, resulting from fluctuations in the credit 
standing of  issuers of  securities, counterparties and any debtors to 
which MS Amlin is exposed, in the form of  counterparty default risk, 
or spread risk, or market risk concentrations. Credit risk could 
therefore have an impact upon MS Amlin’s ability to meet its liabilities 
as they fall due and upon the investment return. 

Credit risk can result from over concentration of  exposure to 
counterparties that include:

• reinsurers, 

• intermediaries in the distribution channel

 – brokers;

 – cover holders; and

 – insured and reinsured clients;

• treasury intermediaries;

 – banks; and 

 – Investment counterparties. 

(Treasury intermediaries such as banks and Investment 
counterparties are also seen as credit risk but given its proximity to 
market risk, the exposure is described within the market risk section.)

MS Amlin recognises its exposure to all of  these sources of  risk and 
has established mitigation strategies against such concentration 
exposure as described in the following sub sections.

Receivables due at 31 December 2016 are shown in the table below.

Reinsurer’s share of  outstanding claims represents the amounts due 
at 31 December 2016, as well as amounts expected to be recovered 
on unpaid outstanding claims (including IBNR) in respect of  earned 
risks. These are stated net of  provisions for impairment. As noted 
above the credit risk in respect of  reinsurance receivables, including 
reinsurers’ share of  outstanding claims, is primarily managed by 
review and approval of  reinsurance security by MS Amlin’s 
Reinsurance Security Committee prior to the purchase of  the 
reinsurance contract.

Reinsurance Counterparty
This is the risk of  loss if  a reinsurance counterparty fails to fulfil its 
underwritten obligations or fails to perform them in a timely fashion. 
MS Amlin has a balanced attitude to reinsurance counterparty credit 
risk, which emanates from use of  reinsurance to increase MS Amlin’s 
risk capacity and to protect the Company against severe catastrophe 
events, and significant risk losses. 

Concentration
Concentration risk is mitigated by controlling exposure to each 
reinsurer through the reinsurer accreditation process and application 
of  exposure limits for each reinsurer, based on MS Amlin’s internal 
credit rating. 

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• Selection management – The reinsurance security team conduct 
accreditation selection and rating of  all reinsurers;

• Aggregate Exposure planning and monitoring – There are limits 
over exposure placed with any one reinsurer. This also takes 
account of  RDS simulations and monitoring. Counterparty 
exposure is controlled by maximum exposure limits applicable to 
each reinsurer, linked to their ability and willingness to pay claims;

• Reinsurance debt credit control – is carried out to limit 
outstanding balances owed by reinsurers;

• Reinsurer review process – takes account of  the latest available 
full year financials, comparison with MS Amlin recommended 
standards, rating agency input (rating, outlook and rationale), 
recent developments, background information (such as ownership, 
parental guarantees, name changes), breakdown of  portfolio (for 
example, NWP by class and territory) and details of  the company’s 
reinsurance arrangements and major reinsurers; 

• Collateralisation – Reinsurance credit risk is reduced through the 
purchase of  collateralised reinsurance; and

• Claims management – MS Amlin’s claims management process is 
designed to pursue and secure claims recoveries in an efficient 
manner. To this end, MS Amlin’s Claims Management procedures 
ensure that every claim is reviewed to identify any potential 
recoveries and assess whether these can be pursued effectively.

31 December 2016

Insurance and 
reinsurance
receivables

£m %

Reinsurers’ 
share of  

outstanding 
claims  

£m %

AAA 5.4 0.3 – –

AA 20.0 1.1 136.0 29.0

A 110.6 6.0 248.3 52.9

BBB 0.8 0.2 0.2 –

Other 1,702.1 92.4 85.2 18.1

1,838.9 100.0 469.7 100.0
Note: 
Insurance and reinsurance receivables include £153.8 million of premium receivable from policyholders and £1,548.3 million of premium receivable from intermediaries that are 
not rated.
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Exposure
Reinsurance credit is largely driven by scope of  coverage available 
under the Group’s core catastrophe retrocession programme 
mitigated by collateralisation related to the participation of  unrated 
retrocessionaires on this programme. Deterministic and stochastic 
tolerances apply.

There are deterministic tolerances applicable at Group level for each 
reinsurer reflecting MS Amlin internal credit ratings assigned by the 
Reinsurance Security Committee. Per reinsurer limits apply on a 
single loss basis and to aggregate exposure across all programmes 
written. There are also maximum limits for any one reinsurer group 
and for Lloyd’s syndicates on a combined basis. 

The chart below shows MS Amlin’s in force aggregate exposure 
(assuming one total loss for each contract placed) across all treaty 
programmes protecting the Group with effect from 1 January 20171, 
broken down by financial strength rating. MS Amlin’s top 10 reinsurer 
groups are shown in the accompanying table. In force exposure 
remains within the agreed tolerance for any one reinsurer group and 
for Lloyd’s syndicates on a combined basis.

1 Similar to underwriting exposure, the annual credit risk profile changes materially 
overnight on 31 December/1 January owing to the lapse of the former reinsurance 
programme and the inception of the new programme. As a result, credit exposure is 
reported on a 1 January basis where the information has more direct relevance and 
interest to the report audience.

AA+ 1.37
AA 0.48
AA- 25.22
A+ 42.63
A 6.98
A- 2.30
NR 3.74
NR* 17.28

*Collateralised

MS Amlin Group in force treaty exposure at 1 January 2017 split by rating (%)

MS Amlin Group reinsurance counterparty exposure at 
1 January 2017

Rank Reinsurer
% of  Total 
Exposure

1 Lloyd’s (All syndicates) 20%

2 Everest Re 12%

3 Hannover Re 7%

4 Swiss Re 6%

5 Munich Re 4%

6 XL Re 4%

7 Endurance 2%

8 Validus Re 2%

9 Scor Global P&C SE 2%

10 Renaissance Re Ltd 2%

11 Remaining Markets 39%

N.B. Top 10 includes subsidiaries/affiliates within same group where applicable. 
Excludes collateralised markets and related parties. 

Broker intermediary credit risk
MS Amlin is dependent on brokers to collect premiums due in 
respect of  its portfolio of  insurance and reinsurance policies. There 
is the risk of  loss if  an insurance intermediary fails to follow MS 
Amlin’s’ settlement instructions either at all, or in a timely fashion. 
MS Amlin has a balanced attitude to broker intermediary credit risk. 

Concentration
Brokers need to collect both premiums and settle claims as part of  
their service. Risk concentration can occur as a result of  accumulation 
of  MS Amlin owned assets either within insurance intermediaries 
such as brokers or coverholders, who may default or fail to settle 
transactions when instructed. 

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• On-boarding – Local broker committees are responsible for broker 
accreditation and on-boarding (approval of  new brokers). Brokers 
are rated internally to assess their financial strength in order to 
control MS Amlin’s exposure to each broker;

• Policies, procedures and standards – Policies and standards are 
in place to explain the process of  on-boarding, broker review, debt 
control, client money requirements and claims management;

• Tolerance, limit setting and performance monitoring – The 
business seeks to manage and monitor exposures to brokers by 
a number of  risk tolerances across the risk category;

• Broker review process – takes account of  the latest available 
full year financials, comparison with MS Amlin recommended 
standards, recent developments, and background information;

• Debt control – Broker debt credit control is carried out to limit 
outstanding balances owed by counterparties. Credit risk is 
controlled by maximum exposure limits applicable to each broker, 
linked to their ability and willingness to pay claims; and

• Claims management – claims management process is designed 
to pursue and secure claims recoveries in an efficient manner. 
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C.4 Liquidity risk
Risk definition and appetite
MS Amlin sees liquidity risk as the risk arising from insufficient 
financial resources being available to meet liabilities as they fall due; 
that is, the risk that enough liquid funds are not available to settle 
liabilities or other key financial commitments. MS Amlin seeks to 
avoid any situation where funds are not available to meet liabilities as 
required because this would have significant reputational and legal 
implications. MS Amlin recognises that it has a clear duty to pay 
liabilities promptly and appreciates the potentially significant cash 
flow demands of  large-scale catastrophe events.

Liquidity risk also takes account of  Expected Profits from Future 
Premiums (EPIFP). MS Amlin recognises that EPIFP can contribute to 
an increase in future net cash flows and therefore can act to reduce 
liquidity risk. 

Concentration
Liquidity risk concentration can develop as a result of  its combined 
correlative exposure to underwriting related catastrophe perils that 
can result in significant claims occurring concurrently. The strength 
and liquidity of  the balance sheet is fundamental to our proposition 
as an insurer of  choice, providing us with the ability to respond 
quickly to claims. This is particularly relevant in the event of  large 
catastrophic losses such as hurricanes or earthquakes.

Liquidity risk can also arise from having concentrations of  MS Amlin 
assets in:

• A single institution that can no longer meets its obligations to 
honour payment instructions from MS Amlin;

• Financial instruments that can’t be turned into cash quickly.

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
MS Amlin recognises its exposure to all of  the above factors and 
has established mitigation strategies against such concentration 
exposure as described below.

The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• Cash management – the investment team maintains sufficient 
liquidity in the investment portfolio to address claims needs so that 
claims are paid as they fall due;

• Asset liability matching – assists in managing the efficiency of  
settling payments as they fall due and in reducing disruption from 
additional money processing activities; 

• Stress testing – assumes a combination of  adverse scenarios 
including large scale underwriting claims, financial market losses 
and asset illiquidity to enhance MS Amlin’s understanding of  the 
scale of  liquidity risk under extreme circumstances; and

• Credit Facility arrangements – a short term contingent credit 
facility exists with MS Amlin’s preferred banking partner to assist 
with exceptional cash flow straining events to ensure liquidity 
constraints do not impact our claims service to policyholders. 

Exposure
The business typically monitors this risk at entity level where the 
exposure is most likely to materialise, however an aggregation is 
done for capital calculation purposes. 

Exposure
At 31 December 2016 premium receivables due from policyholders 
amounted to £153.8m. Based on historical experience there is limited 
default risk relating to these amounts. 

Further analysis of  outstanding debt at 31 December 2016 is shown 
in the table below.

Rank Top 10 broker debtors
S&P rating if  
applicable 

% of  
outstanding 

debt

1 Broker A A- 19%

2 Broker B A- 17%

3 Broker C BBB 15%

4 Broker D Not rated 5%

5 Broker E B 4%

6 Broker F Not rated 3%

7 Broker G Not rated 3%

8 Broker H Not rated 2%

9 Broker I Not rated 2%

10 Broker J Not rated 1%

11 Others Not rated 29%

Credit risk stress testing
Reinsurance credit risk is considered within the stress and scenario 
tests conducted for purposes of  business planning, risk appetite 
development and validation of  the Internal Model (described more 
fully in Section C.1). 

The quarterly RDS process also provides a regular opportunity to 
monitor potential for single event clash between programmes written 
by a single reinsurer. RDS scenarios consider the impact of  a wide 
range of  first and second events in peak peril regions. There were 
no breaches of  per reinsurer single event tolerances during 2016. 
The assumptions within the RDS process include a provision for 
reinsurance credit risk based on each reinsurer’s MS Amlin internal 
credit rating. 

In addition, the annual ORSA stress testing includes credit related 
stress scenarios that contribute to the assessment of  overall capital 
adequacy. Given the strength of  the reinsurers used, credit risk is seen 
as a lesser driver of  overall capital strain under stressed conditions.

Investment Counterparty default is factored into the stress tests 
mentioned in C.2 Market Risk.
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C.5 Operational risk
Risk Definition and Appetite
MS Amlin operates a diverse business across a number of  offices 
and jurisdictions and is expected to comply with legal, regulatory 
and best-practice standards. The potential exists for a failure of  
critical business processes, people or systems resulting in an 
interruption to normal operations. The failure of  management to 
address performance issues may impact the level of, or potential for, 
operational risk issues. Dependency on sophisticated stochastic 
models and the data upon which they operate may introduce 
operational risk into the enterprise risk management system. 
Additionally, natural or man-made disasters could impact MS Amlin’s 
operating platforms in one or more locations. 

Additionally, the significant increase in regulatory complexity over 
the past decade has increased the risk of  regulatory breach or 
enforcement. Cyber risk is also an increased phenomenon.

MS Amlin has a negative attitude to operational risk and seeks to 
avoid any operational failures which may hinder the operational 
capability of  MS Amlin, or result in financial loss, or any regulatory 
sanction for inadequate compliance. It is recognised, however, that 
achieving complete certainty that such failures could not occur would 
entail an unviable cost.

Concentration
As a result of  the broad scope of  operational risk, MS Amlin has 
divided its concentrations into five subcategories; 

• People risks;

• Process risks;

• Systems and technology risks;

• Legal and regulatory risk; and

• Group structure related risks.

Besides these primary categories, other operational risks correlate 
with the other risk categories, associating impact to other risk factors.

Risks are identified and assessed using a number of  deterministic 
risk assessment processes that require engagement with the 
business periodically to assess current risks and issues, project 
risks, emerging risks and control adequacy. Deep dive assessments 
and other such assurance activities also seek to evaluate risks from 
a thematic perspective.

As a result of  MS Amlin’s desire to avoid any situation where funds 
are not available to meet claims as required, MS Amlin has 
developed a Liquidity Ratio based on the ratio of  Basel III specified 
High Quality Liquid Assets (HQLAs) to MS Amlin’s modelled Solvency 
Capital Requirement (SCR).

As at 31 December 2016, MS Amlin’s Liquidity Ratio stood at 286%, 
which is 186% in excess of  the 100% tolerance. The ratio benefited 
from cash additions from MS Frontier Reinsurance Limited and 
syndicate 3210 related cash balances and is expected to reduce as 
cash is reinvested into other asset classes. According to sub-advisor 
settlement periods, MS Amlin’s HQLAs can be liquidated within four 
days of  instruction.

The Liquidity Ratio seeks to evaluate if  MS Amlin can meet its 
liabilities as they fall due under stressed conditions such as large 
scale underwriting claims, market losses and asset illiquidity. 
The Liquidity Ratio is based on Basel III’s HQLAs, which haircuts 
the value of  assets to account for market illiquidity. The resulting 
computation allows MS Amlin to assess whether enough funds are 
leftover to pay for large scale claims.

Additionally, MS Amlin regularly performs stress tests on the available 
liquidity of  MS Amlin’s catastrophe exposed entities (MS ACM & MS 
AAG) where stresses are most likely to occur. Stress testing was last 
carried out in Q4 2016 for MS ACM and in Q2 2016 for MS AAG.

The liquidity stress test assumes that a combination of  CAT events 
takes place simultaneously and a large proportion of  which are 
required to be paid during the peak of  a financial market event. In 
this scenario, reinsurance recoveries are temporarily assumed to be 
zero and the level of  liquidity required in order to settle CAT claims 
as a percentage of  available financial assets is calculated. 

In both cases, the CAT exposed entities are well funded and 
positioned to handle multiple loss events before liquidity is stressed 
beyond the ability to cover further claims.

Against the 2017 business plan, the above stress test results have 
given management comfort that there is no need to raise any 
additional funds or have further committed resources. 

If  necessary, the business has several emergency funding 
arrangements in place, including Letters of  Credit (LOC), overdraft 
facilities, and a rolling credit facility. These facilities have covenant 
attaching agreements that could restrict MS Amlin’s ability to call on 
the facilities if  net assets fall below predefined limits. Providing the 
capital base does not significantly erode and access to these 
resources is not limited, these facilities are at hand to assist with 
short-term liquidity requirements.

Impact of Expected Profit in Future Premiums 
With regards to liquidity risk, the Expected Profits from Future 
Premiums (EPIFP) is the expected present value of  the future 
cash-flows of  legally obligated unincepted insurance contracts. This 
value forms part of  the calculation of  Solvency II technical provisions.

The total amount of  the EPIFP as at 31 December 2016 was 
£249.8 million.
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2016 
Rank Class

1 Changes in domestic or international legislation/binding case 
law impacts MS Amlin’s business

2 Breach of  Competition Law

3 Loss of  key personnel

4 Internal Model Error

5 Present value of  defined benefit obligations are greater than 
actuarial estimates

The main financial operational risk drivers are Legal and Regulatory 
related; driven by the materiality of  penalties for potential breaches 
and the increasing complexity of  the regulatory environment for a 
Group operating on a global basis in multiple regulated jurisdictions. 
The Internal Model error has also increased materially given its 
dependency under Solvency II regulations and the risk of  potential 
additional capital cost.

The other top modelled operational risk drivers remain diverse in 
nature, however over the past year, there has been a greater 
emphasis on potential failed processes and systems and the failure 
of  provision of  insourced services. 

Legal and Regulatory 
Legal and Regulatory is a material driver of  the risk profile driven by 
the materiality of  penalties, or potential for operational enforcement. 
This is further compounded by the increasing complexity of  the 
regulatory environment for a Group operating on a global scale in 
multiple regulated jurisdictions and thereby inherits the necessity to 
comply with a number of  jurisdictional requirements. Key areas to 
focus on are:

• Governance – Given the structure of  the Group, MS Amlin’s 
governance arrangements can be seen as complex, but strong 
involvement of  entity executives in the strategic formulation 
process and the day to day decision making activities ensures 
governance is appropriate and encompassing of  entity needs 
and considerations in key decisions;

• Breach of competition law – MS Amlin has no appetite to breach 
this requirement and has invested in strong mitigants including, 
training, staff  attestations and monitoring mechanisms; 

• Sanctions – Given MS Amlin’s international business model, 
it recognises its exposure to sanctions requirements and has 
established controls and processes in place to prevent any 
sanctions violations as far as reasonably possible;

• Data protection – Controls are in place to comply with current data 
protection requirements, however evolving regulatory requirements 
will present additional risk and effort to adhere to the new regulations. 
Work is underway to meet the additional requirements in due course; 

• Conduct Risk – MS Amlin’s recognises the need to treat its 
customers fairly and simultaneously fulfil obligations on conduct 
risk, particularly in its UK operations. A Client Experience 
Programme was established to bridge the gap between increasing 
regulatory focus on Conduct Risk and MS Amlin’s Client Intimacy 
strategic differentiator, driving cultural awareness and change over 
the longer term. All staff  have undergone training and additional 
controls were embedded in 2016; and

• Solvency II – MS Amlin has developed Solvency II compliant 
frameworks and processes and utilises a PRA approved Internal 
Model. Maintaining that status is predicated on evidencing robust 
Solvency II processes and controls.

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation strategies, processes and controls are as follows:

• Risk Management Framework – The implementation of  a 
framework for the identification, assessment and control of  
operational risks ensures that operational risks are understood 
and managed by the business;

• Policies, Procedures & Standards – The Operational Risk 
Standard ensures all significant operational risks are identified, 
assessed, evaluated, managed, monitored and reported in a 
consistent manner across the organisation. The Internal Control 
Framework explains the standards required for the ownership, 
operation and performance of  internal controls. 

 – Policy Framework – As a result, a Groupwide policy framework 
is in place to apply control over people matters, key business 
processes, business continuity, data quality, Information security, 
Outsourcing, Procurement, and other key risk areas;

• Internal Control Framework – A framework measures the 
operation of  key controls in day to day operations and evaluates 
on effectiveness of  managing operational risk via the internal 
control framework to management; 

• Risk Assessment – The identified risks are assessed via 
discussions with the business and in so called periodic risk 
reviews and thematic deep dive assessments;

• Risk Events & Near Miss Capture – raise awareness, identify 
areas for improvement and drive remedial response;

• Assurance Monitoring – An established assurance plan including 
compliance, risk and internal audit plan, functions seeks to identify 
both general and regulatory vulnerabilities;

• Scenario Analyses – are used to determine the level of  regulatory 
and economic capital required to support the level of  operational 
risk charge within the business; and

• Insurance – is acquired to recover from financial losses where 
appropriate.

Exposure
Unlike other risk categories, it is more challenging to quantify actual 
operational risk exposure as assessment is based on deterministic 
expert judgement that is not always quantifiable. As a result, 
MS Amlin assesses exposure from a number of  perspectives:

• Financial Losses – where there is a measurable cost involved 
e.g. physical asset loss and replacement;

• Legal and Regulatory Implication – MS Amlin monitors exposure 
to breaching its regulatory or legal obligations;

• Reputational – MS Amlin has a scaled approach to measure non 
quantified negative impact on MS Amlin customers, suppliers, or 
reputation in general;

• Business disruptive – assessment identify differing levels of  
disruption to MS Amlin’s key business processes; and

• Strategically Impacting – assessment seek to identify material 
events that may result in a rethink of  strategic objectives. 
E.g. Brexit.

Financial 
Exposure is quantified utilising deterministic scenarios across the 
operational risks. Utilising Internal Model output, the largest 
exposures are:
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Operational risk status
Following the completion of  the Group finance systems programme 
(‘Nexus’) and the impact on the business of  the MSI integration 
programme, the risk function has raised the issue of heightened levels of  
operational risks in MS Amlin. This view is primarily qualitative in nature 
but is also based on a number of  risk events over the past 12 months. 
Mitigating actions to address these concerns are in progress.

Stress Testing
Stress testing is predicated on the development of  near term 
deterministic scenarios mentioned earlier and increasing the forecast 
severity of  the scenarios to assess magnified impact. Where possible, 
historic events of  either internal or external nature are utilised to 
build simulations. Operational stress tests seek to identify current 
management actions to mitigate potential exposure, or to develop future 
management actions that would be executed if  the event was to occur. 

Recent operational stress tests have covered office outages, crisis 
management simulations and cyber-attacks. Results showed the 
existing resilience of  the current control framework; and the 
preparedness of  MS Amlin for such future events.

An operational reverse stress test is also carried out annually to 
assess the operational point at which MS Amlin would be 
compromised to the point of  business failure taking account of  
customer requirements. The stress test result is summarised as being 
the point at which customers lose faith in the brand and choose not 
to place business with MS Amlin.

C.6 Other risks

Strategic risk
Risk definition and appetite
Strategic Risks are defined as risks to current and prospective 
earnings or capital arising from adverse business decisions, improper 
implementation of  decisions or lack of  responsiveness to industry 
changes. This includes risks associated with the appropriateness of  
business strategy in the face of  the current and future commercial, 
political, legislative, and economic environment. Within MS Amlin, 
strategic risks are also considered to include those associated with 
acquisitions and divestments as well as ethical and reputational policies. 

MS Amlin has a positive attitude to strategic risk as it actively pursues 
ways of  developing the business. The Group also faces a number 
of  external factors which may impact demand for or supply of  our 
products. These risks are analysed and actions agreed to adapt the 
strategic approach to cater for them.

Concentration
MS Amlin sees strategic risk concentration derived from:

• Group risk – MS Amlin Plc is the parent of  several operating 
companies and is a subsidiary of  the MS&AD group. The MS Amlin 
Group is exposed to losses arising from any MS Amlin entity and 
simultaneously, there is a risk that losses in other parts of  the 
MS&AD group of  companies may impact on the ability of  
MS Amlin to execute its strategy, especially if  the impact is upon 
MS Amlin’s capital management strategy.

Whilst MS Amlin accepts this risk as a product of  the structures 
required in a large, global corporation, it is necessary to understand 
the risk and manage its potential impact where possible; 

Business Disruption
System and Processes – span a number of  risks across the Group’s 
regional offices. The risks are monitored at varying degrees of  detail 
according to materiality and impact. Holistically, there have been no 
material operational events but there is continued focus on: 

• Cyber risk – MS Amlin recognises the materiality of  cyber risk to its 
operations as well as the potential cyber risk associated underwriting 
claims in future; 

• IT strategy – MS Amlin’s growth and integration activities have 
evolved into a complex infrastructure of  technology across multiple 
locations. It is now evident that a more holistic long term strategy 
is necessary; 

• Sourcing & Vendor Management – The global growth of  MS Amlin 
and increased dependency on third parties to support the 
business model has increased exposure to sourcing & vendor 
management related exposures;

• Business Continuity Management – MS Amlin needs to be 
prepared for and as resilient as possible to disruption from natural 
catastrophe and people related events, taking account of  the 
geographical spread of  operations, customers’ expectations and 
the increasing threat of  events due to political instability, increasing 
technology dependency and climate change;

• Change – MS Amlin has been undergoing significant change that 
has been a big draw on both financial and people resource. 
Concerns have related to resource stretch, exceeding change 
budgets, and distractions to typical BAU processes. Portfolio 
managers have been put in place and the change management 
framework has been strengthened to assist with managing the risk. 
The recent MSI acquisition and office integration has presented a 
new challenge of  managing the scope of  objectives of  the inflight 
programmes; and

• Financial reporting – The growth in the scale and complexity of  
MS Amlin identified the need for a more robust financial reporting 
solution to aggregate data across the organisation. As a result, 
the Nexus programme was initiated to speed up the process and 
improve data quality. The programme has been both large and 
complex, drawing on significant resource from the business.

People risk – risk has been rated high within MS Amlin over the past 
two years as a result of  extensive strategic change taking place 
across the business that has an influence on staff  morale and 
attrition. This elevated exposure has been expected as a result of  
pursuing large strategic objectives. Improvements in several areas 
have assisted with managing the risk:

• Review of  remuneration plans to ensure the business remains 
competitive;

• Strengthened succession planning; and

• Continued enhancement and investment in talent management 
and learning and development.

Strategically Impacting
Brexit – Is an example of  a strategically impacting risk event. The full 
details are covered off  in the strategy risk section of  C.6 Other Risks.

Group risk – MS Amlin plc is now an entity of  the MS&AD group and 
as a result is now susceptible to the strategic decisions made at the 
MS&AD group level. MS&AD have made it clear that there is no 
“group” risk to the current strategy being pursued by MS Amlin, but 
future strategies will have to take account of  the strategic objectives 
of  the MS&AD group.
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Exposure
Over the past 3 years, MS Amlin has been pursuing a number of  
significantly important strategic initiatives with inherent associated risk.

• SBU structural reorganisation – The 2014 reorganisation has now 
been effective for 2 years with continued benefit realisation through 
improved co-ordination across entities and locations. This structure 
further evolved following the integration of  the MSIUL operations 
in Q2 2016, and the incorporation of  MS Frontier operations into 
MS AAG in Q4 2016;

• Solvency II/approved Internal Model firm – MS Amlin applied 
for Group Internal Model approval in 2015 to use the model to 
calculate regulatory capital. Simultaneously MS ACM applied for 
the same approval via the Lloyd’s of  London application. Both 
MS Amlin and Lloyd’s of  London were granted approval in 
December 2015; 

• Cross-border merger – Phase 1 of  the cross-border merger project 
to bring Amlin Insurance UK Limited and Amlin Europe NV into a 
single new European insurance entity – Amlin Insurance S.E.; was 
approved in Q4 2015 and successfully implemented in Q1 2016; 

• MSI acquisition – The acquisition of  MS Amlin by Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance Company, Limited was announced in Q4 2015. The 
offer was fully backed by the Board and shareholders and was 
approved by regulators and the courts in January 2016. A 
by-product of  this proposal was the reduction in risk to MS Amlin 
of  an aggressive takeover bid outside the preferred terms of  MS 
Amlin. The acquisition has however resulted in a number of  new 
risks that are being addressed via a programme of  work. A fully 
resourced programme managed the integration work and oversight 
of  the risks was built into the governance of  the programme and 
reported to the MS Amlin Group Risk & Solvency Committee; 

• Client Experience – Client Intimacy is a core component of  MS 
Amlin’s Vision and Strategy aiming to deepen our relationships 
with our clients, understanding their needs, and responding to this 
information and feedback by tailoring our products and services. 
The Client Experience Programme was established to bridge the 
gap between increasing regulatory focus on Conduct Risk and our 
Client Intimacy strategic differentiator, driving cultural awareness 
and change over the longer term;

• Business model risk – The competitive markets in which MS Amlin 
operates are undergoing significant change. The factors behind 
this are numerous: and

 – Capital is abundant and in open markets it will seek out 
opportunities where relatively strong returns can be delivered. 

 – Regulatory attention is heightened following the financial crisis 

 – Technology continues to dramatically impact the manner in which 
data can be analysed and products distributed.

 – Broker facilities. 

These factors have continued to have an impact on the business 
in 2016. 

The strength of  MS Amlin’s franchise, the diversity of  its business 
model and the skill of  its people are essential for success in this 
environment. MS Amlin has a track record of  being disciplined in 
difficult markets: a core focus on profitability and ability to adapt 
are essential. 

• Strategy setting – The development of  strategic objectives is 
carried out by MS Amlin senior executives and through the 
decisions of  MS Amlin’s Board. The strategy is fundamental to 
the development of  MS Amlin’s market share, brand, reputation, 
underwriting aims, and the fulfilment of  the expectations of  its 
shareholder and other interested parties such as policyholders, 
rating agencies and regulators; 

 – Product philosophy – MS Amlin’s strategies are based on the 
provision of  products that are suitable to the needs of  the target 
customers. There is a risk of  strategically choosing to develop 
or sell products that deliver unfair or inappropriate outcomes to 
customers or that claims are poorly serviced. The impact can be 
financial, regulatory, or reputational, or all three;

 – Capital strategy – MS Amlin is exposed to capital risk in the 
event that it does not maintain sufficient capital to meet 
regulatory and economic requirements; 

 – Merger and Acquisitions (M&A) – MS Amlin has an appetite to 
grow through merger, acquisition or start-ups where the opportunity 
is beneficial to the business. However, there is a risk that such 
M&A activities fail to achieve their expected objectives; and 

• Political and economic factors – MS Amlin is exposed to political 
uncertainty and resulting instability that could affect the delivery 
of  MS Amlin’s strategy and/or the provision of  its products and 
services. This could crystallise as a result of  political decisions, 
events or conditions.

Mitigation and monitoring techniques
The key mitigation and monitoring consist of:

• Group Strategy Alignment – MS Amlin Group’s strategic objectives 
and decisions take account of  the expectations and capabilities of  
the Company and also include consideration of  the strategies and 
risks faced by entities. There is communication of  MS Amlin’s 
business plans and strategic requirements to the MS&AD group, 
including capital needs, and regulatory requirements and risks; 

• Culture – MS Amlin’s culture and strategic objectives take account 
of  customer needs and expectations;

• Strategy commitment – There is resource commitment to support 
the duration of  the executed strategy, strategies have flexible 
re-directive decision points in their plan;

• Market monitoring – Horizon scanning takes place often, decisions 
take account of  current market environment, are made in a 
structured, governed manner by subject matter experts;

• Governed decision making – Capital requirements are fully 
assessed taking account of  all requirements and risk acceptance 
is undertaken within a controlled manner taking account of  capital 
constraints and the cost of  capital; 

• Capital management – Aggregate risk exposure is continually 
monitored against available capital, and response is taken where 
solvency ratios are deemed unacceptable. Contingency and 
resilience plans are developed to manage adverse capital events;

• M&A risk assessments – There is a full risk assessment prior to 
M&A formal approvals by relevant executives, regulatory boards 
and the Board; and

• Capacity planning – Both financial and non-financial is carried out 
often and monitored;
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The reorganisation of  the business into three Strategic Business 
Units facing core markets is a clear demonstration that the business 
has the ability to adapt and make effective use of  the Group skill 
base to pursue the Group’s goals. 

MS Amlin is also responding by evaluating its technical options within 
its forward looking strategy. Examples of  this proactive approach can 
be seen in the businesses involvement in the development of  electronic 
trading platforms.

Brexit
Brexit was tracked as a material strategic emerging risk in the lead 
up to the referendum and continues to be tracked following the 
activation of  Article 50 of  the Lisbon treaty. This emerging risk was 
assessed by the business prior to the referendum and a number of  
contingency plans were implemented to protect the business in the 
event of  a “Leave” vote. 

The assessment identified that the diversity of  the Group, its assets, 
and broad scope of  MS Amlin’s international business, gave a 
degree of  resilience to the Brexit impact. The potential exposure 
was considered as material but not inhibiting enough to compromise 
MS Amlin’s ability to operate and serve its customers.

Given MS Amlin’s business interests in Europe, the announcement 
of  a vote to “Leave” will have key strategic implications such as:

• Impact on the future domicile of  AISE;

• Questions on the future of  the UK insurance operation; and

• The Group’s Solvency II status.

There will also be a number of  operational challenges to consider.

Following the referendum result, these considerations and other 
identified operational factors are being managed by a Brexit Task 
Force, chaired by the Group Chief  Risk Officer with attendance by 
key impacted executives and subject matter experts. There will 
continue to be uncertainty associated with the impending Brexit 
negotiations with EU states and other international trading partners.

To address Brexit, MS Amlin intends to re-domicile AISE to an 
EU state by 30 June 2018, thereby ensuring continuity for its EU 
client base.

Stress Testing
Stress testing is the method used by MS Amlin to estimate the 
impact of  plausible adverse events on the business model and its 
capital robustness across all risk categories. This section covers 
a range of  stress and scenario tests to support or coincide with 
activities such as business planning, risk appetite development 
and validation of  the Internal Model. 

The process seeks to evaluate the financial robustness of  MS Amlin 
in extreme circumstances and challenge or improve management’s 
preparedness for extreme events. It also supports the validation of  
the Internal Model, where it seeks to challenge the assumptions 
made and calibrations used in determining the expected plan or 
model output. Testing is carried out on the business plans and 
capital projections on at least an annual basis.

Stress tests have been designed to ensure they reflect the material 
risks to the business. Information is taken from the following sources 
in designing the events:

• Subject matter experts’ view of  our business model;

• Risk and control assessments and risk ranking;

• Risk event and near miss information;

• Emerging risks;

• Market knowledge; and

• Historic data and experience.

The process takes place both at an entity level and at group level, 
typically, using stochastically modelled exposure data where 
possible, complimented by deterministic scenario where necessary.

The process takes account of  various risk categories, perils and 
known loss events, leveraging off  the RDS portfolio and financial 
market stresses in recent years. The selection of  the tests carried out 
is dependent on current market concerns, the interests of  the Board 
and focus on key risk profile drivers.

The following selection of  tests has been made from the tests 
completed in 2016 that include taking account of  the combined 
exposure portfolio of  S3210 and MSFRe.

Where possible, the outcomes of  these scenarios are reviewed 
against the specific module of  the Internal Model to ensure that the 
potential outcomes of  these events are covered by the model’s 
simulated distribution of  outcomes.

Sensitivity testing
Sensitivity testing is done on the development of  the business plan 
that assumes

• 20% less net premiums received than plan;

• 10% increase in net loss ratio from plan arising from unplanned 
or unexpected losses;

• 10% increase in expenses levels from plan;

• Zero Investment Income; and

• Reserve deterioration by 10% of  total carried best estimate 
reserves (excluding margin):

 – (Plus various combinations of  these sensitivities).

C.7 Any other information
All material information relating to the Group’s risk profile has been 
disclosed in sub-sections C.1 to C.6 above.
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The above table shows the reclassification of  assets and Solvency II 
valuation adjustments to move from IFRS to Solvency II balance sheet. 

The participation re-classification relates to the deconsolidation of  a 
number of  subsidiaries as reported under IFRS and presenting them 
as ‘Holdings in related undertakings, including participations’. This 
deconsolidation is a requirement of  Solvency II as per Article 335 
(1)(f) of  the Delegated Regulation 2015/35. This is where the Lloyd’s 
corporate capital providers and their related/associated 
undertakings are deemed classified as other related undertakings. 
Therefore, they are accounted using the adjusted equity method and 
disclosed as ‘participations’ on the Solvency II balance sheet. 

Further details can be found in section A.1 – Business, under 
the heading ‘Basis of  consolidation’ on page 10.

Other reclassifications primarily include:

• £927.7 of  cash within collective investment funds have been 
reclassified as investments

• £1.2m of  accrued income has been reclassified as investments

• £9.5m gross up adjustment for negative position of  derivatives has 
been included

• £0.7m gross up of  overdrafts has been included

The breakdown into asset classes in the above table is less granular 
than the S.02.01 Balance sheet QRT, this is to allow a clearer 
understanding of  the valuation differences. In particular this relates 
to investment breakdown by type of  asset.

Set out below are the Solvency II valuation principles for material 
classes with a comparison to the corresponding IFRS valuation 
principles, if  different. 

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are defined differently under IFRS than 
Solvency II. Under IFRS, cash equivalents include short-term, highly 
liquid investments which are believed to be subject to an insignificant 
risk of  changes in value. For Solvency II reporting, cash equivalents 
are defined as deposits exchangeable for currency on demand at 
par and which are directly usable for making payments by cheque, 
draft, giro order, direct debit/credit, or other direct payment facility, 
without penalty or restriction. 

The different definitions have resulted in re-classifications of  IFRS 
cash equivalents to different asset categories for Solvency II 
reporting. Cash and cash equivalents are valued at fair value under 
both Solvency II and IFRS.

Cash equivalents of  £927.7 million have been reclassified as collective 
investments undertakings. This is considered an exceptional amount, 
as it includes £872.0 million relating to funds held by MS Frontier 
Reinsurance Limited as cash equivalents on a short term basis to 
facilitate a changeover in fund managers. Once MS Frontier Reinsurance 
Limited was integrated into the Group on 31 December 2016, the cash 
equivalent was dispersed as per MS Amlin’s Strategic Asset Allocation.

Investments (excluding holdings in related 
undertakings) 
Financial investments are recognised under both Solvency II and IFRS at 
fair value. The Group uses pricing vendor sources in determining the 
fair value of  investments. The Group has categorised the measurement 
basis into the three levels of  Solvency II valuation hierarchy as follows, 

Quoted market prices – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets 
for identical assets or liabilities. An active market is one in which 
transactions for the asset occurs with sufficient frequency and 
volume to provide readily and regularly available quoted prices. 

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes

D.1 Assets 
The table below discloses the valuation of  assets as at 31 December 2016 on both IFRS and Solvency II (SII) basis.

At 31 December 2016

As reported 
under IFRS

£m

Participation 
re-class

£m

Other  
re-class

£m

IFRS 
represented

£m

SII valuation 
adjustment

£m

SII balance 
sheet

£m

Cash and cash equivalents 1,362.1 (184.7) (927.7) 249.7 – 249.7

Investments (excluding Holdings in related 
undertakings) 5,683.3 (2,992.6) 920.1 3,610.8 – 3,610.8

Reinsurers’ recoverables 539.9 (365.3) – 174.6 (104.6) 70.0 

Insurance, reinsurance, and intermediaries 
receivables 1,838.9 (949.3) – 889.6 (778.6) 111.0 

Other receivables 164.7 348.4 (1.2) 511.9 (12.9) 499.0

Deferred acquisition costs 484.6 (299.5) – 185.1 (185.1) –

Deferred tax asset 9.4 (18.4) – (9.0) 45.0 36.0

Property, plant & equipment held for own use 64.7 (23.8) – 40.9 (19.8) 21.1

Goodwill 117.1 – – 117.1 (117.1) –

Intangible assets 187.8 (74.8) – 113.0 (113.0) –

Holdings in related undertakings, including 
participations 7.2 1,252.1 – 1,259.3 (129.3) 1,130.0

Total Assets 10,459.7 (3,307.9) (8.8) 7,143.0 (1,415.4) 5,727.6

Total Liabilities 7,248.0 (3,307.9) (8.8) 3,931.3 (1,213.3) 2,718.0

Net Assets 3,211.7 – – 3,211.7 (202.1) 3,009.6
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Adjusted quoted market prices – Where the use of  quoted market 
prices in active markets for the same assets or liabilities is not 
possible, the Group will values assets and liabilities using quoted 
market prices in active markets for similar assets and liabilities with 
adjustments to reflect differences. Those adjustments reflect specific 
and relevant such as: 

• the condition or location of  the asset or liability; 

• the extent to which inputs relate to items that are comparable to 
the asset or liability; and 

• the volume or level of  activity in the markets within which the inputs 
are observed.

Alternative valuation methods – Inputs to a valuation model for the 
asset or liability that are not based on observable market data 
(unobservable inputs) and are significant to the overall fair value 
measurement. Unobservable inputs may have been used to measure 
fair value to the extent that observable inputs are not available, 
thereby allowing for situations in which there is little, if  any, market 
activity for the asset or liability at the measurement date (or market 
information for the inputs to any valuation models). As such, 
unobservable inputs reflect the assumptions it is considered that 
market participants would use in pricing the asset.

At the reporting date, the Groups’ investments (excluding 
participations) classified by hierarchy is shown in the table below.

Furthermore the Group has derivative liabilities amounting to 
£17.8 million also classified as using adjusted quoted market prices 
under Solvency II and disclosed in section D.3 as part of  the line item 
‘Financial liabilities’.

Collective investment undertakings and bonds
The fair value of  collective investment undertakings and bonds is 
based upon quotes from pricing services where available. These 
pricing services derive prices from an average of  quotes provided 
by brokers. Where multiple quotes are not available, the fair value 
is based upon evaluated pricing services, which typically use 
proprietary cash flow models and incorporate observable market 
inputs, such as credit spreads, benchmark quotes and other trade 
data. If  such services do not provide coverage of  the asset, then 
fair value is determined manually using indicative broker quotes, 
which are corroborated by recent market transactions in similar 
or identical assets. 

Where there is an active market for these assets and their fair value 
is the unadjusted quoted market price, these are classified as 
quoted market prices. This is typically the case for government 
bonds. Quoted market price classification is also applied to bond 

funds and transferred cash equivalents, where the fair value is based 
upon quoted prices. Where the market is inactive or the price is 
adjusted, but significant market observable inputs have been used 
by the pricing sources, then these are considered to be adjusted 
quoted market prices. This is typically the case for government 
agency debt, corporate debt, mortgage and asset-backed securities 
and catastrophe bonds. Certain assets, for which prices or other 
market inputs are unobservable, are classified as alternative 
valuation methods. 

Collective investment undertakings also include units held in money 
market funds and property funds. Money market fund values are 
based on unadjusted, quoted and executable prices provided by 
fund managers and these funds are classified as quoted market 
prices.

Property fund portfolios are valued by using an alternative valuation 
method. Alternative valuation methods are explained in section D.4 
of  this report.

Equity
This represents both listed and unlisted equities which are 
respectively classified as investments classifying as Quoted market 
prices and Alternative valuation methods under Solvency II. 

Derivatives
Listed derivative contracts are valued using quoted prices from the 
relevant exchange and are classified as Quoted market prices. Over 
the counter currency options are valued by the counterparty using 
quantitative models with multiple market inputs such as foreign 
exchange rate volatility. The market inputs are observable and the 
valuation can be validated through external sources. Therefore listed 
derivative contracts are classified as Adjusted quoted market prices.

In the IFRS financial statements derivatives assets and liabilities are 
netted off  per IAS 32 offsetting criteria are met. Under Solvency II, 
derivatives are presented on a gross basis. At 31 December 2016 
this resulted in a £9.5 million decrease of  both derivative assets and 
liabilities in the Solvency II balance sheet compared to the IFRS 
financial statements. The value of  derivative assets has been 
included in Investments. The value of  derivative liabilities has been 
included in Other liabilities for which reference is made to section 
D.3 of  this report.

Deposits other than cash equivalents
These are deposits that cannot be used to make payments until 
before a specific maturity date, and that are not exchangeable for 
currency or transferable deposits without any kind of  significant 
restriction or penalty. Deposits are valued at fair value.

Investments classification under Solvency II 

Quoted market 
prices 

£m

Adjusted quoted 
market prices 

£m

Alternative 
valuation 
methods 

£m
Total 

£m

Collective investment undertakings 2,207.2 81.0 322.8 2,611.0

Equity 437.9 – 0.9 438.8

Bonds 514.6 12.0 – 526.6

Derivatives – 22.2 1.1 23.3

Deposits other than cash equivalents 11.1 – – 11.1

Total investments 3,170.8 115.2 324.8 3,610.8
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The Group does not discount its deferred tax assets and liabilities. 
The Group offsets deferred tax assets and liabilities only if  it has a 
legally enforceable right to set off  current tax assets against current 
tax liabilities and if  the deferred tax assets and the deferred tax 
liabilities relate to taxes levied by the same tax authority on the same 
taxable undertaking.

Therefore the Solvency II deferred tax is adjusted for the amount of  
£30.2 million to reflect the tax impact of  differences in valuation of  
assets, liabilities and technical provisions under IFRS and Solvency 
II. This is shown as an increase of  £45.0 million in the deferred tax 
assets above and an increase of  £14.8 million in the deferred tax 
liability shown in section D3 of  this report.

The deferred tax assets in respect of  tax losses have been 
recognised £10.1 million in Belgium, £1.1 million in Germany and 
£0.1 million in the Netherlands. These assets have been recognised 
as management consider it probable that future taxable profits will be 
available against which the assets can be utilised. Where taxable 
temporary differences arise in any jurisdiction which has an expiry 
date on tax losses, they are only recognised to the extent that 
suitable taxable profits are expected to arise before expiry. The profit 
forecasts are derived from the Group’s 5 year business plan.

There are no expiry dates for tax losses in any of  the tax jurisdiction 
relevant to the Group.

Unadjusted differences – Taxable temporary differences of  
£5.9 million have not been included in the deferred tax asset, as 
management do not consider suitable taxable profits will arise 
against which the asset can be utilised. 

Breakdown by Jurisdiction

Deferred Tax under Solvency II 
by Jurisdiction

Deferred 
Tax Asset 

£m

Deferred 
Tax Liability 

£m
Net 
£m

United Kingdom 24.9 – 24.9

Netherlands – (16.7) (16.7)

Switzerland – (9.4) (9.4)

Belgium 8.4 – 8.4

France 1.3 – 1.3

Germany 1.4 1.4

Total 36.0 (26.1) 9.9

Changes to tax rates
The current UK tax rate of  20% applied from 1 April 2015. The UK 
rate reduced to 19% on 1 April 2017 and will reduce to 17% on 
1 April 2020.There are no other changes to the tax rate in the period.

Deferred tax has been provided for at the local rate in force when the 
temporary differences are expected to reverse.

Reinsurers’ recoverables
Reinsurers’ recoverables represents amounts due from reinsurers 
on expected claims arising from the related reinsurance contracts. 
Under IFRS this is represented as Reinsurance share in outstanding 
claims and Reinsurance share of  unearned premium.

The net impact from adjusting the IFRS reinsurers’ share in technical 
provisions into Solvency II is a decrease of  £104.6 million. 

Please see section D.2 for details of  valuation differences 
between IFRS and Solvency II of  the overall technical provisions.

Insurance, reinsurance and intermediaries 
receivables 
Insurance and reinsurance receivables represent amounts due from 
clients, intermediaries and, reinsurers. Amounts which are not yet due 
are considered within the calculation of the technical provisions as they 
are used as the basis for the future premiums and claims reinsurance 
recoveries elements. Therefore they are not shown as receivables.

Under Solvency II, receivables are measured at fair value. The IFRS 
receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently 
measured at amortised cost using an effective interest rate.
Due to the short-term nature of  the receivables, the IFRS carrying 
value is not materially different from the fair value under Solvency II. 
Therefore, no adjustment is made.

Other receivables 
Other receivables include prepayments, accrued income, derivative 
margin accounts, current tax asset, and balances receivable from 
participation entities. 

Under Solvency II, receivables are measured at fair value. The IFRS 
receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently 
measured at amortised cost using an effective interest rate. Due to 
the short-term nature of  the receivables, the IFRS carrying value is 
not materially different from the fair value under Solvency II. 
Therefore, no Solvency II adjustment is made. 

The prepayment assets are assessed for recoverability under 
Solvency II reporting and the estimated irrecoverable prepayments 
of  £12.9 million have been adjusted for.

Deferred acquisition costs
Deferred acquisition costs (DAC) comprise brokerage incurred on 
insurance contracts written during the financial year, but expensed over 
the term of  the insurance contract. In the Solvency II balance sheet, 
DAC are fair valued to £nil. However, future cash outflows of  unpaid 
acquisition costs are accounted for within the Technical Provisions.

Deferred tax assets
Deferred taxes are calculated based on the differences between 
the values ascribed to assets and liabilities on a Solvency II basis, 
as opposed to an IFRS basis, and the values ascribed to the same 
assets and liabilities for tax purposes. The valuation of  deferred tax 
assets and liabilities are based on the principles prescribed by IAS 
12, whereby for deferred tax assets, an assessment is made of  the 
probability of  future taxable profits and the realisation of  the deferred 
tax asset within a reasonable time frame. There is no expiry dates to 
any of  the components making up the deferred tax assets, in any of  
the jurisdictions.

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes
continued
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Intangible assets recognised in the IFRS financial statements include 
syndicate capacity, broker and customer relationships, computer 
software and other intangible assets. With the exception of  syndicate 
capacity, these intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated 
amortisation and impairment losses. Amortisation of  these intangibles 
(except syndicate capacity) is recognised in line with the consumption 
of  the benefits based on the estimated useful economic life of  the 
assets and is charged to other operating expenses in the statement 
of  profit or loss. The syndicate capacity is not amortised as it is 
deemed that the benefits from this asset will be received over an 
indefinite period of  time.

Such intangible assets are not considered to meet the threshold for 
inclusion in the Solvency II balance sheet.

Holdings in related undertakings, including 
participations
Holdings in related undertakings are comprised of  subsidiaries, 
associates and joint ventures including participations. Participations 
are the ownership, direct or by way of  control, of  20% or more of  the 
voting rights or capital of  an undertaking. This includes MS Amlin’s 
holding in corporate capital vehicles, which enable participation in 
Lloyd’s of  London syndicates 3210 and 2001, are treated as other 
undertakings under Solvency II. Under IFRS these corporate capital 
vehicles are fully consolidated as subsidiary undertakings.

In the Group’s IFRS financial statements, subsidiaries are 
consolidated from the acquisition date using the acquisition method. 
The acquisition method applies fair value to the assets given, liabilities 
incurred or assumed and equity instruments issued by the Group at 
the date of  exchange, plus any costs directly attributable to the 
acquisition of  the subsidiary. The Group’s IFRS financial statements 
recognise associates and joint ventures using the equity method. 

For Solvency II purposes, the valuation of  holdings in participations 
is based on an adjusted equity method which incorporates the 
Solvency II valuation of  underlying net assets. This includes restating 
best estimate provisions to align with Solvency II requirements (see 
page 67 for further details). 

Also, the value of  freehold land and buildings has been assessed by 
a quantity surveyor to determine the appropriate market value of  the 
asset, and a fair value adjustment has been applied. These adjustments 
have also been tax effected at current rates of  deferred tax.

The total valuation adjustment of  £129.3 million is made up of:

£m

Disallowed items – Intangible assets and Deferred 
Acquisition Costs (388.9)

Solvency II technical provisions adjustment 249.3 

Fair value adjustment on freehold land and 
property (6.7)

Deferred tax on adjustment items 17.0

Excess of assets over liabilities – Solvency II (129.3)

Major sources of estimation uncertainty 

Please see section D.3 for details of  these. 

Property, plant and equipment held for 
own use
Property and equipment are the physical assets utilised by the 
Group to carry out business activities and generate revenues and 
profits. It consists of  the following:

• Leasehold land and buildings;

• Fixtures, fittings and leasehold improvements;

• Computer equipment; and

• Motor vehicles.

Freehold land and buildings form part of  the ‘Holdings in related 
undertakings, including participations’ total, as these assets are held 
by a subsidiary classified as a participation. 

The Group does not own any ‘plant’, so the text that follows only 
refers to property and equipment as described above.

Solvency II requires property and equipment to be valued at 
fair value. 

Property and equipment are included in the IFRS financial statements 
at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and provision for 
impairment where appropriate. Cost includes the original purchase 
price of  the asset and the costs attributable to bringing the asset to 
its working condition for its intended use. Depreciation is calculated 
on the straight-line basis to write down the cost of  such assets to 
their residual values over their estimated useful lives 

The carrying values of  property and equipment are reviewed for 
impairment when events or changes in circumstance indicate that 
the carrying value may be impaired. If  any such condition exists, the 
recoverable amount of  the asset is estimated in order to determine 
the extent of  impairment and the difference is charged to the 
statement of  profit or loss.

A fair value adjustment of  £19.8 million is made to the value of  
leasehold improvement assets, to reflect the low likelihood of  
recoverability of  the assets. In all other respects, the IFRS carrying 
value is deemed not materially different from the fair value under 
Solvency II. 

Goodwill
Goodwill is valued at £nil within the Solvency II balance sheet in 
accordance with Article 12 of  Delegated Regulations.

Under IFRS, goodwill represents the excess of  the fair value of  
consideration transferred over the fair value of  the Group’s share 
of  the identifiable net assets acquired at the date of  acquisition. 
Goodwill is tested for impairment annually, or when events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that it might be impaired, by 
comparing the net present value of  the future earnings stream of  the 
cash generating unit to which goodwill has been allocated, against 
the carrying value of  the goodwill and the carrying value of  the 
related net assets.

Intangible Assets 
Intangible assets are recognised in the Solvency II balance sheet at 
a value other than £nil only if  they can be sold separately and it can 
be demonstrated that there is a value for the same or similar assets 
that is derived from quoted market prices in active markets.
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D.2 Technical provisions

Overview
This section contains an analysis of  the Group Solvency II technical provisions.

For Solvency II, the Group’s two Lloyd’s syndicates, 2001 and 3210, are treated as participations as described in section A.1. Therefore the 
consolidated Group Solvency II technical provisions exclude these two insurance platforms. Contract boundaries on intragroup reinsurance 
from syndicates 2001 and 3210 to elsewhere in the Group are applied as though it was externally accepted reinsurance and it is therefore not 
eliminated. This is explained in more detail in page 64 “Other methodology points”.

Intragroup contracts between the remaining parts of  the Group are eliminated from both the gross and reinsurance technical provisions of  the 
receiving and ceding entity respectively.

Below is a summary bridge of  the components of  the technical provisions from IFRS to Solvency II.

At 31 December 2016

As reported 
under IFRS 

£m

Participation 
re-class 

£m

IFRS 
represented 

£m

SII valuation 
adjustment 

£m

SII balance 
sheet 

£m

Technical provisions 6,374.0 (3,579.5) 2,794.5 (1,047.2) 1,747.3 

Reinsurers’ recoverables (539.9) 365.3 (174.6) 104.6 (70.0)

Deferred acquisition costs (484.6) 299.5 (185.1) 185.1 –

Net technical provisions 5,349.5 (2,914.7) 2,434.8 (757.5) 1,677.3

Best estimate plus risk margin by Solvency II line of business
The table below shows the Solvency II technical provisions (“technical provisions”), including the amount of  the best estimate and risk margin 
separately for each material Solvency II line of  business.

Direct business and  
accepted proportional reinsurance

Accepted non-proportional 
reinsurance

Fire and 
other 

damage to 
property 

insurance
£m

General 
liability 

insurance
£m

Marine, 
aviation and 

transport 
insurance

£m

Motor  
vehicle 
liability 

insurance
£m

Non- 
Proportional 

Casualty 
Reinsurance

£m

Non 
Proportional 

Property 
Reinsurance

£m

Other  
SII Lines of  

Business
£m

Total 
Non-Life 

obligation
£m

Total best estimate – gross 393.9 448.4 273.8 152.5 179.7 121.2 92.0 1,661.5

Total best estimate – 
reinsurance ceded (27.1) (71.9) (7.3) (4.7) (0.7) 46.1 (4.4) (70.0)

Total best estimate – net 366.8 376.5 266.5 147.8 179.0 167.3 87.6 1,591.5

Risk margin 21.6 17.5 10.8 6.0 5.8 15.8 8.3 85.8

Net technical provisions – total 388.4 394.0 277.3 153.8 184.8 183.1 95.9 1,677.3
Negative reinsurance ceded reflects legally obligated unincepted future premium that exceeds recoveries recognised. 

Description of bases, methods and main assumptions
Introduction
The technical provisions are calculated as the sum of  a best estimate of  the liabilities and a risk margin. The best estimate portion of  the 
technical provisions represents the sum of  probability-weighted average future cash flows in respect of  all policies that are legally obligated 
as at the valuation date, taking into account the time value of  money (expected present value of  future cash flows) using the EIOPA risk-free 
interest rate term structure. These future cash flows include future premium receipts, future claims payments, future reinsurance spend, future 
reinsurance recoveries and associated future expense cash flows. For Solvency II, these cashflows are split into premium provision (unearned 
element of  future cashflows including premiums and claims) and claims provision (earned element of  future cashflows including premiums 
and claims).

The risk margin represents the risk premium that would be required to be paid to a third party in order to take over and meet the insurance 
and reinsurance obligations over their lifetime.

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes
continued
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Reinsurance Future Premium
The technical provisions include all future reinsurance premium that 
are legally obligated and a contribution towards reinsurance to be 
bought in the future providing cover to inwards legally obligated 
gross business. Similar to gross future premium, the basis of  the 
legally obligated portion is the not-yet-due reinsurance premium 
debtors from the IFRS balance sheet, to which the minimum legally 
obligated unincepted reinsurance programmes’ cost is added. This 
cost is calculated consistently with inputs into the capital model. The 
future cost portion is calculated on a ‘correspondence’ basis where 
the cost of  the cover is shared across the relevant legally obligated 
and non-legally obligated gross business. 

Expenses
Under Solvency II, all future expenses that will be incurred in 
servicing existing policies are allowed for.

Future expense cash flows are captured using expense percentage 
assumptions to apply to future claims cash flows. Expense 
percentage assumptions are calibrated using the current forecast 
annual expense budget, scaled to allow for only the portion relating 
to servicing existing business. 

Unincepted legally obligated contracts
IFRS only considers incepted contracts at the valuation date whereas 
Solvency II requires the inclusion of  future cash flows in respect of  
all contracts that are legally obligated as at the valuation date. This 
includes contracts that will incept after but have been written prior 
to the valuation date. It is also includes contracts that include a 
cancellation period, where the insurer would need to notify the 
insured if  the policy was to be cancelled or non-renewed, and where 
the time window for issuing that cancellation has already passed. 

Expected premium from contracts meeting these criteria are 
obtained and initial expected loss ratios and net to gross ratios are 
applied to calculate expected losses and net premium. Other items 
such as reinsurance bad debt, expenses, discount credit, binder 
adjustments and ENIDS associated with these contracts are 
calculated as per other sections of  this document.

Binders adjustment
Solvency II requires gross contracts to be recognised on a legal 
obligation basis. Under IFRS, binding authorities (“binders”) are 
recognised in full at inception whereas under Solvency II they are 
not deemed to be insurance contracts and hence only underlying 
insurance policies that are legally obligated should be included. 
Therefore, a look-through approach to the underlying contracts 
should be taken. Simplifying assumptions are made since full look 
through data is not available (the main assumption being that in most 
cases insurance contracts are assumed to incept evenly throughout 
the duration of  the binder).

Reinsurance recoveries on the gross binder adjustment are 
calculated by applying net to gross ratios to the gross binder 
adjustment.

Settled but unpaid claims
Gross settled but unpaid claims are transferred from insurance 
creditors into the technical provisions which have a neutral impact 
on the Solvency II balance sheet.

Best estimates: the foundation of the technical provisions
The actuarial best estimate reserves calculated as part of  the 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) balance sheet 
form the foundation of  the best estimate portion of  the technical 
provisions. This is adjusted to allow for Solvency II principles.

Full year projections
Projections are carried out at a reserving class level using standard 
actuarial techniques and incorporating actuarial judgement. Ultimate 
premium and claims are selected using a graphical reserving tool 
which allows a variety of  standard actuarial reserving methods to be 
used with a high level of  efficiency while displaying a range of  key 
diagnostics. Input from underwriters is provided at an early stage of  
the process in order to capture information such as changes in the 
portfolio and softer information such as market conditions.

All assumptions are reviewed in light of  the diagnostics and other 
information. All projections are subject to review by actuaries and 
by a wider audience including representatives from the finance, 
underwriting, risk, claims and senior management teams. 

In the case of  large or catastrophe losses, the actuaries make use of  
expert knowledge from the claims and underwriting departments. 

Actuarial judgement
The projections are subject to a significant amount of  actuarial 
judgment as many, often conflicting factors are considered when 
determining the ultimate income and losses. 

Underwriting full year projections – separation into 
earned and unearned portions 
For most areas of  the Group, underwriting year projections are 
carried out and these are split into earned and unearned portions 
for both IFRS and Solvency II. For Solvency II this generates the 
claims and premiums provisions respectively as explained in the 
introduction of  this section. 

In order to separate the earned and unearned portions, either the 
initial expected losses associated with the unearned premiums are 
calculated or the earned claims Incurred but Not Reported (“IBNR”) 
is calculated explicitly using assumptions about reporting delays.

Accident full year projections – calculation of earned 
portion and estimation of unearned incepted claims
In other areas of  the Group, accident year projections are carried 
out. At year-end valuation dates, the net of  reinsurance earned IBNR 
is a natural output of  the process.

The unearned incepted claims which form part of  the premium 
provision is calculated by applying an initial expected prior loss ratio 
and net to gross ratio assumptions to the unearned premium reserve 
from the IFRS balance sheet. The initial expected loss ratios and net 
to gross assumptions are consistent with the quarterly reserving 
process which produces the accident year projections and 
the budget.

Gross Future premium
Solvency II requires technical provisions to include all gross future 
premium cash flows except overdue premium debtors.

The starting point for this amount is the gross IFRS “not-yet-due” 
premium debtors figure. This is adjusted for specific known 
differences in the basis of  preparation between Solvency II and 
IFRS (see sections on binders adjustment and discount credit).
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Simplifications: The SCR is assumed to run off  proportionally to the 
technical provisions. Tests have been performed to check the validity 
of  this assumption and results showed that there was no evidence to 
reject this assumption. 

It is a requirement to allocate the risk margin to Solvency II line of  
business. The risk margin is allocated to Solvency II line of  business 
in proportion to the future claims as at the Balance Sheet date.

Other methodology points
Contract boundaries
Contract boundaries used to calculate the Solvency II technical 
provisions are based on legal obligation, consistent with the Solvency 
II guidance. In the case of  inwards business this only requires 
inclusion of  cash flows from contracts that are legally obligated.

In the case of  outwards reinsurance contracts this requires inclusion 
of  reinsurance premiums to which the Group is legally obligated and 
a contribution towards reinsurance to be bought in the future to 
provide cover to inwards legally obligated gross business. 
Recoveries are calculated as expected recoveries on legally 
obligated inwards business.

Since syndicates 2001 and 3210 are considered to be external to the 
Group when calculating Group technical provisions any intragroup 
contracts with these syndicates do not eliminate and are considered 
to be inwards insurance contracts and follow the corresponding 
contract boundary rules. 

Conversely, syndicates 2001 and 3210 value these intragroup 
contracts as if  they were outwards reinsurance contracts and 
therefore outwards reinsurance contract boundary rules apply.

All other intragroup reinsurance contracts between other entities 
within the Group are eliminated.

General
The methodology for converting IFRS best estimate reserves to 
technical provisions is applied consistently across all Solvency II 
lines of  business within each entity. It is therefore more appropriate 
to explain the methodology holistically rather than by line of  business. 
Methodology is adapted per entity such that it ensures consistency 
at the Group level.

Level of uncertainty associated with the technical 
provisions
The assessment of  the reserves is based on commonly accepted 
actuarial techniques applied in a consistent manner. Whilst 
professional judgement has been exercised in all instances, 
projections of  future ultimate losses and loss expenses are 
inherently uncertain due to the random nature of  claim occurrences. 
The accuracy of  the results is dependent upon the accuracy of  
the underlying data and additional information supplied to the 
actuarial teams. 

Events Not In Data (ENIDS)
Under Solvency II, the mathematical mean of  the distribution of  all 
possible future outcomes should be captured. A load is added to the 
future losses to allow for ENIDS which would not be captured in the 
best estimate calculated on an IFRS basis.

The load varies by entity depending on the skewedness of  the 
underlying distribution of  potential outcomes and a judgment as to 
how much allowance has already been made for this skewedness 
within the existing best estimates. An allowance is made for 
reinsurance recoveries which consider the relatively high likelihood of  
the loss being reinsured but also considers the increased probability 
of  default under these conditions.

Since historical data does not include the full distribution of  all 
possible outcomes, all methods employed to calculate ENIDs are 
necessarily simplifications and are highly subjective.

Reinsurance bad debt
Where appropriate an allowance is made for potential bad debt on 
reinsurance recoveries. Charge factors are applied to the outwards 
reinsurance cash flows as they run off  over time. Charge factors 
represent the mix of  reinsurer ratings for the business, probability 
of  default and expected recoveries given default.

Discount credit
Under Solvency II all technical provision cash flows are discounted 
for the time value of  money. The yield curves are the risk-free interest 
rates issued by EIOPA. 

Segmentation
Solvency II requires technical provisions to be reported by Solvency 
II line of  business and original currency. Reserves are analysed at a 
level which ensures that volumes of  data remain credible, therefore in 
some cases an allocation is required before technical provisions can 
be mapped to Solvency II line of  business and original currency. In 
most cases policy and claims information are generally entered onto 
underwriting systems at a level which provides a one-to-one or 
one-to-many mapping to Solvency II line of  business and currency 
and therefore this data is used to allocate technical provisions to a 
suitable level. In other cases, the mapping of  technical provisions to 
Solvency II line of  business is kept consistent with the mapping of  
other IFRS balance sheet items to Solvency II line of  business.

Risk margin
At year ends the risk margin is calculated within the Internal Model 
and represents the estimated risk premium that would be required to 
be paid to a third party in order to take over and meet the insurance 
and reinsurance obligations over their lifetime. The group risk margin 
is calculated as the sum of  each of  the entity risk margins without 
diversification. 

Conceptually, the risk margin is calculated as the discounted cost of  
capital required to be held to run off  legally obligated business. For 
this, an SCR is calculated for each future year during the run off  
period. Market risk is not included in the calculation of  the SCR 
because if  the insurance liabilities were transferred to a third party 
it would be expected that they would be able to mitigate this risk.

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes
continued
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The projections are also dependent on future contingent events and 
are affected by many additional factors, including:

• claim reserving procedures and settlement philosophy;

• social and economic inflation;

• legislative changes;

• changing court and jury awards;

• new sources of  claims;

• changes in the frequency and/or severity of  extreme weather 
events;

• improvements in medical technology;

• changes in policyholder behaviour;

• underwriting and reserving cycles;

• other economic, legal, political and social trends; and

• random fluctuations, particularly on small accounts.

For longer tail classes, where development potential exists but is not 
present in historical data, allowance is made for this within the IBNR. 
The level of  uncertainty naturally reduces over time as claims are 
reported and settled, depending upon the nature of  the event, the 
complexity of  the losses and the potential for disputes.

Uncertainties associated with the other components of  the technical 
provisions include the following:

• assumptions used to estimate the proportion of  annual expenses 
required to service existing policies;

• fluctuations in the timing of  claim events;

• fluctuations in the period needed to settle claims;

• fluctuations in yield curves; and

• the exercise of  discretionary future management actions.

Sources of  uncertainty that are more specific to the nature of  the 
business written are as follows:

Property catastrophe losses: catastrophe losses by their nature are 
large and often unpredictable and hence can often give rise to 
additional uncertainty. There is a relatively large amount of  
uncertainty in respect of  future events. In respect of  historic events 
the uncertainty may not always be that large as a percentage of  the 
overall reserves, but often the magnitude of  the losses arising means 
that the uncertainty is still material.

The absence of  significant catastrophe losses in the last few years 
means that overall the level of  uncertainty in respect of  historic 
catastrophe losses is arguably lower than the level that might be 
considered to be average. 

Large (disputed) ‘risk’ losses: individual large losses can give rise 
to relatively high levels of  uncertainty, particularly where there is an 
element of  dispute, litigation or uncertainty as to the form of  the 
claimed losses, including reinsurance collections. 

Emergence of new latent claims: some classes are exposed to 
latent claims, in particular liability classes. Where new claim types 
have arisen, it can take many years for the full scale of  the number 
and size of  claims to emerge. For claims yet to arise there is 
additional uncertainty around how much allowance to make for future 
unknown claim types. 

Established long-tailed classes: longer-tailed classes can give rise 
to relatively large amounts of  uncertainty due to the size of  the best 
estimate reserves held in respect of  them and the fact that the oldest 
years may not be fully developed. In particular the possibility exists 
for legislative changes applying both prospectively and potentially 
retrospectively that could affect multiple years of  account. Additionally 
if  there are changes in development in more recent years the 
changes may take some time to emerge. 

New long-tailed classes: there is increased uncertainty with any new 
class of  business, and particularly ones expected to have longer-
tailed development. For these classes there is a lack of  historical 
data upon which to base projections, and whilst benchmark patterns 
are used where available, benchmarks have limitations.

Changes in the mix of business/re-underwriting and case reserving 
procedure: some classes have undergone a change in the mix of  
business written or rate changes in recent years. Other classes have 
undergone changes in claim handling policy. These changes impact 
the development profile of  the business and the loss ratios expected. 
For longer-tailed classes this can have similar considerations in 
respect of  uncertainty as for new long-tailed classes. The effect of  
rate changes and re-underwriting on more recent underwriting years 
is uncertain and hence less weight can be placed on the historic 
development. 

Economic factors: The results of  some classes are more directly 
exposed to the health of  the global/local economy than others and 
therefore changes in economic factors can drive results, but 
intricacies regarding dependencies are complex to anticipate and 
may take time to materialise.

Material differences between IFRS net reserves and 
Solvency II technical provisions
The adjustments required to bridge the gap from IFRS net reserves 
(after participation re-class) to Solvency II technical provisions as at 
31 December 2016 are shown in the table below both at the total 
level and for the lines of  business that are most material for the Group. 
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Matching adjustment, volatility adjustment and 
transitional measures
The technical provision calculations do not apply the matching 
adjustment, volatility adjustment or transitional measures referred 
to in Article 77b, d and 308c, d of  Directive 2009/138/EC.

Reinsurance recoveries
The calculation of  reinsurance recoveries is explained in more detail 
in prior sections. In calculating the reinsurance recoveries and the 
reinsurance premiums, the characteristics of  the Group reinsurance 
program are considered.

The outwards reinsurance contracts are placed on a variety of  
bases, including risks attaching during, losses occurring during 
excess of  loss programmes and quota share treaties, and with a 
variety of  reinsurers. The Group (excluding the syndicates) does not 
have outwards reinsurance contracts with special purpose vehicles 

IFRS data split by Solvency II line of  business is approximate since 
not all business is allocated at source to a line of  business therefore 
in some cases judgement has been used. 

Adjustments to IFRS reserves (reduction of £783.2 million): This 
includes removal of  management margin held over and above the 
best estimate (£85.0 million), unearned premium reserve net of  DAC 
(£658.8 million), unallocated loss adjustment expenses (£30.0 million) 
calculated on an IFRS basis and other adjustments of  £9.4 million.

Other future claims on incepted contracts: This includes settled not 
paid and unearned future claims arising from incepted contracts.

Future Premiums including unincepted (net of acquisition costs): 
This includes all legally obligated gross and reinsurance future 
premiums including those which are not yet incepted plus an 
allowance for a portion of  Reinsurance to be purchased in the future 
which covers inwards legally obligated gross business (as described 
above). This is provided net of  acquisition costs, which is consistent 
with IFRS treatment. Under Solvency II, acquisition costs are 
considered to be a future expense.

Other: This includes the smaller adjustments e.g. reinsurance bad 
debt calculated on a Solvency II basis.

Most of  the adjustments are explained in the text preceding this. Additional items are explained below the table.

Fire and 
other 

damage to 
property 

insurance 
£m

General 
liability 

insurance 
£m

Marine, 
aviation and 

transport 
insurance

£m

Motor 
vehicle 
liability 

insurance
£m

Non-
proportional 

casualty 
reinsurance 

£m

Non-
proportional 

property 
reinsurance 

£m

Subtotal 
Material 
Classes 

£m
Total 

£m

IFRS net reserves 606.5 511.0 352.3 213.7 211.3 296.6 2,191.4 2,434.8

Adjustments to IFRS net reserves (230.3) (129.5) (126.3) (79.8) (24.7) (67.0) (657.6) (783.2)

Best estimate net earned 
future claims 376.2 381.5 226.0 133.9 186.6 229.6 1,533.8 1,651.6

Other future claims on incepted 
contracts 185.1 98.1 129.3 39.9 21.6 78.8 552.8 630.5

Future premiums including 
unincepted (net of  acquisition 
costs) (397.7) (218.0) (180.8) (85.1) (44.6) (216.5) (1,142.7) (1,317.5)

Unincepted claims 185.7 90.7 81.0 46.1 20.9 69.7 494.1 551.0

SII Expenses (gross of  
acquisition costs) 21.2 36.4 13.7 11.5 8.2 11.7 102.7 113.3

ENIDs 5.5 6.0 3.4 3.4 5.1 (0.3) 23.1 26.0

Discounting credit (9.5) (18.7) (7.0) (2.0) (18.8) (5.7) (61.7) (64.7)

Risk margin 21.6 17.5 10.8 6.0 5.8 15.8 77.5 85.7

Other 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.1 (0.1) – 1.7 1.4

Net technical provisions 388.4 394.0 277.3 153.8 184.7 183.1 1,581.3 1,677.3
IFRS net reserves are as per IFRS represented values column on page 62.

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes
continued
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D.3 Other Liabilities 

At 31 December 2016

As reported 
under IFRS

£m

Participation 
re-class

£m

Other  
re-class

£m

IFRS 
represented

£m

SII valuation 
adjustment

£m

SII balance 
sheet

£m

Technical provisions 6,374.0 (3,579.5) – 2,794.5 (1,047.2) 1,747.3 

Insurance, reinsurance, and intermediaries 
payables 297.8 (94.2) – 203.6 (180.9) 22.7

Trade and other payables 423.1 466.7 0.7 890.5 – 890.5 

Financial liabilities 42.5 (15.2) (9.5) 17.8 – 17.8

Retirement benefit obligations 54.5 (40.9) – 13.6 – 13.6

Deferred tax liabilities 56.1 (44.8) – 11.3 14.8 26.1

Total Liabilities 7,248.0 (3,307.9) (8.8) 3,931.3 (1,213.3) 2,718.0

Total Assets 10,459.7 (3,307.9) (8.8) 7,143.0 (1,415.4) 5,727.6

Net Assets 3,211.7 – – 3,211.7 (202.1) 3,009.6

Other material information
As disclosed at the start of  this section, the Group’s two Lloyd’s 
syndicates are excluded from the Solvency II consolidated technical 
provisions. However, the value of  the technical provisions within the 
syndicates have been adjusted to bring them in line with the 
requirements of  Solvency II. This also forms part of  the requirements 
for submission to Lloyd’s, which consolidate all of  the syndicates in 
the London market as part of  its solo entity submission to the PRA. 

Total
£m

IFRS net reserves 2,914.7

Adjustments to IFRS net reserves (954.7)

Best estimate net earned future claims 1,960.0

Other future claims on incepted contracts 533.7

Future premiums including unincepted (net of  
acquisition costs) (694.5)

Unincepted claims 148.7

SII Expenses (gross of  acquisition costs) 179.0

ENIDs 21.2

Discounting credit (81.7)

Risk margin 107.2

Other 5.6

Technical provisions 2,179.2
IFRS net reserves are as per participation re-class values column on page 62.

Adjustments to IFRS reserves (reduction of £954.7 million): This 
includes removal of  management margin held over and above the 
best estimate (£98.0 million), unearned premium reserve net of  DAC 
(£785.1 million), unallocated loss adjustment expenses (£47.9 million) 
calculated on an IFRS basis and other adjustments of  £19.7 million.

All other adjustments are as described elsewhere in this section.

The above table shows the reclassification of  liabilities and Solvency 
II valuation adjustments to move from IFRS to Solvency II balance 
sheet. This section covers “Other Liabilities” which includes all the 
liabilities listed above with the exception of  Technical provisions, 
which are explained in section D.2 above.

For participation reclassifications and other classifications, please 
refer to the explanations in section D.1 Assets.

Set out below are the Solvency II valuation principles for material 
classes with a comparison to the corresponding IFRS valuation 
principles, if  different. 
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Insurance, reinsurance, and intermediaries 
payables 
The IFRS insurance and intermediaries payables and reinsurance 
payables are held at amortised cost. Insurance payables are 
comprised principally of  premium payable for reinsurance, including 
reinstatement premium. Similar to the insurance and reinsurance 
receivables as described under section D.1, due to the short term 
nature of  these payables, the IFRS carrying value is not materially 
different from the fair value under Solvency II and therefore no 
adjustment is made. 

It should be noted that under Solvency II a significant amount of  
these payables (i.e. those that are not-yet due at the balance sheet 
date) are transferred to the technical provisions, as future claims and 
future reinsurance premiums form part of  the valuation of  technical 
provisions. 

Please refer to section D.2 for further details on valuation 
of  technical provisions.

Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables represent liabilities to pay for goods or 
services that have been received or supplied in the normal course of  
business, invoiced by the supplier before the balance sheet date, but 
for which payment has not yet been made. Trade payables comprise 
principally of  amounts payable for financial investments purchased, 
collateral repayable on derivative contracts, current tax liability, 
amounts payable to participations and other sundry payables. 

Similar to Other receivables as described in Section D.1, due to the 
short-term nature of  the payables, the IFRS carrying value is not 
materially different from the fair value under Solvency II. Therefore, 
no adjustment is made. 

Borrowings, principally the draw down on the revolving credit facility, 
are also included within this amount. Under Solvency II borrowings 
are required to be measured at fair value, excluding the Company’s 
own credit risk. Under IFRS this liability is carried at amortised cost 
using the effective interest rate method. 

Due to the short-term nature of  the borrowings, the IFRS carrying 
value is not materially different from the fair value under Solvency II. 
Therefore, no adjustment is made. 

Further details on the Group borrowings can be found in 
note 12e) of  the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated 
Financial Statements.

Financial liabilities
Represents the derivative liability balance, which is recognised at fair 
value. Please refer to Investments (Excluding holdings in related 
undertakings) in section D.1.

Retirement benefit obligations
Under IFRS, the liability recognised in the balance sheet in respect 
of  defined benefit pension plans is the fair value of  plan assets less 
the present value of  the defined benefit obligation at the reporting 
date, together with adjustments for restrictions on the recognition of  
a defined benefit asset due to an asset ceiling. The present value 
of  the defined benefit obligation is determined by discounting the 
estimated future cash outflows using discount rates set on the basis 
of  the yield of  high-quality debt instruments (AA rated or equivalent) 
issued by blue-chip companies, with maturities consistent with those 
of  the defined benefit obligations. 

The IFRS basis is fully consistent with the Solvency II valuation basis. 

For further details please see note 16 of  the Group’s Annual 
Report and Consolidated Financial Statements.

Deferred tax liabilities
Refer to Section D.1 for valuation details surrounding deferred tax.

Operating leases
The Group leases various offices, as a lessee, under operating lease 
agreements. The Group is required to give notice in order to 
terminate these agreements. The future aggregate minimum lease 
payments under the non-cancellable portion of  the Group’s 
operating leases are as follows: 

 
2016  

£m

No later than 1 year 15.9

Later than 1 year and no later than 5 years 51.7

Later than 5 years 36.0

Total 103.5

The above represents the full obligation of  the Group, including 
entities classified as participations under Solvency II.

Major sources of estimation uncertainty in the 
balance sheet.
The preparation of  the Solvency II Balance Sheet requires the use 
of  estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of  
assets and liabilities. Although estimates are based on management’s 
best knowledge of  current events and actions, actual results may 
ultimately differ from those estimates. The list below provides an 
overview of  the areas that involved a higher degree of  judgement 
or complexity, and of  items which are more likely to be materially 
adjusted due to estimates and assumptions turning out to be 
different to estimates,

• Fair value financial investments calculated using alternative 
valuation methods;

• Recognition of  deferred tax provisions; and

• Retirement benefit obligations – recognition and modification.

For further information please see note 1.5 of  the Group’s 
Annual Report and Consolidated Financial Statements.

Section D: Valuation for solvency purposes
continued
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D.4 Alternative methods for 
valuation

Alternative methods for valuation
Methods of  valuation for items other than net technical provisions 
recognised in the Solvency II balance sheet and valued based on 
quoted market prices or adjusted quoted market prices have been 
disclosed in section D.1 and D.3 of  this report. 

Property funds
The Group’s property fund portfolios are valued by using an 
alternative valuation method. The most recent net asset value 
provided by the fund managers is used. The net asset values, which 
may be a quarter in arrears, are determined by the fund managers 
using proprietary cash flow models. In certain instances, adjustments 
are made to bring the net asset value to a more current valuation. 
The inputs into that valuation, such as discount rates, are primarily 
unobservable and as a result, these assets are classified as 
Alternative valuation methods. Where an investment is made into 
a new property fund the transaction price is considered to be the 
fair value if  that is the most recent price available. 

Retirement benefit obligations
For information on alternative valuation methods in use for retirement 
benefit obligations, please see page 68. 

During the reporting period, The Group had no other material assets 
or liabilities valued by using alternative valuation methods in 
accordance with Article 10(5) of  the Delegated Regulation.

D.5 Any other information

Differences between Group and any of its 
undertakings for other liabilities valuation for 
solvency purposes 
There are no differences between the Group and any of  its 
undertakings for assets and liabilities valuation for solvency 
purposes.

Risk management areas
The risks associated with the above assets and liabilities and how 
these risks are managed in accordance to Article 263 of  the 
Delegated Regulation 2015/35 are explained in section C – 
Risk Management.
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E.1 Own funds

Capital management 
The Group’s approach to capital management aims to ensure that 
MS Amlin maintains sufficient capital for regulatory and rating agency 
purposes, can withstand major catastrophe claims, can attract 
good-quality insurance business and be in a position to exploit 
opportunities for profitable growth.

The Group’s objective is to deliver long-term value for its 
shareholders, with an average cross-cycle return on equity of  at least 
12% per annum. This target ensures that the Group remains focused 
on effective capital management and optimising return for the risks 
taken. The delivery of  shareholder value comes from actively seeking 
and accepting risk while managing that risk within acceptable 
bounds. The Group’s Internal Model, strong risk-management 
framework, informed use of  catastrophe risk models and culture 
of  continuous improvement, all contribute to achieving this goal.

The Group’s diverse spread of  underwriting risk and geographical 
exposure among 30 principal classes of  business helps to increase 
capital efficiency through optimum allocation of  capital. For material 
lines of  business and geographical splits, please see also section 
A1 – Underwriting performance.

The Group believes that significant value can be added over the 
insurance cycle, through a combination of  organic growth and 
carefully selected acquisitions. The Group’s goal is to maintain 
a diverse and balanced portfolio, which reduces volatility and 
enhances capital efficiency.

Capital needs are assessed through Dynamic Financial Analysis 
(DFA). The DFA model forecasts a range of  potential financial 
outcomes for each area of  the business, incorporating underwriting, 
investment and operational risk. This provides the economic capital, 
capital requirements and return on capital projected over the 
planning period of  5 years.

Own Funds Structure
As at 31 December 2016, the Group has Available Own Funds of  
£2,506.6 million (Day 1: £1,409.2 million) as follows:

2016  
£m

(unaudited)
Day 1  

£m

Excess of  assets over liabilities 
as per the Solvency II balance 
sheet 3,009.6 1,628.4

Own Shares – (11.0)

Subordinated liabilities – 235.9

Foreseeable Dividend (75.8) –

Total Own Funds before 
deduction for fungibility and 
transferability of own funds 2,933.8 1,853.3

Non available own funds (427.2) (444.1)

Total Available Own Funds 2,506.6 1,409.2

Solvency capital requirement 
(SCR) 1,580.3 1,044.6

SCR coverage ratio 158.6% 134.9%

The Group’s Available Own Funds comprises Basic Own Funds 
represented primarily by the Solvency II excess of  assets over 
liabilities taking into consideration non availability of  own funds due 
to limitations in transferability and fungibility of  own funds across 
the Group. 

For further details, please see reconciliation of  excess assets 
over liabilities, to own funds on page 74.

The Group’s subordinated liabilities as at Day 1 were classified as 
Tier 2 as part of  the Solvency II transitional measures from previous 
regulatory regimes. These have been replaced with equity capital 
issued to the Company’s parent MSI, so the balance held has 
effectively been reclassified as Tier 1. 

The Group does not have any ancillary own funds. However, the 
Group’s parent MSI has pledged letters of  credit and Japanese 
corporate bonds to the Society of  Lloyd’s in respect of  the Group’s 
participation in Lloyd’s syndicates. These assets are off-balance 
sheet due to the Society’s rules. Further details are set out below.

For the Solvency II consolidated subsidiaries all inter-company 
balances and profits and transactions are eliminated. For 
subsidiaries classified as participations, inter-company profit is 
eliminated. Therefore, the excess of  assets over liabilities, the total 
basic own funds, and the total available own funds are net of  any 
intra-group transactions.

Section E: Capital management
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Basic (and available) Own Funds:

As at 31 December 2016 As at Day 1 (unaudited)

Total 
£m

Tier 1 
£m

Tier 2 
£m

Total 
£m

Tier 1  
£m

Tier 2 
£m

Tier 3 
£m

Ordinary share capital 143.2 143.2 – 142.4 142.4 – –

Share premium account related to ordinary 
share capital 946.0 946.0 – 317.0 317.0 – –

Reconciliation reserve 1,381.4 1,381.4 – 692.8 692.8 – –

Subordinated liabilities – – – 235.9 – 235.9 –

An amount equal to the value of  net deferred 
tax assets 36.0 – 36.0 21.1 – – 21.1

Total Own Funds 2,506.6 2,470.6 36.0 1,409.2 1,152.2 235.9 21.1

Movements in the Reconciliation reserve
The main constituent of  Own Funds is the reconciliation reserve 
which comprises the excess of  assets over liabilities as valued for 
the Solvency II balance sheet, as well as other movements not part 
of  the other components of  Own Funds. The reconciliation reserve 
has moved during the year as follows:

 £m

Reconciliation reserve at Day 1 (unaudited)  692.8

Movements in Solvency II balance sheet

Increase in Financial Assets 731.4 

Increase in Other Assets 282.4 

Increase in Technical Provisions (307.5)

Decrease in Other Liabilities 47.1 

753.4

Other movements

Provision for foreseeable dividend (75.8)

Transfer to share capital and share premium re early 
closure of  employee share option scheme (5.8)

Change in fungibility restrictions 16.8

(64.8)

Reconciliation reserve at 31 December 2016 1,381.4

During the period from 1 January to 31 December 2016, the following 
significant movements are as follows:

• The Group issued 2,864,815 ordinary shares during the year in 
relation to the early closure of  the Employee Share Option scheme 
following the acquisition of  the Company by Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance Company Limited (‘MSI’) at a fair value of  £5.7 million 
(205 pence per share); 

• An additional one share was issued on the 4 November 2016 
for £230.0 million and the proceeds used to repay the Group’s 
subordinated debt which was held as Tier 2 capital under 
Solvency II transitional arrangements; 

• A further share was issued on 31 December 2016 for 
£394.1 million for the acquisition of  the MS Frontier Reinsurance 
Limited and subsidiaries; and 

• The fair value of  all the shares issued in the year is £629.8 million.

Each share is issued at a par value of  28.125p. All shares have the 
equal voting rights and all shares are held by Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance Company, Limited.

The Company currently has no restricted tier 1 capital (Paid-in 
subordinated mutual members accounts, paid-in preference shares 
and the related shares premium account, paid in subordinated 
liabilities, and items which are included in tier 1 basic own funds 
under transitional arrangements). 

Available own funds are classified into tiers based on the extent to which 
they possess the characteristics of  permanency and subordination. 
Four further features are also taken into consideration, namely; 

Analysis of significant changes during the period
Ordinary share capital and share premium account

Allotted called up and fully paid ordinary shares & related share premium
Number of  

shares
Share capital 

£m 
Share premium 

£m
Total 

£m

As at Day 1 506,177,051 142.4 317.0 459.4

Shares issued during the year 2,864,817 0.8 629.0 629.8

As at 31 December 2016 509,041,868 143.2 946.0 1,089.2

• sufficient duration;

• an absence of  incentives for redemption;

• an absence of  mandatory servicing costs; and

• an absence of  encumbrances. 

Tier 3 Own Funds represent Net deferred tax assets only. Please 
refer to Section D1 for details of  deferred tax assets valuation.
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As at 31 December 2016 As at Day 1

Total 
£m

Tier 1 
£m

Tier 2 
£m

Total 
£m

Tier 1  
£m

Tier 2 
£m

Tier 3 
£m

Eligible own funds covering Solvency Capital 
Requirements 2,506.6 2,470.6 36.0 1409.2 1,152.2 235.9 21.1

Eligible own funds covering Minimum Capital 
Requirements 2,468.2 2,468.2 – 1,204.7 1,142.2 62.5 –

Solvency Capital Requirements 1,580.3 1,044.6 

Minimum Capital Requirements 395.1 312.3 

SCR Coverage Ratio 158.6% 134.9%

MCR Coverage Ratio 624.8% 385.8%

The SCR is calculated in accordance with an approved Internal Model. 

The amounts of  eligible own funds by tier to cover the MCR have been adjusted for disallowed items, as follows:

• Tier 1 – Removal of  Own Funds of  Non Insurance Financial Sector Companies included in the above.

• Tier 2 – Subordinated debt was only allowed up to a limit of  20% from the total MCR amount.

• Tier 3 – is ineligible for MCR coverage. 

Own Funds – Fungibility and Transferability
The Own funds are after deductions of  £337.8 million due to local 
regulatory requirements across the Group. These deductions relates to:

• Deduction due to local regulatory requirements relates to Amlin 
Insurance S.E. and MS Amlin AG, where the local capital 
requirements are in excess of  their contribution to the Internal 
Model SCR, net of  diversification benefit; and

• Certain assets of the Group have been pledged to support the Lloyd’s 
funding requirements, that are in excess of the contribution by the two 
syndicate’s to the Group Internal Model SCR (net of  diversification 
benefit), are not transferable to the rest of  the Group until the 
requirements of  the Lloyd’s coming into line release test are met. 

Restricted non-insurance assets represent mainly assets held by 
overseas trust funds which are restricted due to local regulatory and 
transferability requirements, with the remainder relating to an escrow 
account to cover future liabilities of  a Group company in respect of  
defined benefit pension funding requirements. 

Further details on these can be found in note 12j) of  
the Group’s Annual Report and Consolidated Financial 
Statements.

In addition, the Group’s parent, MSI, has pledged letters of  credit 
and Japanese corporate bonds as part of  the Funds at Lloyd’s, also 
in support of  the participation in syndicates 3210 and 2001. As these 
assets are pledged to the Society of  Lloyd’s, they are not eligible 
ancillary own funds and remain off-balance sheet. Together these 
assets meet the Lloyd’s funding requirements represented by the 
Economic Capital Requirement and which includes a 35% uplift. 

Own Funds to cover solvency capital 
requirements and minimum capital 
requirements
The eligible amounts by tier to cover the Solvency Capital 
Requirements (SCR – see page 75 for details) and the Minimum 
Capital Requirements (MCR – see page 77 for details) are shown 
in the table below:

Movements in Solvency II balance sheet are inclusive of the acquisitions 
of Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance (London Management) Limited and of MS 
Frontier Reinsurance Limited (and subsidiaries), net of  an allocation of  
acquired assets to the movement in share capital and share premium 
accounts. They are also net of  the repayment of  the subordinated debt.

Reconciliation from IFRS to Solvency II

£m

Excess of  assets over liabilities – IFRS 3,211.7 

Deconsolidation and reclassification of  subsidiaries 
to participation –

Disallowed items – Goodwill, Intangible assets and 
Deferred Acquisition Costs (415.2)

Solvency II technical provisions adjustment 344.9 

Fair value adjustment on subsidiaries classified as 
participations (129.3)

Fair value adjustment on other items (32.7)

Deferred tax on adjustment items 30.2

Excess of assets over liabilities – Solvency II 3,009.6

Section D of  this report explains the valuation of  the Solvency II 
assets and liabilities.

Available Own Funds 
The calculation of Available Own Funds of £2,506.6 million is shown below:

£m

Excess of  assets over liabilities – Solvency II 3,009.6

Deduction for future dividend payments (75.8)

Total Basic Own Funds before deduction for 
fungibility and transferability of  own funds. 2,933.8

Deduction due to local regulatory requirements (337.8)

Deduction for restricted non-insurance assets within 
the Group (89.4)

Total Available Own Funds 2,506.6

Section E: Capital management
continued
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E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum Capital 
Requirement (unaudited)
The following chart summarises the movements in standalone capital by risk type as produced by the Internal Model between 1 January 2016 
and 1 January 2017. Figures are projected capital requirements to support the 2016 and 2017 underwriting years and any deterioration in the 
technical provisions during 2016 and 2017, respectively.
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SCR by risk category

All risk categories have seen a material increase over the year as 
a result of  the integration of  MSI business. This can be seen mostly 
within underwriting, reserving and market risks reflecting the 
additional insurance liabilities and assets being transferred into 
MS Amlin.

The sum of  the standalone risk categories is greater than the 
modelled SCR, owing to the benefits available to the Group through 
diversification. This is by way of  the geographic, product and capital 
diversity the Group employs in managing its risks. This is also to 
reflect the likelihood that not all risks will emerge concurrently. 

The final regulatory SCR of  £1,580.3 million also contains a 
contingency capital load of  £105.0 million, as agreed with the PRA. 
This contingency capital load has been included whilst the PRA 
considers the Major Model change application that was submitted 
on 23 December 2016. The Major Model change was necessary 
following the integration with MSI. This contingency load is expected 
to lapse on 30 June 2017, and assuming it is not replaced this capital 
load can be removed. Depending on the outcome of  the approval 
process the modelled SCR may also need to be changed.

Group Solvency – Approach
The Group SCR is calculated using the Internal Model, which has 
been designed to be a single Group wide model, which is capable 
of  modelling each Entity on a stand-alone basis as well as the 
consolidated Group total using Method 1, as referred to in Articles 
230 and 233 of  Directive 2009/138/EC. This structure ensures 
consistency of  approach across the Group and enables any 
intra-Group cash flows to be realistically captured. Within the Internal 
Model, Lloyd’s syndicates are fully treated as insurance activities as 
opposed to being treated as strategic investment participations (i.e. within 
a Capital Corporate Vehicle), which will typically lead to a higher 
SCR/MCR. As the eligible own funds are not able to take the full 
benefit of  the assets backing the syndicates it will create a slight 
inconsistency between the SCR/MCR and the eligible own funds, 
leading to a slight understatement of  the coverage ratio.
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Group Solvency – Analysis
The following chart presents the information shown in the chart above, but in a form that is able to highlight the diversification benefit. This 
shows that there is significant diversification being recognised in the calculation of  the SCR. Diversification reflects that not all risk categories 
will experience their worst 1 in 200 year event at the same time. It is also dependent on the how the risks are being categorised as each risk 
category will also include an element on implicit diversification benefit.
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xx

Q4 2016 SCR breakdown by risk category

The following table shows the contribution each risk category is making to the SCR on a risk adjusted allocated basis. 

SCR (£m)

Diversification

Standalone 
Capital

Allocated 
Capital GBP %

Underwriting risk 1,193.7 617.7 576.0 48.3%

Reserving risk 827.6 475.8 351.8 42.5%

Market risk 553.4 265.4 288.0 52.0%

Operational risk 140.1 53.1 87.0 62.1%

Reinsurance Credit risk 117.9 58.8 59.1 50.1%

Liquidity risk 3.2 4.5 (1.3) (40.6)%

Modelled Total 2,835.9 1,475.3 1,360.6 48.0%

Contingency capital load – 105.0 – –

Regulatory Total 2,835.9 1,580.3 1,360.6 48.0%

The table above allocates the diversification benefit into the risk categories, based on their contribution to the overall SCR. The allocation 
technique used in the capital allocation by percentile layer approach. As can be seen reserving risk (and then underwriting risk) contributes 
the smallest amount of  diversification. This reflects the core risks which MS Amlin is exposed to, specifically Non-life Insurance risks. 
Operational risk and Market risk provide the highest amount of  diversification and shows they are not material drivers of  capital. This is 
consistent with MS Amlin’s risk profile where (re)insurance business is the main focus. 

Section E: Capital management
continued
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Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
The calculation of  MCR combines a linear formula with a floor of  25% 
and a cap of  45% of  the SCR. The MCR is subject to an absolute 
floor depending on the nature of  the undertaking (as defined in 
Article 129 (1) (d) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC). The Minimum 
Capital Requirement is calculated in accordance to the requirements 
using the Net Written Premium in the previous 12 months and the Net 
Best Estimate Technical Provisions excluding risk margin as at the 
reporting date.

The total MCR as at 31 December 2016 is £395.1 million compared 
to £312.3 million as at Day 1, an increase of  £82.8 million. The MCR 
as at 31 December 2016 is determined by the above mentioned 25% 
of  SCR floor. Therefore, the increase is mainly attributable to the 
significant increase in the SCR explained above, inclusive of  the 
contingency load.

E.3 Use of the duration based 
equity risk sub model in the 
calculation of Solvency II capital 
requirement (unaudited)
As the Group is using an approved Internal Model calculation, this 
requirement per Article 304 of  directive 2009/138/EC, relating to 
duration based equity risk sub-module calculations, is not relevant 
and has not been completed.

E.4 Differences between the 
standard formula and any internal 
model used (unaudited)
Model uses have been selected on the basis of  meeting the following 
criteria:

• Use is within the scope of  the Internal Model

• Alignment to business need with the potential to enhance 
shareholder value.

From its inception in 2001, the Internal Model had been designed 
as a tool for managing the business. Therefore the output has been 
tailored to provide management information on material risks across 
the business. This includes modelling over 120 classes of  business 
which can be aggregated to business units, divisions, entities and 
group. These classes are also consistent with the underlying class 
mapping to support calculations of  the technical provisions. Section 
E.1 shows output split by risk categories and major business units 
allowing their materiality to be reported.

The use of  the Internal Model is linked to the scope and definition 
of  the Internal Model. Widening the scope of  the Internal Model 
therefore widens its potential uses.

The following are uses of  MS Amlin’s Internal Model across the Group: 

• Setting regulatory (Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum 
Capital Requirement) and Internal Economic Capital;

• Derivation of  risk appetite and monitoring of  tolerances, including 
those for aggregate catastrophe risk;

• Modelling of  operational risks. Results are used within the risk 
assessment process to quantify the risks;

• Ranking of  operational risks;

• Business planning and performance measurement

• Business plan scoring;

 – Capital Allocation (Return on Economic Capital);

 – Derivation of  technical loss ratios for class performance 
measurement;

 – Assessing business plans against tolerances; and 

 – Calculating regulatory and economic capital required to support 
the business plan;

• Reinsurance purchasing;

• Reinsurance analysis;

• Strategic investment management;

• Investment allocation; 

• Internal Model Class Dashboards giving class level risk profiles;

• Profit and loss attribution;

• Calculating regulatory and economic capital required to support 
a strategic decision;

• Assessing the impact on current tolerances of  a strategic 
decision; and

• To assist MS Amlin and various entity boards to make strategic 
decisions. 
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Internal Model validation
Output from the Internal Model is assessed to validate that the 
Internal Model reflects the risk profile of  the underlying business and 
that all risks are captured within the Internal Model. This provides all 
model output users with confidence that model output is accurate 
and complete.

Strategic business and operational decisions
From time to time MS Amlin will consider business opportunities 
which can be evaluated using the Internal Model (for example, 
acquisitions). The Internal Model was used extensively to understand 
how much reinsurance catastrophe exposure could be retained with 
the merger of  MS Frontier Reinsurance Limited. The Internal Model 
will help assess the level of  risk posed by the proposition, any 
corresponding diversification benefits, and the potential returns 
on capital.

Alignment with the Technical Provisions
The class grouping used to calculate the Technical Provisions are 
also consistent with how the business is being managed. This means 
the class groupings also need to be sufficiently homogeneous with 
respect to risk profile, which means they are appropriate for use 
within the Internal Model. Having consistency between the technical 
provisions, business planning and Internal Model ensures that all 
management information can more easily be used. 

Technical Analysis and the Influence on 
the Business
MS Amlin’s management firmly believe that technical analysis (as 
supplied by the Internal Model) should be used and promoted to 
supplement expert judgement within the business. The limitations 
of  modelling are understood by all users and consequently the 
boundaries to which the Internal Model can be applied are known. 
Although the limits of  the use of  modelling are known, MS Amlin’s 
management recognises that modelling and technical analysis 
provides real business benefit and can enhance shareholder value. 
As a result, management expects continuous improvements in 
modelling as this is viewed as delivering shareholder value on an 
on-going basis. This is entirely consistent with Solvency II’s 
Foundation Principle for the use test.

It is emphasised that any technical analysis emanating from the 
Internal Model will be considered alongside expert judgement. Only 
in selected areas will the Internal Model lead the decision-making 
process. The following table outlines the principles around whether 
technical analysis should inform, challenge or lead MS Amlin’s main 
business processes.

Uses described
Setting regulatory (Solvency Capital Requirement 
and Minimum Capital Requirement) and Internal 
Economic Capital
Regulatory capital is a mandatory requirement. Having a defined 
internal economic capital target informs management as to the 
appropriate amount of  capital needed to run the Group and support 
the business plan. Thus it assists MS Amlin in maximising returns on 
capital, supports MS Amlin’s financial strength rating and provides 
data to allow assessment of  how much surplus is available to return 
to shareholders or fund business development opportunities. 

As part of the risk management system
Managing risk is essential to MS Amlin’s business. The Internal Model 
is a key tool in the measurement and assessment of  risk alongside 
the use of  expert judgement. Better identification of  risks allows the 
management to take lower levels of  risk while achieving the same 
level of  shareholder return. For example, property catastrophe (re)
insurance is central to MS Amlin’s business strategy, and the 
catastrophe modelling components of  the Internal Model are 
valuable tools in the management of  catastrophe risk and associated 
risk aggregations.

Business planning and performance measurement
Business planning is a core control in managing the Company. 
Through the business planning process, management aim to select 
the most profitable classes within a diversified and balanced 
portfolio. In conjunction with technical analysis produced by the 
Internal Model, management can seek to reduce risks facing 
shareholders or policyholders, or conversely enhance shareholder 
returns. Capital allocation techniques are used to measure the return 
on economic capital for each of  the business units so that the 
business plans can be fairly assessed on a risk adjusted basis. 
In addition, technical loss ratios are produced at a class level to 
indicate the performance level that needs to be achieved by each 
class over the underwriting cycle in order to contribute towards 
a minimum level of  return on economic capital for the Group. 

Reinsurance purchasing
Reinsurance is an important risk mitigation tool for MS Amlin. 
However, reinsurance is also a substitute for capital. The Internal 
Model can be used to assist management in setting the appropriate 
balance of  reinsurance and capital utilisation.

Strategic investment management
Asset management is a fundamental discipline for any insurer. 
Investments provide a source of  earnings, but also a source of  
risk. While MS Amlin has a track record in investing conservatively, 
opportunities exist for enhancing returns for a given level of  risk. 
In addition, the introduction of  discounted balance sheets under 
Solvency II requires a greater focus on asset-liability matching for 
non-life insurers.

Section E: Capital management
continued
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MS Amlin Corporate 
Member Limited MSI Corporate Capital Limited

Syndicate 2001 Syndicate 3210

Amlin Insurance SEMS Amlin AG

MS Amlin plc

Influence of  Technical Analysis

Process Information Provided by Technical Analysis

Inform 
Decision 

Making

Challenge 
Decision 

Making

Lead  
Decision 

Making

Underwriting strategy Capital and tail risk, earnings volatility and rating 
implications

3 3

Business planning Divisional/ 
Sub-division level

Capital allocated to division to determine earnings/
profitability target

Measurement against agreed appetite/tolerance

Proposed incremental adjustments to underwriting 
volume

3 3

Business planning – Class level Proposed incremental adjustments to underwriting 
volumes at Divisional level will impact Class level 
business plans

Assess volatility of  class and level of  prudence in plan

3

Technical pricing Indicative class level target loss ratios 3 3

Reinsurance purchase individual 
contract Evaluate cost/benefit of  RI contract

3 3

Reinsurance purchase internal Evaluate benefits and capital needs of  retaining external 
reinsurance within the group

3 3

Aggregated risk analysis Measure aggregate exposures vs. agreed appetite/
tolerance

3 3 3

Reserving Actuarial best estimate reserves form the basis for 
carried reserves

Indicative strength of  reserve margin

3 3 3

Investments Optimal asset allocations

Measure of  risk exposure vs. agreed risk appetite

Risk budgeting for Investments

3 3

Scope of Internal Model
Legal Entities and Business Units
The MS Amlin’s group Internal Model is capable of  calculating Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) for the Group, all (re)insurance 
undertakings and managed Lloyd’s syndicates as described below.

MS Amlin plc is an insurance holding company which is not licensed to write insurance business but underwrites via four legal entities. 
The following diagram illustrates the group structure in a simplified form.

MS Amlin’s core Internal Model is the same for all entities as well as for the Group. 
The Internal Model covers all material risks, businesses and modules within the 
above entities.
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MS Amlin’s Internal Model is able to calculate the SCR for all entities and for the Group. The Internal Model is also used to calculate the 
Entities’ capital requirement on the local regulatory basis (for example, Swiss Solvency Test) where this differs to the Solvency II SCR basis. 
The table below outlines the entities where formal Internal Model approval has been achieved:

Entity
Country of  
incorporation Regulator

Official 
Language

Application 
Language

Level of  model 
approval 
obtained

MS Amlin plc United Kingdom Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) English English Full Internal 
Model

Aggregation of  
S2001 and S3210, 
managed by MS 
AUL

United Kingdom Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) 

(Subject to franchise rules as laid down by 
The Corporation of  Lloyd’s)

English English Full Internal 
Model

MS AAG Switzerland Swiss Financial Market Authority (FINMA) English English Partial Internal 
Model

AISE United Kingdom Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA) English English Standard 
Formula

Model Structure
High-Level Overview
The Internal Model is built using standard non-life market 
approaches. It has been designed to be a single Group wide model, 
which is capable of  modelling each entity on a stand-alone basis 
as well as the consolidated Group total using Method 1, as referred 
to in Articles 230 and 233 of  Directive 2009/138/EC. This structure 
ensures consistency of  approach across the Group and enables any 
intra-group cashflows to be realistically captured.

The Internal Model is capable of  categorising results into the main 
risk categories. These are: premium risk, catastrophe risk, reserving 
risk, market risk, reinsurance credit risk, liquidity risk and 
operational risk.

The model splits claims as attritional, large and catastrophe claims. 
This allows premium risk and catastrophe risk to be modelled for 
each class of  business. Attritional claims are modelled in aggregate 
for each class of  business. Individual large claims use a frequency 
and severity approach. The majority of  the gross catastrophe claims 
come directly from the proprietary catastrophe models. Where the 
proprietary catastrophe models are unable to realistically capture 
MS Amlin’s exposure the Internal Model applies a similar frequency 
and severity approach as for the large claims. Where classes have 
insufficient data to ensure a realistic parameterisation, they are 
supplemented with expert judgement.

Outward reinsurance programmes are explicitly coded for the latest 
underwriting year enabling recoveries, reinstatement costs and 
reinsurance premium that are consistent with the simulated gross 
claims to be realistically calculated. This information is also used 
to feed into the reinsurance credit risk calculation. Intra-group 
reinsurances are modelled by passing claims and recoveries 
between the relevant entity modules.

Reserving development triangles are Bootstrapped (a common 
stochastic reserving technique) within the Internal Model to calculate 
the reserving risk. This is explained in greater detail in the Reserving 
Risk sub module document.

Market risk is modelled using an external Economic Scenario 
Generator (ESG) supplied by Sungard.

Information forming some of  the other risk categories (for example, 
asset position, size of  reserves and so on) is fed through to a 
liquidity module, to identify potential simulations where insufficient 
assets are available to cover claim payments. This enables liquidity 
risk to be calculated.

Finally, operational and group risks are captured as part of  MS 
Amlin’s Risk Assessment Process (RAP) and fed through into the 
Internal Model to form the operational and group risk component.

The Internal Model is a fully holistic model with each source of  risk 
modelled in a consistent way throughout each simulation. Therefore, 
the process of  aggregating these risks together is a simple matter 
of  adding the profit or loss generated by risk category within each 
simulation. This means the Group SCR can be calculated directly 
from the Internal Model with no additional dependency assumptions. 
However, in order to make each risk category consistent a 
dependency structure within risk category and between risk 
categories is required at the time each risk is modelled.

Comparison to Standard Formula SCR
With MS Amlin having a fully approved Internal Model the calculation 
of  the SCR using the Standard Formula (SF SCR) is no longer 
routinely required. However, the functionality to calculate the SF SCR 
is being maintained should the need arise. 

When comparing the Internal Model to the Standard Formula it is 
clear that the Internal Model gives a significantly lower SCR figure. 
This is due to a number of  key assumptions within the Standard 
Formula that inappropriately captures MS Amlin’s risk profile. This is 
mainly related to the approach for capturing catastrophe exposed 
business, which gives a higher capital requirement than calculated 
by the Internal Model. There are two key areas that lead to this 
difference. Firstly, the profit margin within catastrophe exposed 
business is ignored within the Standard Formula. Profit margins are 
a significant buffer against catastrophe claims and as such should 
be recognised as a risk mitigation action. Secondly, there is a blanket 
assumption in the Standard Formula calculation that all non-
catastrophe exposed business is 25% correlated to catastrophe 
exposed business. This assumption misses the diverse nature of  MS 
Amlin’s risk profile. For example, UK Motor claims are uncorrelated to 
US Catastrophe claims. The Internal Model appropriately allows for 
the profit margin and uses a more realistic dependency structure 
between classes, both of  which result in a lower capital figure.

Section E: Capital management
continued
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The Internal Model is a full stochastic model providing a full 
probability distribution forecast and uses various metrics for different 
purposes. For calculating the SCR, a Value at Risk (VaR) metric at 
the 99.5% level is used, consistent with Solvency II requirements.

The SCR is then calculated by assessing the deviation from the 
expected results and recognising losses over a twelve month time 
horizon. That is the 99.5% change in basic own funds over a 
single year.

Data used in the Internal Model
The Internal Model uses a wide range of  data from across the 
business. In most cases it is historical data that is used to calibrate 
the distributions required to reflect the risk profile of  the business. 
Historical data is considered the most appropriate data to use as the 
risk profile of  past business is likely to be a reasonable guide of  the 
profile expected to be seen in future business. However, in all cases 
historical data alone is not sufficient and it must be supplemented by 
expert judgement. This ensures profile changes and data limitations 
can be appropriately allowed for in the model. 

The Internal Model also uses current data that is consistent with other 
reporting processes across the business. This includes exposure 
data used to feed the proprietary catastrophe models, technical 
provisions, investment holdings and other balance sheet information. 
This data ensures that the SCR produced by the Internal Model is 
internally consistent and aligned with other financial reporting.

To ensure that the data being used has sufficient quality it is 
assessed and monitored against internal standards that aim to 
demonstrate accuracy, completeness and appropriateness. Data 
controls are regularly monitored either through exception reporting or 
through reconciliations. Any issues are then flagged and remediated 
to maintain data quality at the required minimum standard. 

E.5 Non-compliance with the 
Minimum Capital Requirement and 
non-compliance with the Solvency 
Capital Requirement
As seen in section E.1, MS Amlin holds sufficient capital in excess of  
the MCR and SCR. This helps to ensure that the Group’s Eligible Own 
Funds exceed SCR/MCR requirements on a continuous basis.

E.6 Any other disclosures
All material information relating to the Group’s capital management 
has been disclosed in sub-sections E.1 to E.5 above.

In contrast the Internal Model tends to generate a higher figure for 
reinsurance credit risk. This is because the Internal Model applies 
a dependency structure with a heavy tail, which makes the resulting 
distribution very skewed. This means that tail risk is greater in the 
Internal Model than would be implied by the Standard Formula, 
which makes the Internal Model more prudent compared against 
the Standard Formula approach.

There is also a difference in how Corporate Capital Vehicles (CCVs) 
are being treated between the Internal Model and the Standard 
Formula. The Internal Model explicitly models the insurance activities 
of  the syndicates being supported by the CCVs. Whereas the 
Standard Formula only captures the risks associated with the CCVs 
themselves as a strategic investment.

MS Amlin feels that modelling the insurance activities within the 
syndicates is a much better way of  capturing the risk profile of  the 
CCVs, and hence the risk profile of  the group. This means the 
Internal Model is making no allowance for the protection provided by 
the Lloyd’s Central Fund, and no allowance for the legal position 
where a CCV can file for insolvency. Both of  these allowances are 
being implicitly assumed within the Standard Formula as it is only the 
capital within the CCV that is being assumed to be at risk, creating 
a limited liability approach.

Overall, the treatment of  CCVs within the Internal Model gives a much 
higher SCR than would be generated from the Standard Formula.

For market risk the main differences between the Internal Model and 
the Standard Formula is due to the dependency structures being 
assumed. The Internal Model uses a full stochastic Economic 
Scenario Generator (ESG), which automatically uses the dependency 
structure that is already implicit within the historical data being used 
to calibrate the ESG. This dependency structure is then applied 
between the actual assets being modelled rather than the high-level 
broad asset categories as used in the Standard Formula. By applying 
the dependency structure at a more granular level it is believed to 
give a more accurate calculation of  market risk for MS Amlin. 

The approach for operational and group risk is very simplistic within 
the Standard Formula where a blanket charge is applied to the 
overall capital result. The Internal Model adopts a more sophisticated 
approach where individual operational risks are separately assessed 
by nominated business risk experts before being aggregated using 
a heavy tail dependency structure. As the two approaches are vastly 
different it is difficult to identify any specific reasons why one 
approach gives a higher result than the other. Overall, the Internal 
Model produces a result materially higher than the Standard Formula, 
which is felt more representative of  the potential losses associated 
with operational risks. 

Risk Measures and Time periods
The Internal Model calculates MS Amlin’s SCR as that of  a going 
concern and is calibrated to cover all quantifiable risks. It is set up to 
forecast twelve months of  new business and then run-off  all material 
risks on the balance sheet. This gives the option of  modelling on 
a one-year recognition basis consistent with the Solvency II 
requirements and also on an ultimate basis, where all risks are 
run-off  to their ultimate outcome.
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S.02.01.02 Balance sheet 
Solvency II

 value

Assets C0010

R0010 Goodwill

R0020 Deferred acquisition costs

R0030 Intangible assets –

R0040 Deferred tax assets 36,020

R0050 Pension benefit surplus –

R0060 Property, plant & equipment held for own use 21,070

R0070 Investments (other than assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts) 4,740,689

R0080  Property (other than for own use) –

R0090  Holdings in related undertakings, including participations 1,130,002

R0100  Equities 438,815

R0110   Equities – listed 437,902

R0120   Equities – unlisted 913

R0130  Bonds 526,565

R0140   Government Bonds 517,202

R0150   Corporate Bonds 6,983

R0160   Structured notes –

R0170   Collateralised securities 2,380

R0180  Collective Investments Undertakings 2,610,928

R0190  Derivatives 23,287

R0200  Deposits other than cash equivalents 11,092

R0210  Other investments –

R0220 Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts –

R0230 Loans and mortgages 88

R0240  Loans on policies –

R0250  Loans and mortgages to individuals 88

R0260  Other loans and mortgages –

R0270 Reinsurance recoverables from: 69,995

R0280  Non-life and health similar to non-life 69,995

R0290   Non-life excluding health 70,138

R0300   Health similar to non-life (143)

R0310  Life and health similar to life, excluding index-linked and unit-linked –

R0320   Health similar to life –

R0330   Life excluding health and index-linked and unit-linked –

R0340  Life index-linked and unit-linked –

R0350 Deposits to cedants –

R0360 Insurance and intermediaries receivables 94,002

R0370 Reinsurance receivables 17,043

R0380 Receivables (trade, not insurance) 486,155

R0390 Own shares (held directly) –

R0400 Amounts due in respect of  own fund items or initial fund called up but not yet paid in –

R0410 Cash and cash equivalents 249,711

R0420 Any other assets, not elsewhere shown 12,895

R0500 Total assets 5,727,668

Annex
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Solvency II
 value

Liabilities C0010

R0510 Technical provisions – non-life 1,747,279

R0520  Technical provisions – non-life (excluding health) 1,725,812

R0530   TP calculated as a whole –

R0540   Best Estimate 1,640,841

R0550   Risk margin 84,971

R0560  Technical provisions – health (similar to non-life) 21,467

R0570   TP calculated as a whole –

R0580   Best Estimate 20,698

R0590   Risk margin 769

R0600 Technical provisions – life (excluding index-linked and unit-linked) –

R0610  Technical provisions – health (similar to life) –

R0620   TP calculated as a whole –

R0630   Best Estimate –

R0640   Risk margin –

R0650  Technical provisions – life (excluding health and index-linked and unit-linked) –

R0660   TP calculated as a whole –

R0670   Best Estimate –

R0680   Risk margin –

R0690 Technical provisions – index-linked and unit-linked –

R0700  TP calculated as a whole –

R0710  Best Estimate –

R0720  Risk margin –

R0730 Other technical provisions –

R0740 Contingent liabilities –

R0750 Provisions other than technical provisions –

R0760 Pension benefit obligations 13,552

R0770 Deposits from reinsurers –

R0780 Deferred tax liabilities 26,146

R0790 Derivatives 17,915

R0800 Debts owed to credit institutions –

R0810 Financial liabilities other than debts owed to credit institutions –

R0820 Insurance & intermediaries payables 17,065

R0830 Reinsurance payables 5,615

R0840 Payables (trade, not insurance) 856,532

R0850 Subordinated liabilities –

R0860  Subordinated liabilities not in BOF –

R0870  Subordinated liabilities in BOF –

R0880 Any other liabilities, not elsewhere shown 33,976

R0900 Total liabilities 2,718,080

R1000 Excess of assets over liabilities 3,009,588 
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Annex
continued

S.05.01.02 Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business 

Non-life Line of  Business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations  (direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance)
Line of  business for:  

accepted non-proportional reinsurance

Medical 
expense 

insurance

Income 
protection 
insurance

Workers’ 
compensation 

insurance

Motor vehicle 
liability 

insurance
Other motor 

insurance

Marine, 
aviation and 

transport 
insurance

Fire and other 
damage to 

property 
insurance

General 
liability 

insurance

Credit and 
suretyship 
insurance

Legal 
expenses 
insurance Assistance

Miscellaneous 
financial loss Health Casualty

Marine, 
aviation, 

transport Property Total

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140 C0150 C0160 C0200

Premiums written

R0110 Gross – Direct Business – 5,804 – 45,296 35,507 101,494 112,865 97,351 – 1,260 – 45,100 444,677

R0120 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 368 – 11 112,277 1,530 3,849 203,229 57,752 51,980 – 5,896 – 436,892

R0130 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 1,956 49,276 9,084 472,428 532,744

R0140 Reinsurers’ share – 284 – 1,559 234 6,338 19,569 9,387 (49) 234 – 23,175 – 818 – 50,509 112,058

R0200 Net 368 5,520 11 156,014 36,803 99,005 296,525 145,716 52,029 1,026 5,896 21,925 1,956 48,458 9,084 421,919 1,302,255

Premiums earned

R0210 Gross – Direct Business – 6,028 – 48,297 31,999 114,978 120,947 93,939 – 801 – 41,619 458,608

R0220 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 491 – 22 98,103 3,546 4,333 200,848 41,426 38,404 – 4,326 – 391,499

R0230 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 2,314 56,101 9,585 488,857 556,857

R0240 Reinsurers’ share – 238 – 1,907 312 6,581 23,154 4,222 (49) 148 – 24,979 – 876 – 54,393 116,761

R0300 Net 491 5,790 22 144,493 35,233 112,730 298,641 131,143 38,453 653 4,326 16,640 2,314 55,225 9,585 434,464 1,290,203

Claims incurred

R0310 Gross – Direct Business – 435 – 41,270 21,283 38,047 49,648 69,396 – 575 – 20,600 241,254

R0320 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 454 – 193 84,451 4,691 2,516 121,345 19,816 33,860 – 2,219 – 269,545

R0330 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 478 47,393 10,478 273,764 332,113

R0340 Reinsurers’ share – 4 – 1,723 46 3,564 3,510 26,012 – (967) – 17,089 – (595) – (781) 49,605

R0400 Net 454 431 193 123,998 25,928 36,999 167,483 63,200 33,860 1,542 2,219 3,511 478 47,988 10,478 274,545 793,307

Changes in other technical 
provisions

R0410 Gross – Direct Business – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0420 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0430 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – 

R0440 Reinsurers’ share – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0500 Net – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0550 Expenses incurred 251 2,643 6 51,453 13,474 34,091 113,852 48,923 17,162 322 2,245 5,575 448 11,801 1,540 105,316 409,102

R1200 Other expenses – 

R1300 Total expenses 409,102
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S.05.01.02 Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business 

Non-life Line of  Business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations  (direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance)
Line of  business for:  

accepted non-proportional reinsurance

Medical 
expense 

insurance

Income 
protection 
insurance

Workers’ 
compensation 

insurance

Motor vehicle 
liability 

insurance
Other motor 

insurance

Marine, 
aviation and 

transport 
insurance

Fire and other 
damage to 

property 
insurance

General 
liability 

insurance

Credit and 
suretyship 
insurance

Legal 
expenses 
insurance Assistance

Miscellaneous 
financial loss Health Casualty

Marine, 
aviation, 

transport Property Total

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140 C0150 C0160 C0200

Premiums written

R0110 Gross – Direct Business – 5,804 – 45,296 35,507 101,494 112,865 97,351 – 1,260 – 45,100 444,677

R0120 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 368 – 11 112,277 1,530 3,849 203,229 57,752 51,980 – 5,896 – 436,892

R0130 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 1,956 49,276 9,084 472,428 532,744

R0140 Reinsurers’ share – 284 – 1,559 234 6,338 19,569 9,387 (49) 234 – 23,175 – 818 – 50,509 112,058

R0200 Net 368 5,520 11 156,014 36,803 99,005 296,525 145,716 52,029 1,026 5,896 21,925 1,956 48,458 9,084 421,919 1,302,255

Premiums earned

R0210 Gross – Direct Business – 6,028 – 48,297 31,999 114,978 120,947 93,939 – 801 – 41,619 458,608

R0220 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 491 – 22 98,103 3,546 4,333 200,848 41,426 38,404 – 4,326 – 391,499

R0230 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 2,314 56,101 9,585 488,857 556,857

R0240 Reinsurers’ share – 238 – 1,907 312 6,581 23,154 4,222 (49) 148 – 24,979 – 876 – 54,393 116,761

R0300 Net 491 5,790 22 144,493 35,233 112,730 298,641 131,143 38,453 653 4,326 16,640 2,314 55,225 9,585 434,464 1,290,203

Claims incurred

R0310 Gross – Direct Business – 435 – 41,270 21,283 38,047 49,648 69,396 – 575 – 20,600 241,254

R0320 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 454 – 193 84,451 4,691 2,516 121,345 19,816 33,860 – 2,219 – 269,545

R0330 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 478 47,393 10,478 273,764 332,113

R0340 Reinsurers’ share – 4 – 1,723 46 3,564 3,510 26,012 – (967) – 17,089 – (595) – (781) 49,605

R0400 Net 454 431 193 123,998 25,928 36,999 167,483 63,200 33,860 1,542 2,219 3,511 478 47,988 10,478 274,545 793,307

Changes in other technical 
provisions

R0410 Gross – Direct Business – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0420 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0430 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – 

R0440 Reinsurers’ share – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0500 Net – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

R0550 Expenses incurred 251 2,643 6 51,453 13,474 34,091 113,852 48,923 17,162 322 2,245 5,575 448 11,801 1,540 105,316 409,102

R1200 Other expenses – 

R1300 Total expenses 409,102
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Annex
continued

S.05.02.01 Premiums, claims and expenses by country
C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070

R0010 Non-life
Home 

Country

Top 5 countries (by amount of  gross premiums written) –  
non-life obligations

Total Top 5 
and home 

countryNL BE DE FR US

C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140

Premiums written

R0110 Gross – Direct Business 10,442 226,637 119,665 16,375 67,567 152 440,838

R0120 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 64,979 2,874 3,597 19,616 18,253 149,860 259,179

R0130 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 271,080 3,170 3,564 11,033 31,866 111,355 432,068

R0140 Reinsurers’ share 24,146 6,252 37,091 2,159 13,274 13,683 96,605

R0200 Net 322,355 226,429 89,735 44,865 104,412 247,684 1,035,480

Premiums earned

R0210 Gross – Direct Business 7,352 243,680 117,768 17,112 71,421 127 457,460

R0220 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 44,718 3,118 1,721 17,897 27,623 147,593 242,670

R0230 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 271,959 2,675 3,656 12,010 33,326 120,412 444,038

R0240 Reinsurers’ share 27,028 7,290 34,256 2,031 13,899 15,513 100,017

R0300 Net 297,001 242,183 88,889 44,988 118,471 252,619 1,044,151

Claims incurred

R0310 Gross – Direct Business 13,250 112,496 81,462 12,829 19,514 – 239,551

R0320 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted 36,877 4,189 1,297 14,188 39,629 69,400 165,580

R0330 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted 214,691 3,285 2,844 6,701 13,484 30,274 271,279

R0340 Reinsurers’ share 4,255 9,314 38,564 (11,251) 3,770 (79) 44,573

R0400 Net 260,563 110,656 47,039 44,969 68,857 99,753 631,837

Changes in other technical 
provisions

R0410 Gross – Direct Business – – – – – – – 

R0420 Gross – Proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – – – 

R0430 Gross – Non-proportional 
reinsurance accepted – – – – – – – 

R0440 Reinsurers’ share – – – – – – – 

R0500 Net – – – – – – – 

R0550 Expenses incurred 88,636 85,827 45,617 14,076 37,404 65,196 336,756

R1200 Other expenses – 

R1300 Total expenses 336,756 
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Annex
continued

S.23.01.22 Own funds 

Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector Total
Tier 1

unrestricted
Tier 1 

restricted Tier 2 Tier 3

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050

R0010 Ordinary share capital (gross of  own shares) 143,168 143,168 –

R0020  Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share capital at group level – – – 

R0030 Share premium account related to ordinary share capital 946,031 946,031 – 

R0040 Initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and mutual-type undertakings – – – 

R0050 Subordinated mutual member accounts – – – – 

R0060  Non-available subordinated mutual member accounts at group level – 

R0070 Surplus funds – – 

R0080  Non-available surplus funds at group level – – 

R0090 Preference shares – – – – 

R0100  Non-available preference shares at group level – 

R0110 Share premium account related to preference shares – – – – 

R0120  Non-available share premium account related to preference shares at group level – 

R0130 Reconciliation reserve 1,381,423 1,381,423

R0140 Subordinated liabilities – – – – 

R0150  Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level – 

R0160 An amount equal to the value of  net deferred tax assets 36,020 36,020 

R0170  The amount equal to the value of  net deferred tax assets not available at the group level – – 

R0180 Other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds not specified above – – – – – 

R0190  Non available own funds related to other own funds items approved by supervisory authority – – – – – 

R0200 Minority interests (if  not reported as part of  a specific own fund item) – – – – – 

R0210  Non-available minority interests at group level – – – – – 

Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not meet the criteria 
to be classified as Solvency II own funds

R0220 Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not meet the criteria to 
be classified as Solvency II own funds – 

Deductions

R0230 Deductions for participations in other financial undertakings, including non-regulated undertakings carrying out financial activities 2,451 2,451 – – – 

R0240  whereof  deducted according to art 228 of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – – 

R0250 Deductions for participations where there is non-availability of  information (Article 229) – – – – – 

R0260 Deduction for participations included by using D&A when a combination of  methods is used – – – – – 

R0270 Total of non-available own fund items – – – – – 

R0280 Total deductions 2,451 2,451 – – – 

R0290 Total basic own funds after deductions 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

Ancillary own funds

R0300 Unpaid and uncalled ordinary share capital callable on demand – – 

R0310 Unpaid and uncalled initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own fund item for mutual and mutual-type 
undertakings, callable on demand – – 

R0320 Unpaid and uncalled preference shares callable on demand – – – 

R0330 A legally binding commitment to subscribe and pay for subordinated liabilities on demand – – – 

R0340 Letters of  credit and guarantees under Article 96(2) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – 

R0350 Letters of  credit and guarantees other than under Article 96(2) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – 

R0360 Supplementary members calls under first subparagraph of  Article 96(3) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – 

R0370 Supplementary members calls – other than under first subparagraph of  Article 96(3) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – 

R0380 Non available ancillary own funds at group level – – – 

R0390 Other ancillary own funds – – – 

R0400 Total ancillary own funds – – – 
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S.23.01.22 Own funds 

Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector Total
Tier 1

unrestricted
Tier 1 

restricted Tier 2 Tier 3

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050

R0010 Ordinary share capital (gross of  own shares) 143,168 143,168 –

R0020  Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share capital at group level – – – 

R0030 Share premium account related to ordinary share capital 946,031 946,031 – 

R0040 Initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own-fund item for mutual and mutual-type undertakings – – – 

R0050 Subordinated mutual member accounts – – – – 

R0060  Non-available subordinated mutual member accounts at group level – 

R0070 Surplus funds – – 

R0080  Non-available surplus funds at group level – – 

R0090 Preference shares – – – – 

R0100  Non-available preference shares at group level – 

R0110 Share premium account related to preference shares – – – – 

R0120  Non-available share premium account related to preference shares at group level – 

R0130 Reconciliation reserve 1,381,423 1,381,423

R0140 Subordinated liabilities – – – – 

R0150  Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level – 

R0160 An amount equal to the value of  net deferred tax assets 36,020 36,020 

R0170  The amount equal to the value of  net deferred tax assets not available at the group level – – 

R0180 Other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds not specified above – – – – – 

R0190  Non available own funds related to other own funds items approved by supervisory authority – – – – – 

R0200 Minority interests (if  not reported as part of  a specific own fund item) – – – – – 

R0210  Non-available minority interests at group level – – – – – 

Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not meet the criteria 
to be classified as Solvency II own funds

R0220 Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do not meet the criteria to 
be classified as Solvency II own funds – 

Deductions

R0230 Deductions for participations in other financial undertakings, including non-regulated undertakings carrying out financial activities 2,451 2,451 – – – 

R0240  whereof  deducted according to art 228 of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – – 

R0250 Deductions for participations where there is non-availability of  information (Article 229) – – – – – 

R0260 Deduction for participations included by using D&A when a combination of  methods is used – – – – – 

R0270 Total of non-available own fund items – – – – – 

R0280 Total deductions 2,451 2,451 – – – 

R0290 Total basic own funds after deductions 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

Ancillary own funds

R0300 Unpaid and uncalled ordinary share capital callable on demand – – 

R0310 Unpaid and uncalled initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own fund item for mutual and mutual-type 
undertakings, callable on demand – – 

R0320 Unpaid and uncalled preference shares callable on demand – – – 

R0330 A legally binding commitment to subscribe and pay for subordinated liabilities on demand – – – 

R0340 Letters of  credit and guarantees under Article 96(2) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – 

R0350 Letters of  credit and guarantees other than under Article 96(2) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – 

R0360 Supplementary members calls under first subparagraph of  Article 96(3) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – 

R0370 Supplementary members calls – other than under first subparagraph of  Article 96(3) of  the Directive 2009/138/EC – – – 

R0380 Non available ancillary own funds at group level – – – 

R0390 Other ancillary own funds – – – 

R0400 Total ancillary own funds – – – 
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continued

Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector Total
Tier 1

unrestricted
Tier 1 

restricted Tier 2 Tier 3

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050

Own funds of other financial sectors

R0410 Credit Institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, alternative investment fund manager, financial institutions 2,451 2,451 – – 

R0420 Institutions for occupational retirement provision – – – – – 

R0430 Non regulated entities carrying out financial activities – – – – – 

R0440 Total own funds of other financial sectors 2,451 2,451 – – – 

Own funds when using the D&A, exclusively or in combination of method 1

R0450 Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of  method – – – – – 

R0460 Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of  method net of  IGT – – – – – 

R0520 Total available own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector and from the 
undertakings included via D&A) 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

R0530 Total available own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR 2,468,171 2,468,171 – – 

R0560 Total eligible own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector and from the 
undertakings included via D&A) 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

R0570 Total eligible own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR (group) 2,468,171 2,468,171 – – 

R0590 Consolidated Group SCR 1,580,254

R0610 Minimum consolidated Group SCR 395,064

R0630 Ratio of Eligible own funds to the consolidated Group SCR (excluding other financial sectors and the undertakings included via D&A) 158.7%

R0650 Ratio of Eligible own funds to Minimum Consolidated Group SCR 624.8%

R0660 Total eligible own funds to meet the group SCR (including own funds from other financial sector and from the undertakings 
included via D&A) 2,506,642 2,470,622 – – 36,020

R0670 SCR for entities included with D&A method

R0680 Group SCR 1,580,254

R0690 Ratio of Eligible own funds to group SCR including other financial sectors and the undertakings included via D&A 158.6%

Reconciliation reserve C0060

R0700 Excess of  assets over liabilities 3,009,588

R0710 Own shares (held directly and indirectly)

R0720 Foreseeable dividends, distributions and charges 75,800

R0730 Other basic own fund items 1,125,219

R0740 Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of  matching adjustment portfolios and ring fenced funds –

R0750 Other non available own funds 427,146

R0760 Reconciliation reserve 1,381,423

Expected profits

R0770 Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) – Life business – 

R0780 Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) – Non-life business 249,809

R0790 Total Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) 249,809

S.23.01.22 Own funds continued
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Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector Total
Tier 1

unrestricted
Tier 1 

restricted Tier 2 Tier 3

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050

Own funds of other financial sectors

R0410 Credit Institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, alternative investment fund manager, financial institutions 2,451 2,451 – – 

R0420 Institutions for occupational retirement provision – – – – – 

R0430 Non regulated entities carrying out financial activities – – – – – 

R0440 Total own funds of other financial sectors 2,451 2,451 – – – 

Own funds when using the D&A, exclusively or in combination of method 1

R0450 Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of  method – – – – – 

R0460 Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of  method net of  IGT – – – – – 

R0520 Total available own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector and from the 
undertakings included via D&A) 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

R0530 Total available own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR 2,468,171 2,468,171 – – 

R0560 Total eligible own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial sector and from the 
undertakings included via D&A) 2,504,191 2,468,171 – – 36,020

R0570 Total eligible own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR (group) 2,468,171 2,468,171 – – 

R0590 Consolidated Group SCR 1,580,254

R0610 Minimum consolidated Group SCR 395,064

R0630 Ratio of Eligible own funds to the consolidated Group SCR (excluding other financial sectors and the undertakings included via D&A) 158.7%

R0650 Ratio of Eligible own funds to Minimum Consolidated Group SCR 624.8%

R0660 Total eligible own funds to meet the group SCR (including own funds from other financial sector and from the undertakings 
included via D&A) 2,506,642 2,470,622 – – 36,020

R0670 SCR for entities included with D&A method

R0680 Group SCR 1,580,254

R0690 Ratio of Eligible own funds to group SCR including other financial sectors and the undertakings included via D&A 158.6%

Reconciliation reserve C0060

R0700 Excess of  assets over liabilities 3,009,588

R0710 Own shares (held directly and indirectly)

R0720 Foreseeable dividends, distributions and charges 75,800

R0730 Other basic own fund items 1,125,219

R0740 Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of  matching adjustment portfolios and ring fenced funds –

R0750 Other non available own funds 427,146

R0760 Reconciliation reserve 1,381,423

Expected profits

R0770 Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) – Life business – 

R0780 Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) – Non-life business 249,809

R0790 Total Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) 249,809
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Annex
continued

S.25.03.22 Solvency Capital Requirement –  
for groups on Full Internal Models

Unique number of 
component Component description

Calculation of  the 
Solvency Capital 

Requirement

Row C0010 C0020 C0030

1 50130I Underwriting Risk (Premium Risk and Catastrophe Risk combined) 1,193,709 

2 50240I Reserving Risk 827,618 

3 20100I Reinsurance Credit Risk 117,884 

4 10300I Interest rate risk 77,464 

5 10400I Equity risk 228,928 

6 10500I Equity risk (participations) – 

7 10600I Property risk 138,775 

8 10700I Spread risk 112,871 

9 10800I Concentration risk – 

10 10900I Currency risk 350,209 

11 11000I Other Market Risk 82,149 

12 70100I Operational and Group Risks 140,095 

13 80130I Liquidity Risk 3,178 

14 80190I Currency translation risk and Other balance sheet consolidation items 949,842 

Calculation of Solvency Capital Requirement C0100

R0110 Total undiversified components 4,222,722

R0060 Diversification (2,749,919) 

R0160 Capital requirement for business operated in accordance with Art. 4 of  Directive 2003/41/EC

R0200 Solvency capital requirement excluding capital add-on 1,472,803

R0210 Capital add-ons already set 105,000 

R0220 Solvency capital requirement 1,580,250

Other information on SCR

R0300 Amount/estimate of  the overall loss-absorbing capacity of  technical provisions – 

R0310 Amount/estimate of  the overall loss-absorbing capacity of  deferred taxes – 

R0410 Total amount of  Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for remaining part – 

R0420 Total amount of  Notional Solvency Capital Requirement for ring fenced funds – 

R0430 Total amount of  Notional Solvency Capital Requirement for matching adjustment portfolios – 

R0440 Diversification effects due to RFF nSCR aggregation for article 304 – 

R0470 Minimum consolidated group solvency capital requirement 395,064

Information on other entities

R0500 Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance capital requirements) 2,451

R0510   Credit institutions, investment firms and financial institutions, alternative investment funds managers, UCITS 
management companies 2,451

R0520  Institutions for occupational retirement provisions – 

R0530  Capital requirement for non- regulated entities carrying out financial activities – 

R0540 Capital requirement for non-controlled participation requirements – 

R0550 Capital requirement for residual undertakings – 
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Annex
continued

Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

1 GB 5493005Q3501B3PX1S31 LEI Amlin Insurance 
Societas Europeae

Non life insurance 
undertaking

Company 
limited by 
shares or by 
guarantee or 
unlimited

Non-mutual Prudential 
Regulatory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

2 CH 5493007KVRV2OKRXFA55 LEI MS Amlin AG Non life insurance 
undertaking

Company 
limited by 
shares or by 
guarantee or 
unlimited

Non-mutual Swiss 
Financial 
Market 
Supervisory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

3 GB 2138004FPSLQKGWVYG72 LEI MS Amlin Corporate 
Member Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

4 GB 213800KLROZQDZTE8F38 LEI MS Amlin (Overseas 
holdings) Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

5 GB 213800MQJJYKAB7IV778 LEI MS Amlin Corporate 
Services Limited 

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

6 GB 213800R9938U6IHBUR83 LEI AUT Holdings Limited Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

7 GB 213800ELDZ54FC4BXD50 LEI Allied Cedar Insurance 
Group Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

8 NL 213800FUTPG52VWZXC58 LEI Amlin Netherlands 
Holdings B.V

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

9 GB 213800C4AULEKSFMWA74 LEI Stace Barr Angerstein 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

10 BM 2138002F2AIK9UOOVS30 LEI Amlin Bermuda 
Holdings Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

11 GB 213800663MFBLWZC5749 LEI St Margarets Insurance 
Services Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

12 GB 213800QJM1UNA42KNY68 LEI MS Amlin Investments 
Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

13 GB 549300OLHT23G812QS87 LEI MS Amlin 
Underwriting Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

14 GB 2138006GVJ8M6P3OIL69 LEI Amlin Plus Limited Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

15 GB 213800ZFWLG5JPD88P67 LEI Crowe Livestock 
Underwriting Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

16 SG 213800PT3BGWX6N5ZL73 LEI MS Amlin Asia Pacific 
PTE Ltd 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

17 GB 2138007CVH9N5H2G3X30 LEI MS Amlin Underwriting 
Services Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

18 GB 2138004LSGV48J4TY886 LEI Allied Underwriting 
Agencies Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

19 GB 213800UNBUV7VH9E5T38 LEI AUA Insolvency Risk 
Services Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

20 GB 213800RE5PCIDUERN475 LEI J R Clare Underwriting 
Agencies Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

S.32.01.22 Undertakings in the scope of the Group
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Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

1 GB 5493005Q3501B3PX1S31 LEI Amlin Insurance 
Societas Europeae

Non life insurance 
undertaking

Company 
limited by 
shares or by 
guarantee or 
unlimited

Non-mutual Prudential 
Regulatory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

2 CH 5493007KVRV2OKRXFA55 LEI MS Amlin AG Non life insurance 
undertaking

Company 
limited by 
shares or by 
guarantee or 
unlimited

Non-mutual Swiss 
Financial 
Market 
Supervisory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

3 GB 2138004FPSLQKGWVYG72 LEI MS Amlin Corporate 
Member Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

4 GB 213800KLROZQDZTE8F38 LEI MS Amlin (Overseas 
holdings) Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

5 GB 213800MQJJYKAB7IV778 LEI MS Amlin Corporate 
Services Limited 

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

6 GB 213800R9938U6IHBUR83 LEI AUT Holdings Limited Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

7 GB 213800ELDZ54FC4BXD50 LEI Allied Cedar Insurance 
Group Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

8 NL 213800FUTPG52VWZXC58 LEI Amlin Netherlands 
Holdings B.V

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

9 GB 213800C4AULEKSFMWA74 LEI Stace Barr Angerstein 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

10 BM 2138002F2AIK9UOOVS30 LEI Amlin Bermuda 
Holdings Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

11 GB 213800663MFBLWZC5749 LEI St Margarets Insurance 
Services Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

12 GB 213800QJM1UNA42KNY68 LEI MS Amlin Investments 
Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

13 GB 549300OLHT23G812QS87 LEI MS Amlin 
Underwriting Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

14 GB 2138006GVJ8M6P3OIL69 LEI Amlin Plus Limited Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

15 GB 213800ZFWLG5JPD88P67 LEI Crowe Livestock 
Underwriting Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

16 SG 213800PT3BGWX6N5ZL73 LEI MS Amlin Asia Pacific 
PTE Ltd 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

17 GB 2138007CVH9N5H2G3X30 LEI MS Amlin Underwriting 
Services Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

18 GB 2138004LSGV48J4TY886 LEI Allied Underwriting 
Agencies Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

19 GB 213800UNBUV7VH9E5T38 LEI AUA Insolvency Risk 
Services Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

20 GB 213800RE5PCIDUERN475 LEI J R Clare Underwriting 
Agencies Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method
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Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

21 GB 213800AAJTE6XDC7GK36 LEI Lead Yacht 
Underwriters Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

22 MY 2138004VRQ42RJ1ORZ09 LEI MS Amlin Labuan 
Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

23 US 2138008UIENFT8JNI527 LEI MS Amlin Reinsurance 
Managers Inc

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

24 NL 213800XEND33T1PEMK68 LEI MS Amlin Marine N.V. Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

25 AE 213800Z32GFQMW6TGD49 LEI MS Amlin (MENA) 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

26 GB OVG7SRQ65LTEFG5EC607 LEI Leadenhall Capital 
Partners LLP

Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Financial 
Conduct 
Authority

75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Sectoral 
rules

27 GB 549300XZBY7F8J4JBM81 LEI MS Amlin Investment 
Management Limited 

Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Financial 
Conduct 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

28 GB 2Y33NQ5FPI8PR8L9QX13 LEI MS Amlin Plc Insurance holding 
company as defined 
in Article 212(1) (f) of  
Directive 2009/138/EC

Non-mutual Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

29 GB 7533292 Specific 
code

Miles Smith Holdings 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 25.8% 25.8% 25.8% Significant 25.8% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

30 GB 969500TESHI2S5QWIN90 LEI Solo Absolute Bonds 
& Currency Fund

Other Non-mutual 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% Dominant 99.9% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

31 GB 2138006M3497BFLMQT05 LEI Amlin UK Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

32 GB 2138001W81I17L2HGD37 LEI Haven Knox-Johnston 
Ltd

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

33 GB 213800W765FWANUG2Z04 LEI Just Law Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

34 GB 213800JVOGRQFMKRUY38 LEI Summit Insurance 
Group Ltd

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

35 GB 213800ZQ8PCA69MPHW33 LEI Serviceline (UK) Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

36 FR 213800DK5I8AUJEYAT76 LEI Amlin France Legacy 
Services

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

37 GB 213800UCTOYLBV7YZN38 LEI RaetsMarine UK Ltd Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

S.32.01.22 Undertakings in the scope of the Group continued

Annex
continued
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Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

21 GB 213800AAJTE6XDC7GK36 LEI Lead Yacht 
Underwriters Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

22 MY 2138004VRQ42RJ1ORZ09 LEI MS Amlin Labuan 
Limited 

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

23 US 2138008UIENFT8JNI527 LEI MS Amlin Reinsurance 
Managers Inc

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

24 NL 213800XEND33T1PEMK68 LEI MS Amlin Marine N.V. Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

25 AE 213800Z32GFQMW6TGD49 LEI MS Amlin (MENA) 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

26 GB OVG7SRQ65LTEFG5EC607 LEI Leadenhall Capital 
Partners LLP

Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Financial 
Conduct 
Authority

75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Sectoral 
rules

27 GB 549300XZBY7F8J4JBM81 LEI MS Amlin Investment 
Management Limited 

Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Financial 
Conduct 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

28 GB 2Y33NQ5FPI8PR8L9QX13 LEI MS Amlin Plc Insurance holding 
company as defined 
in Article 212(1) (f) of  
Directive 2009/138/EC

Non-mutual Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

29 GB 7533292 Specific 
code

Miles Smith Holdings 
Limited

Other Non-mutual 25.8% 25.8% 25.8% Significant 25.8% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

30 GB 969500TESHI2S5QWIN90 LEI Solo Absolute Bonds 
& Currency Fund

Other Non-mutual 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% Dominant 99.9% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

31 GB 2138006M3497BFLMQT05 LEI Amlin UK Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

32 GB 2138001W81I17L2HGD37 LEI Haven Knox-Johnston 
Ltd

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

33 GB 213800W765FWANUG2Z04 LEI Just Law Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

34 GB 213800JVOGRQFMKRUY38 LEI Summit Insurance 
Group Ltd

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

35 GB 213800ZQ8PCA69MPHW33 LEI Serviceline (UK) Ltd Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

36 FR 213800DK5I8AUJEYAT76 LEI Amlin France Legacy 
Services

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

37 GB 213800UCTOYLBV7YZN38 LEI RaetsMarine UK Ltd Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation
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Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

38 FR 21380029LY1BQEWVGA55 LEI MS Amlin Marine 
(France) Sarl

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

39 SG 213800K5GA4H8EWWET22 LEI RaetsAsia P&I 
Services Pte Ltd

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

40 CA 1154796 Specific 
code

Eagle Underwriting 
Group Inc

Other Non-mutual 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% Significant 20.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

41 IE 561587 Specific 
code

Toro Prism plc Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Central Bank 
of  Ireland

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

42 GB 3904868 Specific 
code

Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance (London 
Management) Limited 
(MSILM)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

43 GB 549300N2MXRG2D4D7J93 LEI Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance 
Underwriting at 
Lloyd’s Limited 
(MSIUL)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

44 GB 3905004 Specific 
code

MSI Corporate Capital 
Limited (MSICC)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

45 GB 502727 Specific 
code

MSI Insurance 
Management (Ireland) 
Limited (MSIIMI)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

46 SG 200820664K Specific 
code

MS Frontier Re 
Modeling
Research Pte. Ltd

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual Accounting 
and Corporate 
Regulatory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

47 US 6166159 Specific 
code

Leadenhall Capital 
Partners US LLC

Other Non-mutual 75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

48 US 6166170 Specific  
code

Leadenhall Capital 
Partners US LP

Other Non-mutual 75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

S.32.01.22 Undertakings in the scope of the Group continued

Annex
continued
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Criteria of  influence
Inclusion in the scope of  

Group supervision
Group solvency 

calculation

Country
Identification code of  the 
undertaking

Type of  
code of  the 
ID of  the 
undertaking

Legal Name of the 
undertaking Type of  undertaking Legal form

Category 
(mutual/non 
mutual)

Supervisory 
Authority

% capital 
share

% used for the 
establishment 
of  consolidated 
accounts

% voting 
rights

Other 
criteria

Level of  
influence

Proportional 
share used 
for group 
solvency 
calculation YES/NO

Date of  
decision if  
art. 214 is 
applied

Method used and 
under method 1, 
treatment of  the 
undertaking

Row C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260

38 FR 21380029LY1BQEWVGA55 LEI MS Amlin Marine 
(France) Sarl

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

39 SG 213800K5GA4H8EWWET22 LEI RaetsAsia P&I 
Services Pte Ltd

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

40 CA 1154796 Specific 
code

Eagle Underwriting 
Group Inc

Other Non-mutual 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% Significant 20.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

41 IE 561587 Specific 
code

Toro Prism plc Credit institution, 
investment firm and 
financial institution

Non-mutual Central Bank 
of  Ireland

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

42 GB 3904868 Specific 
code

Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance (London 
Management) Limited 
(MSILM)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

43 GB 549300N2MXRG2D4D7J93 LEI Mitsui Sumitomo 
Insurance 
Underwriting at 
Lloyd’s Limited 
(MSIUL)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

44 GB 3905004 Specific 
code

MSI Corporate Capital 
Limited (MSICC)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

45 GB 502727 Specific 
code

MSI Insurance 
Management (Ireland) 
Limited (MSIIMI)

Other Non-mutual 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

46 SG 200820664K Specific 
code

MS Frontier Re 
Modeling
Research Pte. Ltd

Ancillary services 
undertaking as defined 
in Article 1 (53) of  
Delegated Regulation 
(EU) 2015/35

Non-mutual Accounting 
and Corporate 
Regulatory 
Authority

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% Dominant 100.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Full 
consolidation

47 US 6166159 Specific 
code

Leadenhall Capital 
Partners US LLC

Other Non-mutual 75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method

48 US 6166170 Specific  
code

Leadenhall Capital 
Partners US LP

Other Non-mutual 75.0% 75.0% 50.0% Dominant 75.0% Included in 
the scope

Method 1: Adjusted 
equity method
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